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Executive Summary
In the competition between states for population, a state must create a climate that is
attractive to households. Both the rural and urban areas must develop a set of “man-made”
amenities such as strong job opportunities, a favorable tax climate, a low cost of living, good
schools, flexible health care options, and high quality recreation and entertainment options. The
list is long but the goal is clear: to create a climate where households have a comprehensive set
of incentives drawing them to live in both the rural and urban areas of the state.
This report presents incentive-based approaches that we believe will significantly
increase population growth in Nebraska both by generating new growth in a wide area of nonmetropolitan Nebraska and by accelerating growth in and around current metropolitan areas. In a
series of recommendations, we outline steps that can be taken to increase earnings opportunities,
lower the tax burden, and help Nebraskans get more from their income. In short, we present a set
of steps to help households make more income, keep more of that income, and enjoy that income
more. Our approach is a market-oriented one. We examine whether lower taxes on families at all
income levels can do more to promote growth and prosperity than government services. We rely
on the notion that government should focus on providing those goods and services that the
private sector cannot provide. Our approach is also community-oriented because we expect that
local households and businesses can come together and direct resources in ways that best
promote growth.
Accelerated population growth is necessary in Nebraska to ensure that the state can meet
the goals, set out by the Nebraska Renaissance group, to maintain a set of vibrant communities
throughout the State of Nebraska, and reach a population of 2 million persons in the state. Thus,
part of our interest is in creating an environment for balanced population growth in Nebraska,
where more non-metropolitan areas gain population even as growth accelerates in regions such
as Lincoln, Omaha, and other areas along the Interstate 80 corridor. This goal can best be served
by pursuing a general set of policies to improve economic conditions throughout the state.
However, there are pro-growth solutions that can be especially helpful for non-metropolitan
areas. We propose options to promote entrepreneurship, small business, energy businesses, and
community marketing that will be particularly helpful in non-metropolitan counties.
Our forty-seven recommendations for action are listed below. We examine
recommendations related to: 1) government structure and organization, 2) job creation incentives
v

and tax reductions, and 3), other enhancements to keep Nebraskans in Nebraska. In the balance
of the report we provide more detailed background information and explanations for each of our
recommendations. Thus, after each recommendation we provide the page number in the report
where the reader can go to find more detailed information about that recommendation.

Section One: Government Structure and Organization
Key to the effective and efficient operation of any organization is an underlying
governance structure which enables the constituent parts of that organization to function in an
organized, authorized and known manner. This includes the manner in which it will raise
revenue to fund its operations, as well as the methods and means by which it will authorize and
manage the expenditure of its funds. We recommend a set of general improvements in
Nebraska’s governance structure which we believe will help limit the growth in public spending
in the state, creating an opportunity to cut taxes and allow Nebraska households to keep more of
what they earn.

Main Priority
( 1.1 ) Government Business Model Task Force. That the Governor’s Office or business
community (with the Governor’s cooperation) engage an outside consultant team to
undertake a business model review of our government operations with the intention of
undertaking a comprehensive review of the complete business logic of how the state
functions, from its purposes and objectives, to the way state employees are hired, paid,
promoted and retained, the various political subdivisions and structure, to revenue
modeling, cost and spending models, privatization and state service priorities. This review
would impact many of the other recommendations throughout this Report. (See page 23).
Other Top Priorities
( 1.2 ) Constitutional Convention. That a Constitutional Convention be called and
convened in order to bring to Nebraska’s Constitution and government structure the
capabilities which would allow Nebraska’s elected officials to prudently move forward and
adapt to rapidly changing times. - If a Constitutional Convention is not called and
convened by the State, that the business community engage a study of our Constitution in
order to develop a more detailed review and analysis of the improvements which should be
made to our governance structure. (See page 24).
( 1.3 ) Tax Revenue Policy. The State should adopt a well-defined tax revenue policy to
which long term legislative actions will adhere that aims at specific objectives, is long
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lasting, and is well-known. These objectives should be targeted at growing Nebraska’s
population. (See Page 27).
( 1.4 ) Budget Process Reform. The State and local government budget process should be
reformed to require justification at each level on a zero-based format. The Governor
should have overall CEO budget approval responsibility for all government departments,
agencies, subdivisions to which State tax revenue dollars are directed. (See Page 28).
( 1.5 ) Nebraska Government Report Card. Adopt a “Report Card” reporting method
which will be required of our State Legislature as well as County Boards and City Councils
which will provide a very user friendly presentation so that our citizens can easily discern
the performance of our elected officials as to their spending and taxation obligations as well
as our rankings nationally in key performance metrics. This should be produced on at
least an annual basis for publication in Nebraska’s print media and its availability should
be made known through Nebraska’s broadcast media with the Report Card maintained on
one statewide website devoted to this purpose (www.NebraskaReportCard.gov). This
Report Card should also be mailed annually to all registered voters, and mailed again
shortly before each election. (See Page 28).

Other Recommendations
( 1.6 ) Keep Local vs State Tax Levy and Spending Responsibilities Local Where Possible.
To the extent possible, taxes in Nebraska should be levied, administered and debated at the
lowest level of government (e.g. city rather than state). (See Page 29).
( 1.7 ) Index Tax Brackets. The State of Nebraska should automatically increase the
boundaries for state income tax brackets each year based on the percentage increase in the
consumer price index. (See Page 30).
( 1.8 ) Eliminate Income Based Tax Deduction Phase-Outs. The State of Nebraska should
eliminate the phase-out of itemized deductions for all Nebraskans on their state income
taxes. (See page 30).
( 1.9 ) Individual Income Tax Rate.
Schedule”. (See Page 30).
( 1.10 ) Regulatory Flexibility.
Flexibility Act. (See Page 31).

Eliminate Nebraska’s “Additional Tax Rate

Adopt the Nebraska version of the Federal Regulatory

( 1.11 ) Tax Appeal Fairness. Legislatively provide for the adoption of an independent,
non-judicial dispute tax forum with the ability to issue binding decisions (subject to the
rights of either the Tax Commissioner or the taxpayer to appeal to District Court) and
provide that the burden of proof at the District Court and appellate court level is on the
party who lost at the Tax Hearing level. (See Page 32).
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( 1.12 ) Tax Expenditure Limitation. Adopt a Legislative TEL by the Nebraska Legislature
with the following features (See Page 35):
-

Limit State tax expenditures to a rate of increase equal to the combined rate
of population growth and inflation.

-

The State Legislature could override the TEL for either one or both years in
a Nebraska biennial through the vote of two-thirds of the members of the
Nebraska Legislature.

-

Excess revenue collected would be returned to Nebraska taxpayers in a
manner proportionate to such taxpayers preceding year State income tax
liability.

-

Sales and income tax rates would be reduced pursuant to a legislative
formula to be determined, to the extent that the revenue system is producing
more revenue than that permitted by the TEL.

( 1.13 ) Limit Student State Aid Growth. The State of Nebraska should limit the growth in
state aid per student for K-12 education to the rate of inflation. (See Page 38).
( 1.14 ) Tax Administration. Address the remaining Nebraska tax administration deficiency
evaluated by the Council On State Taxation by modifying the corporate income tax due
date return to be the 15th day of the 4th month following the close of the tax year (i.e. one
month longer than the due date for the federal income tax return). (See Page 40).

Section Two: Job Creation Incentives and Tax Reductions
Good jobs and earnings opportunities remain a key feature that attracts households to a
town or a city. As a result, to increase population growth in Nebraska, there is a need to create
additional job opportunities throughout the State of Nebraska, and especially in the
nonmetropolitan areas of the state. To help with this, the State of Nebraska has recently
enhanced its business incentive program through the passage of the Nebraska Advantage Act,
and through tax cuts. We propose complementary efforts to further improve the climate for
businesses and entrepreneurs. This will not only create more job opportunities but also will help
more Nebraskan’s find a way to pursue their own careers within Nebraska through
entrepreneurship rather than looking to other states for job opportunities. We further make
recommendations to enhance growth in Nebraska’s energy and transportation industries.
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Top Priorities
( 2.1 ) Entrepreneurship Education Program. All public universities, colleges, and
community colleges in Nebraska should adopt a comprehensive entrepreneurship
education program (defined by offering degree programs in entrepreneurship across the
institution). All school districts in Nebraska should provide high school students with the
opportunity to take coursework with a focus on entrepreneurship. (See Page 42).
( 2.2 ) Reduce Income and Sales Tax Rates. To lower tax revenue as a percentage of state
personal income, the State of Nebraska should make across-the-board cuts in major state
tax rates. We propose a 0.5% reduction in the state sales tax rate (from 5.5% to 5.0%), and
a 1.0% reduction in the personal and corporate income tax rate for each tax bracket. (See
Page 45).
( 2.3 ) Enhance The Nebraska Advantage Act.
Nebraska Advantage Act. (See Page 69):

Enact needed enhancements to the

Nebraska Advantage Tier 6. Adopt the following enhancements:
-

Revise the required wage to be the greater of 150% of the Metro wage or
150% of the rural wag

-

Allow the wage levels of multiple counties to be used for multiple location
projects (not just the highest wage level).

LB312 Export Services Exclusion. Expand the Nebraska Advantage Act to consider all
Export Services as qualified business activities.
LB312 Tier 1 Business Activities. Allow all qualified business activities to qualify at the
Tier 1: $1 million new investment and 10 new jobs.
LB312 Tier 5 Job Maintenance. Remove the -0- job maintenance requirement of Tier 5
investment-only projects.
•

Upgrade The Nebraska Advantage Act New Job Standard. To meet the new flexible
and alternative work-force arrangements phenomena impacting today’s work-force,
upgrade the Nebraska Advantage Act’s new employee standards to allow job count
and job credits for all leased employees and contract workers for Nebraska taxable
employment occurring in Nebraska at or for the Nebraska project.

ix

Improvements To Nebraska Advantage Act. Enhance the Nebraska Advantage Act
with the following improvements.

•

-

Remove the project multiple location “interdependence” requirement,
which has been a source of tortured interpretation.

-

Confirm that a project location does not need to be owned or rented
by the company.

-

Allow companies to amend down to Tier 1 - $1 million investment/10
jobs.

-

Change the inflation adjustment for qualified investment from the All
Commodities Producer Price Index to an index appropriate to
investment prices.

-

Allow the investment credit for custom software (not just packaged
software).

-

Remove the provision which delays the sales tax refunds for claims
over $25,000.

-

Allow the contractors tax calculation for all items annexed by Option
2 and 3 contractors (not just materials incorporated into real
property).

-

If a business is sold and the buyer keeps the employees employed, all
these employees to remain in the seller’s employment count as long as
the positions are retained by the buyer in Nebraska.

-

If a project employee is moved to an affiliate that does not have a
project but is in a qualified business, allow this employee to remain in
the headcount while employed by the affiliate.

-

Exempt all equipment and personal property from the property tax
for the $10 million new investment/100 new job tier.

Home-Based Worker Initiative. Expand to LB312 teleworker provision to allow the
incentives for all types of off-site employees working for an LB312 company.

( 2.4 ) Transmission Cost Allocation. Allocate transmission costs for new wind plants to all
electric customers in the state. This would reduce the effective capital cost of wind plants
compared with conventional alternatives – perhaps by about 5 percent – and is similar to a
provision in Texas, the country’s leading producer of wind energy. On a national level,
Nebraska should advocate for a “national grid” policy, whereby transmission investment
needed to support a national renewable portfolio standard is funded in a similar manner to
how the interstate highway system was funded. Nebraska, along with other Midwest states,
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have the highest wind generation potential and it will require vast amount of investment in
transmission to deliver this energy to eastern states. (See Page 77).
( 2.5 ) Corporate Income Tax Apportionment. Convert Nebraska’s corporate income tax
apportionment method for service companies to the market-based sourcing method. (See
Page 81).

Other Recommendations
( 2.6 ) Nebraska Discretionary Fund. Enact a discretionary fund to assist with economic
development (See Page 83):
•

Nebraska Enterprise Fund. Enact and fund an enterprise fund (similar to the Texas
Enterprise Fund) which could be utilized by the Governor as a discretionary dealclosing fund to help bring better paying jobs to our State. Based on a population
comparison to Texas, the recommendation is a $25,000,000 start-up fund for
Nebraska.

•

Governor Opportunity Fund. Establish a Governor’s Opportunity Fund with $25
million initial funding (patterned after Virginia) which provides state grants and
loans to counties and municipalities to use for infrastructure improvements and
customized job training to attract projects having at least $10 million new
investment and 100 new jobs (or $3 million and 30 new jobs for cities under 50,000
population).

( 2.7 ) I-80 Industrial Airport. An industrial airport should be located along the I-80
Corridor between Lincoln and Omaha. This would offer the potential to greatly enhance
the economic outlook for all Nebraskans, both urban and rural. The proposed Corridor
facility would be owned jointly by the cities of Omaha and Lincoln but managed by a
private quasi-government organization such as currently manages Eppley Airfield in
Omaha. (See Page 86).
( 2.8 ) State Zoning. Enhance rural development of agribusiness opportunities by
adopting a statewide zoning program, to provide predictability and consistency in zoning
for business operations (See Page 90).
( 2.9 ) Capital Savings Accounts. The State of Nebraska should allow small and mid-size
manufacturing firms (defined as firms with fewer than 100 employees) to set aside up
$100,000 of taxable income per year into a tax free account to be used for future capital
investments. Funds would need to be invested within 7 years of being set aside into the
account, or be taxed at the initial rate plus interest. (See Page 91).
( 2.10 ) Capital Gain Exclusion. Enact the following updates (See Page 94):
-

Update Nebraska’s targeted capital gain exclusion on the sale of companies
to now include the sale of LLC’s and partnerships.
xi

-

Update this exclusion to also cover the sale of a business through an asset sale
rather than simply a stock sale.

-

Allow commonly owned brother-sister companies to be treated as one
company (like parent- subsidiary groups) for purposes of the one company
rule..

( 2.11 ) Venture Capital Initiative. Enhance Nebraska’s venture capital possibilities by
enacting key tax initiatives: (1) Exempt the capital gain when the venture capital investor
sells the investment, and (2) Exempt from income, sales taxes and personal property taxes
for 5 years a new or expanding business in which at least 51% of the equity capital is
provided by venture capital investors. (See Page 95).
( 2.12 ) Star Bond Program. Nebraska should adopt a STAR bond program patterned after
the Kansas program targeted at major retail anchor projects which have attractive tourism
features. (See Page 95).
( 2.13 ) Exempt Renewable Generation From Sales Tax. Enact a sales tax exemption for
renewable generation for public power. This also would reduce the effective capital cost of
a wind plant by about 5% and ease the least-cost burden. (See Page 97).
( 2.14 ) Wind Power Incentive. Institute a state production incentive for wind power at a
level of 1¢/kWh over a 30-year plant life. (See Page 97).
( 2.15 ) Generalize The Least-Cost Statute. Generalize the least-cost statute that governs
the Power Review Board’s decision process. This would allow consideration of currently
non-monetized benefits of clean renewables like wind power, including, for example,
cleaner air and water resulting from emissions reductions, reduced health risks and costs,
fuel diversity and energy security, and economic benefits from utilizing an indigenous
resource. (See Page 97).
( 2.16 ) Recruit Cattle Operations. To take advantage of short-term to intermediate term
ethanol production in the state, Nebraska should increase its active recruitment of cattle
and other related operations to locate close to ethanol plants and adopt legal and
regulatory policies to accommodate this. (See Page 98).
( 2.17 ) County TIF. Extend Nebraska’s Tax Increment Financing Program to Nebraska’s
counties through a constitutional amendment. (See Page 100).
( 2.18 ) Clarify The Manufacturing Sales Tax Exemption. Either through a revised ruling
or legislation, (i) clarify that purchases made through Options 2 and 3 contractors also
qualify; and (ii) clarify that the definition of manufacturer is made at the project or site,
not based 51% of a company’s national revenue. (See Page 101).
( 2.19 ) Nebraska’s Job Training Program. Simplify the process and conditions for the
Nebraska Advantage DED Job Training program to enhance the programs usefulness and
attractiveness for both new jobs and re-training for existing jobs. (See Page 102).
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Section Three: Other Enhancements to Keep Nebraskans in
Nebraska
More households will choose to remain in or move to a community with a full
complement of well run amenities and services providers. And, while both government and the
private sector have a role to play in providing amenities and services for households, steps can be
taken to raise the level of private sector involvement, through both non-profit and for-profit
businesses. Local non-profit organizations can play an active role in providing amenities and
services, while other services and amenities can be “privatized” and provided by private
businesses. More generally, there are opportunities to promote community initiatives for
economic development that will build community capacity and attract and retain population. We
provide recommendations on each of these points.

Top Priorities
( 3.1 ) Local Community Capacity Building and Recruiting Efforts. Locally organized and
run community capacity building or community marketing efforts should be established in
communities throughout the state. These efforts should be as widespread as existing local
economic development programs. (See Page 105).
( 3.2 ) Retirement Distributions: Exempt retirement distributions from state income tax.
This would particularly exempt military retirement income like most other States. In
addition to being the right treatment for our veterans, this will incent them to staff military
contractor projects which Nebraska is trying to attract. (See Page 113).
( 3.3 ) Strengthen Charitable Giving to Encouarge the Private Provision of Amenities and
Services. The following 3 recommendations are made (See Page 116):
•

Endowment Tax Credit. In non-metropolitan Nebraska, local leaders should make
a sustained effort to raise funds to build the endowment in community foundations.
To help facilitate this, leaders in Nebraska should pursue legislation to substantially
increase the allowable credits under the Nebraska Charitable Tax Credit (Endow
Nebraska program) above their current 10% credit for corporations, 15% for
individuals, and $5,000 maximum annual credit.

•

Charitable Tax Credit. The Nebraska Charitable Tax Credit should make the
credits for donations to the unrestricted endowments of community foundations
10% higher than donations to other types of endowments.

•

Nebraska Targeted Charitable Giving Tax Credit Program. Legislatively adopt a
tax credit for charitable contributions made by individuals, estates, trusts, and
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business entities. The tax credit would be 25% of the charitable contribution for
contributions which over a four-year (or less) period total at least $100,000. The
maximum amount of contribution over this four-year period which can earn this
credit would be $500,000 for the particular donor.
( 3.4 ) Reduce Property Tax Mill Without Increasing The Sales Tax Rate. Political
subdivisions and school districts should reduce the property tax mill rates by 20% by the
year 2020 compared to the average mill rate that prevailed during the 2003 to 2007 period.
Cities also should not raise the local option sales tax rates. (See Page 120).
( 3.5 ) Automobile Property Tax. Revise the Nebraska automobile tax system so that the
rate is no more than the rate which would place Nebraska in the best (lowest) 20 States for
this tax. (See Page 121).

Other Recommendations
( 3.6 ) BECA Funding. The State of Nebraska should substantially increase funding for
the Build Entrepreneurial Communities Act (BECA). We propose an annual funding level
of $5,000,000 and a change in rules so that a single municipality or county can receive
funding for more than one project, or can apply for funding for up to a five year period.
(See Page 122).
( 3.7 ) Permit Private Residential Development On State Lakes. Enact legislation which
permits private residential development on our State Lakes like that allowed in other
States. (See Page 123).
( 3.8 ) Inheritance Tax. Repeal Nebraska’s other death tax, the Inheritance Tax. (See Page
123).
( 3.9 ) Homestead Exemption. To help retain in Nebraska our retired seasoned citizens
(and their families), and to bring back “boomerang” children and grandchildren, allow a
homestead exemption for homeowners over age 65 of $100,000 (regardless of home value or
income level). (See Page 125).
( 3.10 ) Privatize Public Amenities. State and local government at all levels should establish
a task force for their jurisdiction to review opportunities to privatize publically provided
recreation and entertainment amenities including recreation facilities and youth recreation
leagues; music, theatre, and sports venues; and park lodges and recreation facilities. (See
Page 127).
( 3.11 ) Critical Skill Scholarships. The State of Nebraska should begin a program to pay
the tuition of students to pursue a degree in a critical skill occupation at a Nebraska college
or university. Participating students must agree to work in a non-metropolitan county in
Nebraska for a period of at least 5 years after college. The number of participating students
would be limited by the amount of funds raised by private sources, and for students willing
to study for a set of designated critical occupations. (See Page 129).
xiv

( 3.12 ) Property Tax For Roads. With the exception of Sanitary Improvement Districts,
municipalities should utilize a portion of annual property tax revenue to ensure that there
is sufficient funding available for road improvements to accompany new residential and
commercial development. Municipalities should adopt a policy of utilizing 25% of property
tax revenue from all new construction for this purpose for a period of 10 years. (See Page
130).
( 3.13 ) Reduce Health Mandates. The State of Nebraska should provide a periodic review
of all benefit and provider mandates to determine what each mandate adds to the cost of
health insurance. The state should set a goal of reducing total mandate costs by 20% below
their current level in real (inflation adjusted) cost. (See Page 132).
( 3.14 ) Health Savings Accounts. The State of Nebraska should allow residents with a
health savings account to deduct premium payments from their income tax when
purchasing high-deductable health insurance policy in the individual health insurance
market. (See Page 134).
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I. INTRODUCTION: THE PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
The three authors of this report have been commissioned by the Nebraska Renaissance
Group to develop a proposed Action Plan which would help Nebraska to achieve an enhanced
population growth by the year 2020.
The basis for the objective of the Nebraska Renaissance Group is as follows.
Every organization faces three possibilities: Decline, stagnate or grow. The same is true
of federal, state and local governments. Nebraska government officials, business leaders and
citizens, and the respective organizations which they lead or participate in, all have the
opportunity to impact these three alternatives at the state and local levels.
The Nebraska Renaissance Group has been formed and has developed as its primary
objective the third of these three possibilities, that of choosing to grow.
From the perspective of state and local aspects of Nebraska, growth can be achieved in a
variety of ways. Growth can refer to citizen income, business income, tax revenue for providing
government services, and citizen population, among other metrics. The focus of the Nebraska
Renaissance Group is population growth. Nebraska Renaissance Group’s belief is that with
population growth comes the opportunity for providing sufficient government resources for our
citizens in need, as well as serving to actively keep our tax burden at reasonable levels for our
Nebraska citizens. As a state, our longstanding policies have been to provide infrastructure on a
par with that of other states in the country. However, relative to the population needed to
support that level of infrastructure, Nebraska suffers. This is because on average we have less
population supporting equivalent infrastructure needs.
One key solution, therefore, is to grow Nebraska’s population.

Current Population Projections
Nebraska’s resident population as of 2007 was 1,775,000 Nebraska citizens. Nebraska
ranked 39th overall in the country (with number 1 being the largest population). Between 2000
and 2007, Nebraska’s population grew at a rate of 3.7 percent. This compared to a national
average during that time of 7.2 percent (www.census.gov).
Based on current trends, Nebraska’s population is projected to increase to 1,898,000
citizens by the year 2020, and to 2,000,000 by the year 2030. A recent population projection

from the UNL Bureau of Business Research had a higher projection of 1,927,000 citizens by
2020 (www.bbr.unl.edu).

Nebraska Renaissance Group’s Goal
The goal of the Nebraska Renaissance Group is to assist in developing, recommending
and implementing changes in state policy and practices which would assist Nebraska in
achieving a resident population of 2 million by the year 2020.
To that end, the Action Plan in this report has been developed. Our assumption is that
state and local residents should be open to the review and modification of long standing features
of our tax structure and government model.

Report Scope
The actors on Nebraska’s stage who can impact a collective goal of growing our
population include the following:
•

State and local government leaders impacting their respective branches of state and local
government.

•

Business leaders (existing within Nebraska and potential newcomers to Nebraska)
impacting their respective companies.

•

Community leaders (such as state and local chambers of commerce) impacting their
respective organizations.

•

Charitable and other non-profit leaders impacting their respective charities and nongovernmental organizations.

•

Nebraska citizens (both existing and former) committed to their participation in our state.
This Report does not purport to develop a complete Action Plan for each of these

constituencies. As in any endeavor, it is necessary to first “set the table”, so to speak, so that
those participating have the best opportunity to achieve the stated goals. In this sense, this
Report begins by providing some recommendations for each of these groups, although the largest
group of recommendations is made for State and Local Governments.

Economic Principles
This approach to this report is based on a group of key economic principles:
•

High taxes on Nebraska households thwart population and economic growth and will
tend to cause net outmigration.
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•

Entrepreneurship and a combination of thriving small, medium, and large businesses are
key to both population and economic growth.

•

High taxes on Nebraska businesses discourage business growth, formation, and
attraction.

•

Properly designed economic development incentives are an effective means to develop
new jobs and capital investment in a State or community.

•

State and local governments are susceptible to the overprovision of services and should
exit activities that can be undertaken by the private sector.

•

Local residents and officials are best able to design and allocate resources dedicated to
community amenity development and people attraction.

Report Methodology
In order to achieve this stated goal, the authors have reviewed, researched and analyzed a
number of factors which they believe can have an impact on population growth. These have
included the following:
•

Whether our Nebraska tax code needs to be modernized in order to encourage faster
population growth and employment.

•

Whether the tax rates faced by Nebraska households are competitive with those of our
adjacent states.

•

The extent to which taxation, public services and quality of life impact the mobility of
households.

•

Understanding the baseline forecast of our population and employment in Nebraska and
throughout regions of Nebraska.

•

Understanding and addressing the state tax policies which impact key growth industries
in Nebraska and regions throughout Nebraska (including, for example, agriculture,
manufacturing and services).

•

Addressing the competitive factors impacting border regions of our state as well as the
state overall.

•

Addressing the potential for outsourcing of government services to the private sector, to
the extent that this can result in cost efficiencies and/or service enhancement.

•

Understanding the impact of state policy on the economic conditions of both rural and
urban areas of our states.

•

Understanding the impact of state policy on population migration patterns impacting our
state.
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•

Understanding how state policy impacts the potential loss or retention of businesses
within our state as they transition from existing owners to new owners.
In addition to the authors personal research and evaluation of these topics, they have each

also met with various business and community leaders throughout the state to seek their input
into the Nebraska Renaissance Group’s Action Plan. While we have chosen not to assign these
ideas to particular groups or people, several of their ideas are included throughout the various
parts of the Action Plan. This Action Plan does not seek to include all of the various potential
items that were discussed or recommended with these leaders. This is not intended to reflect on
the merits, but instead is simply a function of the scope and available time to evaluate those ideas
for inclusion in this Report.
In addition, the authors have drawn upon their previous studies or reports which have
been performed for other organizations to determine the suitability of recommendations from
those reports that are consistent with the objections of this Report. Some of the reports which the
authors have drawn upon from their previous work include, for example, the following:

Dr. Ernie Goss
•

“Nebraska’s Tax Competitiveness: Should I Live in Nebraska? (2008, prepared for the
Platte Institute for Economic Research).

Dr. Eric Thompson
•

”If You Build It, Will They Come? An Examination of Public Highway Investments and
Economic Growth (2005, prepared for the Center for Applied Economics, University of
Kansas).

•

“Pillars of Growth in Nebraska’s Non-Metropolitan Economy (2006, prepared for the
University of Nebraska Rural Initiative).

Nick Niemann
•

“Competing For Jobs For Nebraska’s Next Generation-Recommendations To Meet The
Need For Improving Nebraska’s Ability To Protect And Grow Jobs” (2004, prepared for
the Greater Omaha Chamber of Commerce).
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Nebraska Is Achieving Some Favorable Rankings
While this report examines areas for improving Nebraska’s growth, we are mindful that
Nebraska has achieved favorable rankings in a variety of national studies. These include the
following:
•

4th among the “Best States for Jobs” (Careerbuilder.com – 2008)

•

4th in the “Top 10 States for Quality of Life” (Business Facilities – 2008)

•

5th in the “Top 20 States for Education Climate” (Business Facilities – 2008)

•

10th on the Forbes list of “Best States for Business” (2008)

•

2nd for availability of high-speed Internet service through local telephone companies
(FCC Report – 2008)

•

2nd in the alternative energy industry for both employment and number of new
branches (BizMiner – 2008)

•

16th in the “Top States with the Most Educated Workforce” (Business Facilities –
2008)

•

2nd among the “10 Best States in Terms of Lawsuit Climate” for fairness of its
litigation environment (U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s Institute of Legal Reform – 2008)

•

8th in the “Top Ten Competitive States” (Site Selection Magazine 2008)

This Report is intended to build on these results in the areas of Nebraska’s weaknesses.
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II. THE NEED TO ACT
Population growth is a challenge for Nebraska. Like many states in the upper Midwest,
Nebraska has difficulty attracting and retaining households in an era when firms and people are
mobile, and where natural amenities such as climate, mountains, and beach front are increasingly
in demand. States such as Nebraska, with a four-seasons climate and relatively few natural
recreation amenities, need to create a set of “man-made” amenities such as strong job
opportunities, a favorable tax climate, a low cost of living, good schools, flexible health care
options, and high quality recreation and entertainment options. Some of these man-made
amenities come naturally. Property costs and the cost of living are typically lower in areas with
relatively few natural amenities. But, for the most part Nebraskans must act to build these
amenities in order to create a climate that makes more people, including young people (see
Appendix A), choose Nebraska for themselves and for their family. To achieve this, Nebraska
must become a place where people make more income, keep more of it, and enjoy it more.
Current population projections (see Appendix B) suggest that Nebraska population, while
continuing to grow at a modest pace, will remain well short of the goal of 2 million persons even
by the year 2020. This report outlines actions that Nebraskans in the for-profit, not-for profit
private sector, and government can take in order to make Nebraska a faster growing state. Our
approach is a market-oriented one. We examine whether lower taxes on families at all income
levels can do more to promote growth and prosperity than government services. We rely on the
notion that government should focus on providing those goods and services that the private
sector cannot provide.
Part of our interest is creating an environment for balanced population growth in
Nebraska, where more non-metropolitan areas gain population even as growth accelerates in
regions such as Lincoln, Omaha, and other areas along the Interstate 80 corridor. This goal can
best be served by pursing a general set of policies to improve conditions throughout the state.
However, there are pro-growth solutions that can be especially helpful for non-metropolitan
areas. We recommend options to promote entrepreneurship, small business, energy businesses,
and community-based economic development initiatives that could be particularly helpful in
non-metropolitan counties.
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In the balance of this Chapter, we examine the environment in which Nebraska will
compete by taking a brief look at the emerging economic and demographic trends in the national
economy. We also summarize where Nebraska stands in terms of demographic trends, and our
competitive position compared to other states. But, the focus of the Chapter will be to point out
the need to act, by looking at the future trends in Nebraska if current conditions continue.
After these analyses, the report quickly turns to proposed solutions, the incentives
Nebraska should provide, and the actions we can take in order to attract and retain more people
in Nebraska. To help in this, we reviewed recent strategies that states around the county have
adopted in the last year to promote economic development (Appendix C). We outline a series of
steps to improve government structure and organization. We also propose ways to enhance job
growth by promoting small business and entrepreneurship, and seizing opportunities in the
energy and transportation industries. We also examine ways to lower the tax burden on Nebraska
households. Lastly, we turn to solutions to improve the recreation, entertainment, and health care
options of Nebraska households.

A: The National Economic and Demographic Environment
The economy is currently in a deep recession but the long-run national economic and
demographic outlook for the United States shows a changing but still robust economy. The
domestic population is aging, but immigration is replenishing our younger, working age
population. Manufacturing employment is in long-run decline in some parts of the country, but
high-skill components of the service and finance industry will create hundreds of thousands of
high wage jobs each year. While an aging population may cause some fiscal stress, the overall
national picture suggests that dynamic state economies can realize strong population, industry,
and income growth.
Table II.1 shows that the United States will continue to experience strong population
growth over the next decade. Population growth will average between 0.9% and 1% per year,
just as it has since the year 2000. With the aging of the baby-boom generation, there will be rapid
growth in population over age 65 and slower growth in the prime working age population from
18 to 64, and in the number of children. But, even among the 18 to 64 year olds, population will
continue to expand solidly. The key to this will be international migration. International
migration will account for nearly half of all population growth in the United States, providing
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almost as much growth as the natural increase (births minus deaths). And, most international
migrants are working age adults or children.

Table II.1: Projected Annual Population Growth United States 2008-2020
Population

Annual Change (%)

By Age
All Ages
Under 18
18 to 64
65 and Over

0.96%
0.77%
0.59%
2.88%

By Source of Growth
Natural Increase (births minus deaths)
Net International Migration

0.53%
0.42%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census

Nationwide, there will be significant growth in the work force in the years ahead even
with the aging of the baby boomer. But, where will these workers be employed? In other words,
what will be the fastest growing industries? To answer this question, we conducted an analysis of
high growth industries in the U.S. economy over the next decade based on the industry output
and employment projections of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. We identified industries that
were in the top 25% in terms of projected job and output growth from 2006 through 2016, the
last year for which the projections are available. Such industries were projected to reach at least
45% growth in output, and 16% growth in employment. In Table II.2, we focus on industries that
are nationally-oriented rather than locally oriented. In other words, we excluded industries from
sectors such as retail trade, personal services and health care that tend to serve state and nearby
state markets in favor of industries that tend to have customers from throughout the nation, and
around the world. We also exclude gambling industries. Despite the current recession, we expect
that these long-run trends will continue to hold.
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Table II.2: Projected High Growth Industries 2006-2016
Industry
Pharmaceuticals and medicines
Software Publishers
Securities and Commodities Contracts
Lessors of NonFinancial Intangible Assets
Specialized Design Services
Computer Systems Design and Related Services
Management, Scientific, and Technical Consulting
Amusement and Theme Parks

Output
52%
174%
173%
101%
50%
47%
86%
57%

Employment
24%
32%
42%
27%
17%
40%
78%
34%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

As might be expected, many of the emerging opportunities are in information technology
and business and professional services. Specialized financial services and entertainment venues
also are a future focus of growth. Pharmaceuticals represent the manufacturing industry. Thus, to
generate job opportunities in growing industries that pay more, Nebraska needs to be an
attractive state for entrepreneurs and firms in the information technology, financial services, and
business services industries as well as for manufacturing.

B: Where Nebraska Stands: A Decade of Too Little Growth
and Too Much Taxation
Nebraska, as is well known, has lagged the nation in terms of population growth for
decades. Table II.3 shows that most of the difference between growth rates in Nebraska and the
United States has been due to migration. From 2000 through 2007, the rate of natural population
increase was faster in Nebraska overall than nationwide. Nebraska lagged the nation in terms of
international migration, but the gap was not as large as might be expected, with Nebraska
lagging by just 0.16% per year. As noted in Table II.1, international migration will be a key
component of U.S. population growth in the coming decade, and Nebraska increasingly has been
capturing its fair share of international migration.
The largest difference between Nebraska and the United States is in the internal
migration rate between states. This internal migration must sum to zero for the United States
overall, but Nebraska has lost workers to other states at a rate of -0.29% per year in the current
decade. In other words, each year thousands more Nebraskan’s are moving to other states than
residents of other states are moving into Nebraska. Non-metropolitan Nebraska counties also
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lose population to both other states and to metropolitan areas within their own state. The loss of
domestic population may even been the ultimate source for the lower rate of natural increase in
non-metropolitan Nebraska, as outmigration in previous decades has left the region with an older
population, leading to fewer births.

Table II.3: Components of Annual Population Growth 2000-2007
United States
Component
Natural Increase (births minus deaths)
International Migration
Internal Migration

0.58%
0.38%
0.00%

Nebraska
0.62%
0.22%
-0.29%

Non-Metropolitan
Nebraska
0.23%
0.15%
-0.77%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census

Population, Employment, Income, and Taxes
Such discussions about population loss are common in Nebraska from small town
restaurants to urban coffee bars. Taking a somewhat longer perspective than in Table II.3, over
the twelve-year period from 1995 through 2007 Nebraska’s population growth rate was 7.1
percent, which lagged the average border state 1 growth by five percentage points. Even more
alarming, the school-age population declined by 3.4 percent during the period. Even retiree
population growth was relatively stagnant at 2.5 percent when compared to the national average
of ten percent for 65 and older—those who should appreciate “the good life” that Nebraska
offers are pulling up stakes and heading elsewhere in too many cases.
The issue is not only jobs. Nebraska’s unemployment rate is much lower than the
national average. Nebraska also has much to offer in terms of quality of life, good schools, work
ethic, friendliness, and variety of recreational opportunities; so why are people not staying put or
moving into the state in greater numbers? Today’s society is much more mobile than two or
three generations ago—today’s generations are able and willing to relocate for better
opportunities and quality of life. One must surmise that people are making conscious decisions
to live in places other than Nebraska. In other words, a lack of economic opportunity driven to
some degree by a high tax burden must be a major factor in impeding economic growth.

1

Border states include Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, South Dakota and Wyoming.
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We begin by examining the present situation and recent trends in terms of Nebraska
population, employment, income, and education.

Population is, of course, of fundamental

importance because people working and creating jobs fuel economic growth. We pay special
attention to the age distribution of the population since economic potential and public services
demands depend not only upon overall population, but also on how the population is distributed
across various age groups. We also focus on employment and income growth since they
represent broad measures of economic health and are often the focal points of government action
to promote economic development broadly.
Two major economic growth indicators highlight Nebraska’s lethargic economic growth
(as measured by Gross Domestic Product or GDP) and the state’s lagging population growth.
Table II.4 summarizes the change in several demographic and economic factors for Nebraska,
bordering states and the U.S. between 1995 and 2007. Nebraska’s employment has grown at a
slightly weaker rate than the U.S. and its neighbors. As a result, Nebraska’s growth in wages and
salaries trailed both its neighbors and the U.S. between 1995 and 2007. Interpreted differently,
data indicate that Nebraska was less successful than its neighbors and the U.S. in growing jobs.
Furthermore, Nebraska has been less successful in restraining state and local tax growth.
Some contributing factors to Nebraska’s relatively slow economic growth are under the control
of policymakers.

In particular, government spending and taxation patterns affect, and are

affected by, the rate of economic growth in the state. Thus between 1995 and 2005, Nebraska’s
state and local taxes grew by 67.8 percent compared to 59.1 percent for bordering states and 66.0
percent for the U.S.
Table II.4: Growth 1995 – 2007
Measure
GDP
Population
Internal Migration (between states)
Employment
Wages & Salaries
Total State & Local Taxes (1995-2005)

Nebraska
80.0%
7.1%
-2.6%
15.6%
80.7%
67.8%

Border States
88.0%
12.1%
9.1%
19.0%
84.8%
59.1%

All States
90.0%
13.3%
0.0%
21.4%
86.1%
66.0%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census, Bureau of Labor Statistics and Bureau of Economic Analysis

Looking at Table II.5, Nebraska’s heavier tax burden is even more pronounced when
measured per capita with growth of 63.3 percent versus 54.9 percent for bordering states, and
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60.7 for the U.S. State and local taxes as a percent of GDP have grown by 7.9% in Nebraska,
compared to almost no growth in neighboring states. Nebraska’s relative state and local tax
burden is growing. Growth in both GDP per capita and wages and salaries per person have kept
pace with neighboring state and the U.S.
Table II.5: Per Capita and Per Employee Growth 1995 - 2007

Measure
GDP per capita
Wages & salaries per employee
State & local taxes per capita (1995-2005)
State & local taxes as Percent of GDP (1995-2005)

Nebraska
65.8%
66.5%
63.3%
7.9%

Border
States
65.6%
62.8%
54.9%
0.3%

All States
65.6%
62.1%
60.7%
5.8%

Source: Author calculation

State and Local Taxes
Data in the previous two tables suggest that trends in government taxation in Nebraska
have not been favorable, at least until recent years. Table II.6 presents the total state and local tax
burden in Nebraska, measured as a percentage of income, for the years 1992 through 2006.
Nebraska’s total state and local tax burden over that period grew from 10.9 percent of income in
1992 to 11.8 percent in 2006. Correspondingly, Nebraska’s ranking among the states for the
same measure moved unfavorably from the 17th highest taxation burden to the 6th highest in 2002
before improving to 9th highest in 2006.

Due to recent tax cuts, Nebraska’s ranking has

improved meaningfully to a more favorable 17th in 2008.
For those watching their personal budgets total state and local government tax collections
grew from $2,972 per person in 1992 to $5,228 per person in 2004, a 75.9 percent increase.
Over the same period, the nationwide individual tax burden grew from $3,137 to $4,968, a 58.4
percent increase. Nebraskans entered the last decade of the twentieth century paying less than
the national average in taxes and are now paying nearly $300 above the national average before
the first decade of the new century is history. Thankfully, recent efforts to slow spending and
reduce taxes have stymied an aggressive slope heading into the top five.
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Table II.6: Nebraska State and Local Tax Burden: 1992-2006
Nebraska State-Local
Tax Burden (%)
10.9
11.0
11.2
11.2
11.0
11.0
10.7
10.8
11.0
11.1
11.3
11.3
11.5
11.9
11.8

Year
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Ranking Among
50 States
17
12
13
10
10
11
14
18
13
10
6
7
7
8
9

Note: A number 1 ranking indicates the highest state & local tax burden in the U.S.
Source: The Tax Foundation
Table II.7 on the next page provides details on tax burdens on individuals.

Most

interesting is that Nebraska is in the grouping dominated by states in the Northeast region known
for high taxes and “big government” such as New York, Vermont, Rhode Island, and
Connecticut. Data from this table differs from that in Table II.6 in that Table II.7 considers only
sales, individual income and property taxes.

As indicated, Nebraska had the 12th highest

individual taxes as a percent of personal income. On the separate taxes, Nebraska ranked 18th
highest in sales tax burden, 19th highest in property tax burdens, and 28th in individual income
tax burdens. All bordering states except Kansas have tax burdens less than ten percent. With the
exception of Wyoming and South Dakota, which have no income tax, these states all secure
revenue from all three major sources (sales, property, and income), but at lower rates than
Nebraska.
Next we provide a comparison of the tax structure in Nebraska versus border states,
beginning with a discussion of particular state taxes and statutory tax rates. Although there are
many elements of state tax policy, the discussion of statutory tax rates is especially important
since these are the most visible elements of tax policy to the average citizen and are often the
focal point of public attention.
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Table II.7: State and Local Taxes as a Percent of Personal Income, 2005 (taxes paid by individuals only)
New York
Hawaii
Maine
District of Columbia
Vermont
Rhode Island
Wisconsin
Connecticut
Ohio
Indiana
Utah
Nebraska
Arkansas
New Jersey
Louisiana
Kansas
Arizona
Minnesota
California
Michigan
Idaho
Illinois
Massachusetts
Georgia
Iowa
North Carolina
Mississippi
New Mexico
Wyoming
West Virginia
Kentucky
Nevada
South Carolina
Washington
Maryland
Pennsylvania
Missouri
Virginia
Florida
North Dakota
Texas
Colorado
Oregon
Montana
Oklahoma
Alabama
South Dakota
Tennessee
New Hampshire
Delaware
Alaska
Source: U.S. Census Bureau

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Sales taxes
4.62%
1.99%
5.45%
3.89%
5.35%
4.94%
4.46%
4.49%
3.41%
4.10%
2.82%
3.79%
1.66%
5.31%
1.99%
3.65%
3.11%
2.86%
2.69%
4.05%
3.03%
4.20%
3.88%
3.10%
3.65%
2.57%
2.82%
1.73%
5.02%
2.21%
2.01%
2.89%
3.30%
3.04%
2.54%
3.24%
2.70%
3.13%
3.61%
3.32%
4.35%
3.02%
3.24%
3.86%
1.72%
1.42%
3.06%
2.23%
5.62%
1.66%
3.97%

Property taxes
3.78%
7.05%
3.45%
4.36%
3.99%
3.77%
3.50%
3.22%
3.62%
3.91%
4.74%
4.17%
6.10%
2.83%
6.28%
4.10%
5.30%
3.72%
3.87%
3.70%
4.00%
3.75%
2.22%
3.83%
3.49%
3.75%
5.14%
5.73%
4.62%
4.84%
4.16%
6.64%
3.73%
6.33%
2.62%
3.29%
4.04%
2.85%
5.27%
4.24%
4.47%
3.48%
0.88%
1.78%
3.89%
4.54%
4.71%
5.37%
1.49%
1.39%
1.78%

Individual income
4.71%
3.36%
3.29%
3.93%
2.53%
2.71%
3.13%
3.16%
3.72%
2.58%
3.03%
2.51%
2.65%
2.27%
1.96%
2.42%
1.73%
3.45%
3.40%
2.06%
2.73%
1.78%
3.63%
2.77%
2.56%
3.35%
1.68%
2.18%
0.00%
2.56%
3.40%
0.00%
2.37%
0.00%
4.16%
2.77%
2.48%
3.12%
0.00%
1.30%
0.00%
2.30%
4.40%
2.76%
2.47%
2.09%
0.00%
0.09%
0.14%
3.19%
0.00%

Total individual

13.11%
12.40%
12.19%
12.18%
11.87%
11.42%
11.09%
10.87%
10.75%
10.59%
10.59%
10.47%
10.41%
10.41%
10.23%
10.17%
10.14%
10.03%
9.96%
9.81%
9.76%
9.73%
9.73%
9.70%
9.70%
9.67%
9.64%
9.64%
9.64%
9.61%
9.57%
9.53%
9.40%
9.37%
9.32%
9.30%
9.22%
9.10%
8.88%
8.86%
8.82%
8.80%
8.52%
8.40%
8.08%
8.05%
7.77%
7.69%
7.25%
6 24%
5.75%
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Like most states, Nebraska wants to attract young, well-educated members of the
workforce with good salaries. They happen to be the same that understand and evaluate marginal
tax rates. Of course, marginal rates impact salary changes. As compensation increases high
marginal tax rates become a disincentive to achieving even more. Sometimes a marginal tax rate
is somewhat hidden by deductions that fade out as income increases.
Table II.8 provides a comparison of top marginal personal income tax rates, and
combined state and maximum local option sales tax rates. Nebraska ranks second highest among
the group of seven states in terms of the top marginal personal income rates. Nebraska fares a bit
better when examining state and local sales tax. Unfortunately, the income tax gets much more
attention than does the sales tax. For someone making a life changing decision on whether to
live in Nebraska, the marginal income tax becomes a major consideration.
Table II.8: Tax Rate Comparisons, 2006
Marginal Personal Income Tax Rate
Iowaa
8.98
Nebraska
6.84
Kansas
6.45
Missouri
6.00
Colorado
4.63
South Dakota
0.00
Wyoming
0.00

State + Maximum Local Sales Tax Rate
Colorado
9.90
Missouri
8.73
Kansas
8.30
Iowa
7.00
Nebraska
7.00
South Dakota
6.00
Wyoming
6.00

a

Iowa’s personal income tax is not directly comparable to other states since Iowa allows taxpayers to
include federal income taxes as an itemized deduction thus making it less onerous than it appears.
Source: The Tax Foundation

When Nebraska’s major tax revenue sources are ranked against its neighbors the report is
not very good.

Only Iowa nips at Nebraska’s heels.

The remaining bordering states are

comfortably better in overall and separate tax rankings across the board. Table II.9 shows
Nebraska ranked highest in the region in terms of state and local property tax collections per
capita. Nebraska’s overall rank in terms of the state’s business tax climate is 44th worst among
the 50 states and worst among its neighbors. Nebraska’s income tax is somewhat higher than
most but sales tax and property tax are clearly out line with the region’s norm.
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Table II.9: State Business Tax Climate Index Ranking, 2007

State
Nebraska
Iowa
Kansas
Missouri
Colorado
South Dakota
Wyoming

Overall Rank
44
43
31
15
14
2
1

Individual Income
Tax Index Rank
32
45
23
24
14
1
1

Sales Tax
Index Rank
44
19
25
12
28
30
18

Property Tax
Index Rank
45
33
34
10
18
7
22

Note: Rankings for 2007 (a low ranking signifies a lower tax burden which is considered good)
Source: The Tax Foundation

When all the numbers and rankings are stacked up it’s a wonder Nebraska isn’t in an
economic tailspin. But despite the tax burden slow growth at a lagging pace does continue—the
state is behind and slowly falling further behind, but opportunity stills exists to set a course for
strong economic growth.
Table II.10: Summary of Tax Policy Comparisons: Nebraska versus neighboring states

Tax Parameter
Top Marginal Personal Income Tax Rate 2

Ranking Among
Border States
2nd highest

Top Marginal Corporate Income Tax Rate

2nd highest

State and Local Sales Tax Rate
State and Local Property Tax Collections
Overall State and Local Tax Burden

Tied for 4th highest
2nd highest
1st or highest

Source: The Tax Foundation

Table II.10 summarizes the tax comparisons discussed in this section. Nebraska ranks
either on top or next to it with respect to each of the six tax policies considered. Perhaps most
notable among these rankings is the overall state and local tax burden. Efforts to place Nebraska
in a better position must be broadly based. Little room exists to shift tax burden from one tax to
another, usually the property tax to another tax, normally the income or sales tax.
2

Iowa is ranked number one in terms of highest top marginal income tax rate. However, Iowa allows taxpayers to
deduct federal taxes as an itemized deduction on state tax returns. Nebraska does not allow this deductibility.
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Further, little room exists to switch the tax burden from one group of Nebraskan’s to
another. Table II.11 summarizes results from a recent study by the Nebraska Tax Research
Council and the Bureau of Business Research that examined the combined income, sales, and
property tax burden in Nebraska and neighboring states for 7 household profiles. The study again
found the highest tax burdens in Iowa and Nebraska, but found that taxes in Iowa were higher, so
that Nebraska typically had the 2nd highest tax burden among the neighboring states. Further, this
was a consistent finding across household profiles, in low income households as well as high
income households, for married households and single households, and for retirees. In particular,
it was interesting to note that the combined tax burden was high for two important household
groups in terms of migration trends: high income (married) households, and retiree households.

Table II.11: Household Tax Burden in Nebraska and neighboring states
in Lemon and Thompson (2007)
Taxpayer Household Profile
Low Income Married (Adjusted Gross Income (AGI=$17,000))

Ranking Among
Border States
2nd highest

Middle Income Married (AGI=$64,000)

2nd highest

High Income Married (AGI=$132,000)

2nd highest

Middle Income Householder (AGI=$24,000)

2nd highest

Single (AGI=$18,000)

2nd highest

Low Income Retired (AGI=$19,000)

3rd highest

Middle Income Retired (AGI=$38,000)

2nd highest

Source: Lemon, Greg and Eric Thompson, 2007. The Tax Burden for Selected Households in Nebraska
and Surrounding States Nebraska Tax Research Council.

C: Nebraska’s Economic Future: What If We Do Nothing?
In this section, we examine the future economic outlook for Nebraska based on current
trends of population, income, and employment growth assuming no significant tax policy
changes are made and government spending continues its current trend. Current national and
regional trends are also assumed to remain the same. This second assumption can be particularly
tenuous. Surrounding states seem especially sensitive to competition from Nebraska so tax
policy changes that alter the state’s relative tax burden can be expected to produce significant
impacts.
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Population
As individuals contemplate the benefit of living in Nebraska or beginning a business
here, it’s equally important to look at the projected future climate as well as current conditions.
Table II.12 presents projected population growth for Nebraska and for the United States between
the years 2006 and 2015. Overall, the United States population is expected to grow by 7.7
percent over this period while Nebraska’s population is expected to grow by only 5.2 percent. A
county-by-county forecast presented in Appendix B shows a similar rate of growth over the 10year period from 2010-2020.
This is consistent with recent trends in which Nebraska population has grown at a slower
rate compared to both national and regional averages. More alarming is the projection of
population growth for those between the ages of 20 and 44, or individuals who are of prime
working age. This component of the Nebraska work force is expected to decline by 0.4 percent
while the national population in that age group nationwide is expected to grow by around 1.5
percent. Nebraska’s fastest growing population will be of those over age 65, where growth is
expected to be 18.4 percent. However, even this is less than the expected growth in the elderly
population nationwide of 25.1 percent. 3
Overall, both in Nebraska and nationwide, relatively slow growth in the prime workingage population and relatively high growth in the elderly and school-age populations will create
fiscal pressures from increasing demands for public services and transfer programs coupled with
slow growth in the tax base because of the slow growth in the prime working-age population.
This pressure will likely be relatively more intense in Nebraska, compared to the rest of the
nation, because growth in the prime working-age population is expected to be negative. The lack
of growth in this age bracket will slow growth in jobs for this age cohort as well as across the full
age distribution of the work force.
To some degree, the slow growth in prime working age adults spirals. That is, slower
growth in workers combined with higher demands for public services from school aged
individuals and the elderly will produce a rising tax burdens which further undermines job
growth. That is, will prime working age adults subject themselves to the squeeze that is

3

Contributing to Nebraska’s slower growth in the over 65 age category is the fact that Nebraska taxes retirement
distributions while many states such as Wyoming and South Dakota do not tax retirement distributions.
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projected to take place as the working-age population decreases and demand for public services
increases?

Table II.12: Projected Population Growth: 2006-2015
Age Group
20-44
Over 65
Overall

Nebraska
-0.4%
18.4%
5.2%

United States
1.5%
25.1%
7.7%

Source: UNL, Bureau of Business Research and U.S. Bureau of Census.

Employment and Income
The trend in employment and income in Nebraska, much like population, presents a less
than optimistic outcome. As Table II.13 shows, over the period 2006 through 2015, employment
in Nebraska is expected to grow by 5.8 percent based on recent patterns, while employment for
the nation is expected to grow by approximately 8.5 percent over the same period. The relatively
slow rate of employment growth is primarily driven by the projected decline in Nebraska’s
population between the ages of 20 and 44.
Table II.13: Projected Growth Factors: 2006-2015
Growth Component
Employment
Median Income

Nebraska
5.8%
61.8%

United States
8.5%
65.9%

Source: UNL, Bureau of Business Research.

Furthermore, median personal income is expected to grow by around 61.8 percent in
Nebraska versus 65.9 percent nationwide. Based on projected growth rates in income, and
assuming that median household income grows in proportion to total income, median household
income in Nebraska will grow from $46,587 in 2005 to $75,378 by 2015. Correspondingly,
under the same assumptions, the median household income nationwide will grow from $46,071
in 2005 to $76,432.

Note that, according to these projections, the income of the median

household in Nebraska will drop below the national median in the coming decade. Taken
together, the trends reported above in population, employment, and income, and the associated
projections, indicate that Nebraska will become a smaller part of the U.S. economy over the next
decade if economic growth in the state continues on its present trajectory. Combined with higher
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tax burdens, individuals and families considering a move to Nebraska will find a less hospitable
economic environment than that existing in surrounding states.

Taxes
Given these population and economic growth trends, estimates of Nebraska and U.S. tax
burdens over the next decade are developed. Between 2006 and 2016, tax collections per capita
will grow by 53 percent in Nebraska, while growth at the national level is expected to be 46
percent. This growth will render overall state and local tax collections per capita in Nebraska
around 13 percent higher than the national average by 2016 as compared to being around 5
percent higher in 2005. Obviously, this trend will worsen Nebraska’s position among the states
in terms of highest tax burdens.
To illustrate, Table II.14 presents projected total state and local tax collections per capita
for Nebraska, Nebraska’s neighbors, and the average U.S. resident. The table also includes total
state and local tax collections per capita for 2005. Total state and local tax collections per capita
in Nebraska were fourth highest among the group in 2005. However, Nebraska’s predicted
position will grow to second highest among the group by 2016. This comparison is even less
favorable than presented since a significant portion of Wyoming’s tax burden is shifted outside
the state via severance taxes on coal, natural gas and other energy commodities.
This trend can also be expressed in terms of the changing tax burden by income for a
family. For example, consider a household with an income of $46,587 (median household
income for 2005) and a household with an income of $150,000. Assuming that the Nebraska tax
burden is distributed evenly based on income, these two household would face tax burdens of
$5,404 and $17,400 for 2005, respectively. 4 If the overall tax burden grows as predicted, the tax
burden for these two hypothetical households will increase to $17,400 and $27,544 by 2016,
respectively.

4

The tax burden is almost certainly not distributed evenly based on income. However, this assumption is not crucial
here because I am simply illustrating the relative change in the tax burden between 2005 and 2015.
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Table II.14: Projected State and Local Tax Burden per Capita 2016
Projected 2016 Tax Collections
per Capita

2005 Tax Collections
per Capita

United States

$5,011

$3,440

Wyoming
Nebraska
Kansas
Colorado
Iowa
Missouri
South Dakota

$9,936
$5,671
$4,898
$4,628
$4,071
$3,963
$3,727

$4,437
$3,608
$3,380
$3,169
$3,054
$2,822
$2,615

Note: A large share of Wyoming’s tax burden is paid by severance on energy commodities such as coal.
Source: Author’s calculations based on data from U.S. Census Bureau

This rising per capita tax burden trend in Nebraska will likely have a detrimental effect
on economic growth if it continues at the present rate. Indeed, Nebraska’s relatively high tax
environment is inconsistent with one of the fundamental goals of good tax policy - that a tax
system should be conducive to strong economic growth in the long-run. Economic research has
shown, not surprisingly, that higher taxes per capita negatively affect economic activity.
Additionally, recent research by Creighton University economist, John Deskins, 5 has
discovered that, while higher taxes per capita have had a negative effect on economic activity for
a number of years, the effect has been growing in magnitude (i.e., becoming more negative) over
the past two decades. This indicates that the costs of a higher tax burden in terms of economic
activity is becoming higher, or, on the other hand, the benefits of reducing tax collections are
greater in terms of the impact on employment and income growth.
The current practice in Nebraska is to protect tax revenue, sustain a healthy state
government cash reserve, and offer highly focused incentives to certain business groups. In
other words, very little is happening to current tax policies that will entice working-age people to
live in Nebraska. As the data show, if this practice continues the population base that contributes
the most to tax revenues will shrink, burdening those who do live here even more. It should be
clear that Nebraska needs to alter its objectives to focus more intently on economic growth. The
next chapters outline the basic policy recommendations needed to begin meaningful, long-term
economic growth in Nebraska.
5

https://people.creighton.edu/~jad62470/TaxPolicyDistortions.pdf
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D: We Can Grow Nebraska
How can we grow Nebraska? How can we achieve the stated goal of accelerating our
population growth to achieve 2,000,000 by 2020? To the extent that Nebraska is, and is seen as,
a place where people can make more, keep more, and enjoy it more, we believe we have the
opportunity to do a better job of retaining our citizens and attracting those in other States to look
at making Nebraska their home. To that end, this Report next looks at what the authors believe
will help to achieve growth. Specifically, we examine recommendations to: 1) improve
government structure and organization, 2) encourage job creation incentives and tax reductions,
and 3), and pursue other enhancements to keep Nebraskans in Nebraska.
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III. PLAN SECTION ONE: GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE
AND ORGANIZATION
States that compete for population and employment can benefit from an efficient
government structure that is designed to meet the current needs for government services and to
raise revenue in a manner that is consistent with growth. In a changing economy, government
structure must evolve. In Nebraska, this need has led to a call to “modernize” Nebraska’s
government and tax structure. This Chapter proposes a group of recommendations, including
general approaches and specific policies to modernize government in Nebraska. We begin with a
discussion of our Top 5 recommendations, and then provide 9 others. Typically, we state our
recommendations and then provide background information explaining our rationale.

TOP 5 RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

Improve The Government “Business Model” in Nebraska
To facilitate efforts to adapt to rapidly changing times, we make the following two

recommendations:

(1.1) Government Business Model Task Force. That the Governor’s Office convene a
task force to undertake a Business Model review of our government operations with
the intention of addressing the nine components of the business model framework
identified in this Report. This is intended to be a comprehensive review of the
complete business logic off how the state functions, from its purposes and objectives,
to the way in which State employees are hired, paid, promoted and retained, to the
various political subdivisions structure, to revenue models, cost and spending
models, privatization and State service priorities.
-

If the Governor’s Office does not convene a Business Model taskforce, that the
business community undertake and fund this review and analysis to develop
more detailed recommendations to be made to Nebraska’s Legislature and
Governor.
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(1.2) Constitutional Convention.

That a Constitutional Convention be called and

convened in order to bring to Nebraska’s Constitution and government structure
the capabilities which would allow Nebraska’s elected officials to prudently move
forward and adapt to rapidly changing times.
-

If a Constitutional Convention is not called and convened by the State, that the
business community engage a study of our Constitution in order to develop a
more detailed review and analysis of the improvements which should be made to
our governance structure.

Background
The governance structures for business organizations and governmental organization
have many comparable components, and as a result each can learn from the other. Over the past
decade companies have spent considerable time evaluating and re-inventing their business
models. This has occurred out of both necessity as well as the desire to grow and prosper as our
world economic, demographic and technological elements rapidly change.
Figure III.1: Business Organization

Competitive
Forces
Customer
Demand

Legal
Environment

Business
Strategy

Social
Environment

Technological
Change

Business
Model

Business
Organization

Information
Systems

Source: Oserwalder, Alexander (2004). A Business Model Ontology – A Proposition in a
Design Science Approach, Thesis, University of Laussane.
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In 2004, Alexander Osterwalder completed a major study on the design of business
models for the private sector.

This study was entitled “The Business Model Ontology-A

Proposition In A Design Science Approach”.
In the course of that study, he identified the relationship between business organization
governance, business strategy and information systems and how these fit together within given
business models. This can be illustrated in the accompanying chart.
Based on his review of the business model analysis by several other studies, Mr.
Osterwalder determined that most businesses contain the following key components to their
business model, which are specified in the accompanying chart.
Pillar

Building Block of
Business Model

Description

Product

Value Proposition

Customer
Interface

Target Customer

A Value Proposition is an overall review of a company’s bundle
of products and services that are of value to the customer.
The Target Customer is a segment of customers a company
wants to offer value to.
A Distribution Channel is a means of getting in touch with the
customer.
The Relationship describes the kind of link a company
establishes between itself and the customer.
The Value Configuration describes the arrangement of activities
and resources that are necessary to create value for the customer.
A Capability is the ability to execute a repeatable pattern of
actions that is necessary in order to create value for the
customer.
A Partnership is a voluntarily initiated cooperative agreement
between two or more companies in order to create value for the
customer.
The Cost Structure is the representation in money of all the
means employed in the business model.
The Revenue Model described the way a company makes
money through a variety of revenue flows.

Distribution Channel
Relationship
Infrastructure Value Configuration
Management
Capability

Partnership

Financial
Aspects

Cost Structure
Revenue Model

Source: Oserwalder, Alexander (2004). A Business Model Ontology – A Proposition in a
Design Science Approach, Thesis, University of Laussane.
While state governments and private sector companies are not the same, they are in fact
remarkably similar in terms of their objectives and the means for achieving those objectives.
They each are managed by a governing structure. They are each designed to collect revenue by
various means of pricing their value propositions for their respective customers. When a state or
local government sets its tax policy and tax rates, it is determining the pricing structure which it
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will charge its citizens i.e. its customers for the privilege of residing within the state and local
government respective territories and being entitled to receive the products and services provided
by those state and local governments. If the state and local government cannot do this in an
effective and efficient manner, then it must raise taxes (i.e. the pricing) or otherwise determine
how to provide the goods and services in an effective and efficient manner. Absent the proper
solution, its citizens have a number of options, which include the option to move out of that
jurisdiction and into one that provides these government products and services at more
reasonable price levels.
Business Model Design Template
The Business Model components can be illustrated by the following template:

Figure III.2: Business Model Template
A BUSINESS MODEL TEMPLATE
PRODUCTION

2. PARTNER
NETWORKS

PRODUCT

The outside partners and
alliances that help me
make or sell my products
or services.

4. VALUE
CONFIGURATIONS

5. VALUE
PROPOSITION

The principal or unique
repeatable capabilities I
have for creating value
for my customers.

The arrangement of the
activities and resources I
use to make and provide
my products and
services.

The overall view of the
bundle of products and
services I offer.

3. COST
STRUCTURES

CUSTOMER

How I keep what I make in
sync with what my target
customers want or need.

1. CORE
CAPABILITIES

The sum of the
monetary approaches
and cost methods I use
to run my business
model.

7. CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

FINANCE
PROFIT/LOSS
RESULTS

6. DISTRIBUTION
CHANNELS

8. TARGET
CUSTOMERS

The means by which I
deliver products and
services to customers
(including marketing &
distribution strategies).

The customers I want
to offer value to.

9. REVENUE
STREAMS

The various ways I
price what my
customers must pay
for what I sell.

Source: Oserwalder, Alexander (20040. A Business Model Ontology – A Proposition in a
Design Science Approach, Thesis, University of Laussane.
Nebraska’s Governance Structure
Nebraska operates under a governance structure which was established through the
Nebraska Constitution which was adopted over 125 years ago and which has since been amended
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throughout Nebraska’s history by numerous and varying amendments. However, the principal
governance structure adopted in 1875 continues to exist. The Constitution provides for a
Constitutional Convention to review and update the Constitution. There exist a number of areas
which could be considered for revision to Nebraska’s Constitution, including:
•

Whether additional authority should be given to the Legislature to change the number and
composition of our Nebraska counties.

•

Whether term limits should be eliminated.

•

Whether the Legislature should be allowed to set their own salaries.

•

Whether the referendum process should be allowed over state appropriations.

•

Whether the elected official conflict of interest provisions should be modified.

•

Whether the provisions providing for Nebraska’s Education System should be updated.

•

Whether tax increment financing should be expanded to the counties.

•

Whether the privilege from arrest during Legislative sessions should be deleted.

•

Whether the city/county merger provisions need to be revised.

•

Whether the ability to utilize local sales tax revenues for economic development projects
should be determined by City Council rather than requiring a citizen vote.

•

Whether the authority of the executive branch should be enhanced to allow for budget
setting authority and management control over those areas of state and local government
for which the governor does not presently possess chief executive officer authority.

B.

Adopt A Tax Revenue Policy
The States tax policy objectives and goals are presently not well-developed or known.

Most businesses today have generally developed a specific product or service revenue and
pricing model designed to accomplish specific objectives. Nebraska’s policy is ad hoc at best.
We make the following recommendation:

(1.3) Tax Revenue Policy. The State should adopt a well-defined tax revenue policy to
which long term legislative actions will adhere that aims at specific objectives, is
long lasting, and is well-known. These objectives should be targeted at growing
Nebraska’s population.
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C.

Reform Nebraska’s Budget Process
The formal and information aspects of our State and local budget processes today rely too

much on building in increases as the economy and tax revenue grow, with the expectation that
each department or agency should, almost automatically, be entitled to receive an increase. This
is as opposed to a system which requires more of a zero-based budget process. We therefore
make the following recommendation:

(1.4) Budget Process Reform. The State and local government budget process should be
reformed to require justification at each level on a zero-based format.

The

Governor should have overall CEO budget approval responsibility for all
government departments, agencies, and subdivisions to which State tax revenue
dollars are directed.

D.

Adopt A Nebraska “Truth In Spending And Taxation” Public Disclosure System
The public debate regarding tax cuts and spending cuts suffers from the failure by our

public officials to be clear and consistent as to what constitutes a tax or spending cut or increase.
Spending increases can be called cuts by elected officials because they are less than otherwise
projected spending increases.

(1.5) Nebraska Government Report Card. Adopt a “Report Card” reporting method
which will be required of our State Legislature as well as County Boards and City
Councils which will provide a very user friendly presentation so that our citizens
can easily discern the performance of our elected officials as to their spending and
taxation obligations as well as our rankings nationally in key performance metrics.
This should be produced on at least an annual basis for publication in Nebraska’s
print media and its availability should be made known through Nebraska’s
broadcast media with the Report Card maintained on one statewide website devoted
to this purpose (www.NebraskaReportCard.gov). This Report Card should also be
mailed annually to all registered voters, and mailed again shortly before each
election.
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The public’s ability to easily access and analyze whether spending has increased or
decreased and whether tax reductions or tax increases have occurred is difficult. In addition, we
have no official method of reporting Nebraska’s rankings in various tax, spending and business
and personal climate studies.

Background
This lack of a systematic, honest “spotlight” has enabled our tax system to deteriorate
into one which has ranking poorly in various national rankings, such as those identified in this
Report.
We have seen various examples throughout the country which are geared towards
providing clear results to our citizens. This includes the obligations imposed on lenders through
truth in lending legislation. Another example is the truth in labeling requirements for consumer
goods, which have adopted an easy to read uniform format for consumers.

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
E.

Keep Local vs State Tax Levy and Spending Responsibilities Local Where Possible
State government in Nebraska frequently provides aid to political subdivisions and school

districts for the purpose of providing local government services. There are a variety of reasons
for this practice. Sometimes the aid is to help local government cover the cost of providing a
state mandated service. Other times aid is given as matching funds to encourage local
government to devote more of their own resources to services that the state believes to be
important.
But, whatever the reason, state aid has the impact of reducing local decision-making about the
appropriate level of services to provide, and the appropriate level of taxes to levy. In effect, it
reduces the degree of oversight by citizens, and makes it more difficult for citizens to weigh the
relative benefits of taxation to provide services. We make the following recommendation

(1.6) Keep Tax Levy Locally. To the extent possible, taxes in Nebraska should be
levied, administered and debated at the lowest level of government (e.g. city rather
than state).
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F.

Reduce Automatic and Hidden Tax Increases
State tax policy has important implications for economic growth since both households and

businesses react to increases in marginal tax rates. Given this, increases in marginal tax rates
should also be given careful consideration in a well organized government. Yet, in Nebraska,
both households and businesses can face automatic increases in marginal tax rates simply
because inflation raises there nominal income or business profits. At the same time, some
households face a phase-out of tax deductions, or even additional taxes, that cause the their
marginal tax rates to be much higher than stated rates. We make the following recommendations:

(1.7) Index Tax Brackets. The State of Nebraska should automatically increase the
boundaries for state income tax brackets each year based on the percentage increase
in the consumer price index.

(1.8) Eliminate Income Based Tax Deduction Phase-Outs.

The State of Nebraska

should eliminate the phase-out of itemized deductions for all Nebraskans on their
state income taxes.

(1.9) Individual Income Tax Rate.
- Eliminate Nebraska’s “Additional Tax Rate Schedule”.

Background
The recent legislation LB888 increased the upper boundary for 5.58% tax bracket on
corporate income from $50,000 to $100,000. This was done to aid smaller corporations,
including the approximately 1,200 corporations that had between $50,000 and $100,000 in net
corporate income. The bracket had not been raised in over 20 years, so the legislation was
designed in part to bring the real, inflation-adjusted value of the dividing line between the upper
and lower bracket for the corporate income tax close to what it had been intended to be in earlier
legislation. Such adjustments are necessary periodically to adjust for the “bracket creep” that
occurs with inflation, as more and more taxed entities become subject to higher rates simply due
to inflation rather than any real increase in income. But, a problem arises when brackets are not
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adjusted upwards for several decades. Firms pay more tax in the interim period. Further,
adjustments require special effort on the part of legislators. A fix for those of these two problems
is to index the current bracket boundaries to the rate of inflation, as we propose, so that
adjustments take place automatically.
The changes brought by LB888 suggest that the Nebraska Legislature recognizes the
issue of “bracket creep” associated with a progressive income tax, at least in the context of
corporate income tax. We suggest even more substantial reforms in this regard. Specifically, we
propose to supplement LB888 by permanently indexing the tax brackets for corporate income for
inflation. We also propose a similar indexing of personal income tax brackets. The reasons are
similar. In the absence of indexing, income tax rates grow automatically as a share of income
since both inflation and growth in real per capita income push a higher share of income up into
higher tax brackets. Indexing for inflation would mitigate this upward drift due to inflation.
This would end automatic tax increases faced by Nebraska residents. The State of
Nebraska could deliberately decide to raise taxes, but this would no longer occur every year
without discussion and deliberation. Similar problems would be avoided if the State of Nebraska
eliminates the phase-out of itemized deductions. Such phase-outs raise the marginal tax rates
faced by some Nebraskans in a way that is not clear and transparent to the average citizen; thus
creating the expectation that these higher marginal tax rates were not carefully considered by the
populace

G.

Adopt Nebraska’s Version Of The Federal Regulatory Flexibility Act

Regulatory Flexibility Status
The Small Business Administration’s Office of Advocacy has for years lead a campaign
geared towards having States enact their own versions of the Federal Regulatory Flexibility Act.
We recommend Nebraska also take this action:
(1.10) Regulatory Flexibility. Adopt the Nebraska version of the Federal Regulatory
Flexibility Act.
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Background
The objective of this push is for States to enact legislation which requires State agencies
to evaluate the economic impact of regulatory actions, such as new regulations, before these are
imposed. This is intended to result in consideration of less burdensome alternatives, to allow for
judicial review of the process, and to periodically review the status of all other State regulations.
Nebraska has not yet adopted its version of this act.

H.

Adopt Improvements To Nebraska’s Tax Appeals And Procedural Requirements
State tax administration is an important component of tax policy in a state. All state’s

make a constant effort to achieve fairness and improve their processes. In light of this, we make
the following recommendations:
(1.11) Tax Appeal Fairness. Legislatively provide for the adoption of an independent,
non-judicial dispute tax forum with the ability to issue binding decisions (subject
to the rights of either the Tax Commissioner or the taxpayer to appeal to District
Court) and provide that the burden of proof at the District Court and appellate
court level is open the party who lost at the Tax Hearing level.

Background
The Council On State Taxation (“COST”) has a long history of monitoring and providing
comments on State tax administrative practices. In April 2007 it issued a publication entitled
“The Best and Worst of State Tax Administration – Scorecard on Tax Appeals & Procedural
Requirements”.
In this report, COST looked at 5 procedural elements and 2 State tax appeal processes.
These included the following:

Procedural Elements
•

Even-handed statutes of limitations

•

Equalized interest rates (for assessments and refund claims)

•

Adequate time to file a protest

•

A due date for corporate income tax returns at least 30 days beyond the Federal due date
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•

An automatic extension of the State return due date based on the Federal extension

State Tax Appeal Process
•

The presence of an independent non-judicial forum for tax disputes

•

Ability to access the appeal process without a pre-payment requirement

Nebraska’s Overall Grade Was a “B”. Fourteen States scored a B+ or higher. Therefore,
Nebraska was tied for 15th in the total ranking (along with 7 other States who also scored a “B”).

Tax Administration Shortfalls
Of the 5 tax administration factors, Nebraska was penalized for 2 of them:
•

Failure to allow at least a 90 day protest period for challenging sales/use and withholding
tax. Nebraska fixed this in the 2008 Legislature.

•

Failure to allow a due date for corporate income tax returns at least 30 days beyond the
Federal due date. This is allowed for extensions, but not original due date.

Independent Appeal Process
Key to good tax administration is a fair and efficient tax appeals system. As the COST
report stated: “A state’s ability to recognize the potential for error or biases in its tax department
determinations and to provide taxpayers access to an independent appeals tribunal is the most
important indicator of the State’s treatment of its tax customers.”
About half of the States today provide an independent non-judicial appeals process which
is specifically dedicated to hearing tax cases. The actual structure and procedural rules differ
from State to State, however, this process enables taxpayers to have their case heard before
administrative law judges who are well-versed in tax matters. The COST report identifies 3
essential elements to a fair and efficient tax appeal system:
•

The tax tribunal is independent.

•

The tribunal’s judges are specifically trained in tax law.

•

Taxpayers are not required to pre-pay a disputed tax or post a bond in order to receive an
independent, impartial hearing.
In Nebraska, taxpayers are not required to post a bond or pre-pay the disputed tax in

order to have a hearing. However, Nebraska’s administrative process is not independent. Prior
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to 2008, the hearing officer was a long time Department of Revenue employee whose office was
within the Department’s legal division. Starting in 2008, the Tax Commissioner appointed 2
attorneys to act on a part-time basis as hearing officers.

This step offers a degree of

independence. However, the Tax Commissioner is not required or obligated to accept the
decision of these hearing officers. Therefore, officially this hearing process only results in the
creation of an evidentiary record for purposes of appeal to the District Court. Unofficially, it
provides at least a separate opinion outside of the Department’s legal counsel.
As a result, a taxpayer may prevail at the administrative hearing but nevertheless, upon
the decision of the Tax Commissioner, be the party who needs to file an appeal. In addition, the
burden of proof in the District Court remains on the taxpayer whether or not the taxpayer
prevailed at the administrative hearing level.
None of this discussion is intended to imply that any Department of Revenue personnel
have been less than fair handed in any tax matters in which the authors of this report have been
involved. Instead, the purpose of this review is to assess the perception and reality of the level of
independence in the hearing and appeal process.
I.

Adopt A Statutory State Tax Expenditure Limitation
Since the mid-1970’s, several States have adopted tax or governmental expenditure

limitations. These have been adopted in an effort to slow or to reverse increases in State and
local government spending.
These types of limitations are commonly known as “TELs”. TELs vary in several
respects. They are either statutory or constitutional measures. Some have been enacted through
initiative and referendum processes by citizens. Others have been enacted by legislatures. Some
of these limit tax collections. Others limit government expenditure growth. Some do both.
Some TELs apply only to State revenue sources. Others affect both State and local tax revenue.
As with any significant State or local government program, TELs likewise have their
proponents and their opponents. Studies of their effectiveness and impact will vary.
Tax cuts proposed elsewhere in this report make it likely that state government revenue,
and expenditures, will grow at less than the rate of state personal income in most years. Still, we
make the following recommendation to limit expenditure by state government:
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(1.12) Tax Expenditure Limitation.

Adopt a Legislative TEL by the Nebraska

Legislature with the following features:
-

Limit State tax expenditures to a rate of increase equal to the combined
growth of population and inflation.

-

The State Legislature could override the TEL for either one or both years in
a Nebraska biennial through the vote of two-thirds of the members of the
Nebraska Legislature.

-

Excess revenue collected would be returned to Nebraska taxpayers in a
manner proportionate to such taxpayers preceding year State income tax
liability.

-

Sales and income tax rates would be reduced pursuant to a legislative
formula to be determined, to the extent that the revenue system is producing
more revenue than that permitted by the TEL.

Background
Nebraska has adopted certain TEL limitations on local government. A statewide TEL
was proposed in 1998 to the Nebraska voters, in the form of a constitutional amendment. This
proposal was turned down by Nebraska voters.
TELs have 3 main components. The first is a spending limit. TELs usually tie annual
spending limits to a combination of inflation rate and population growth rate. In addition to
TELs which are in the form of a State spending limitation, 3 other limiting methods are also
utilized:
(i) Limiting growth to some percentage of current general fund receipts,
(ii) Limiting spending growth to the same rate as personal income growth, or
(iii) Limiting growth in projected revenues.
The second component of a TEL usually involves the disposition of the surplus State
revenue. This arises when the revenue system produces more revenue than can be spent pursuant
to the TEL. A portion of this excess is sometimes directed to a budget stabilization or rainy day
fund while the balance can be returned to the taxpayers in the form of a tax refund.
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The third component to a TEL is the mechanism for adjusting tax rates so that the
revenue system remains consistent with the TEL. This provides an ability to ratchet down tax
rates as needed to meet the TEL. TELs may also require voter approval for any new taxes, tax
increases or changes in the tax structure.
In Figure III.3 is a list of the TELs enacted since 1971 throughout the Country.

Figure III.3: History of Tax Expenditure Limitations

1976

1971

TAX EXPENDITURE LIMITATIONS
Washington state passes a constitutional amendment restricting property tax to one percent of fair
market value.
Ohio passes HB 920 (it becomes a constitutional amendment in 1980) and limits property tax increases.
California passes Proposition 13, lowering property taxes to one percent of the purchase price until the
property is resold and reducing the property tax burden by nearly 53 percent.
Arizona enacted a TEL with a constitutional amendment that allows for growth of up to 7.23 percent in
government spending each year.
Delaware residents pass a TEL that limits appropriations to 98 percent of state revenues.
Hawaii enacts a TEL that limits increases in state spending to the percentage of state growth.

1978

Illinois passes a TEL that limits state spending allowances.
Michigan voters approve the 1978 Tax Limitation Amendment, otherwise known as the Headlee
Amendment. This TEL allows state spending growth to rise with population plus the rate of inflation
and also restricts revenue collection to 9.49 percent of annual personal income in Michigan.
South Dakota residents require a two-thirds legislative majority before tax spending can be increased.
Texas residents approve a TEL via a constitutional amendment that limits spending to the rate of state
personal income growth.
Tennessee voters approve a TEL through a constitutional referendum that limits state appropriations to
state personal income growth.

1980

1979

California residents pass a TEL using a constitutional amendment that limits annual state appropriations
to personal income growth plus population increases.
Washington State passes Initiative 62 that revises the 1971 property tax limit. Total state and local
property tax collections are restricted to six percent of fair market value.
Idaho voters pass a TEL through a state statute that limits increases in state appropriations to 5.33
percent of state personal income.
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Massachusetts’ voters adopt proposition 2 ½, limiting state property tax increases to 2.5 percent
annually.
Missouri voters pass a constitutional TEL that limits revenue increases to 5.64 percent of the prior
year’s personal income.
Ohio House Bill 920 is adopted as a constitutional amendment.

1981

South Carolina approves a constitutional TEL that limits state spending increases to personal income
growth or 9.5 percent of state personal income in the previous year, whichever is higher.
Montana adopts a TEL through a state statute limiting state spending increases to a percentage of state
personal income growth.

1985

1982

Alaska voters approve a constitutional TEL that limits state spending increases to population plus
inflation.
West Virginia voters require a property tax reassessment that limits assessments to 60 percent of the
market value.
Oklahoma passes a constitutional TEL that limits spending increases to 12 percent of annual growth and
limits appropriations to 90% of revenues.

1986

California voters require voter approval for any local property tax increases.
A Massachusetts TEL is passed through a state statute that limits revenue collections to the average
increase in state wage growth for the previous three years.
Oregon freezes property tax rates at the 1986 level.

1989

Utah passes a TEL via state statute that limits state spending increases to population plus inflation.

1990

Utah limits property tax rates to 2.4 mills.

New Jersey enacts a statutory TEL that limits state spending increases to growth in personal income.

1991

Colorado adopts a statutory spending restriction that limits general fund appropriations to the lesser of
five percent of total state personal income or six percent over the previous year’s appropriations.
Connecticut enacts a statutory TEL limiting budget growth to either average growth in personal income
over the previous five years, or the previous year’s increase in inflation, whichever is greater.

1992

North Carolina passes a statutory TEL that limits funding to seven percent or less of personal income
growth.
Colorado passes a Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights (TABOR) that constitutionally limits state revenue
collections and expenditures. Revenue is limited to population growth plus inflation. The state’s voters
must approve any changes in spending or tax increases.
Iowa enacts a statutory TEL limiting appropriations to 99 percent of anticipated revenue collections.
Rhode Island voters approve a constitutional TEL that limits state appropriations to 98 percent of
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anticipated revenue collections.

1994

Florida approves a constitutional TEL limiting revenue collections to the average growth in state
personal income over the previous five years.

1996

Washington enacts a statutory TEL, limiting state spending increases to the average inflation over the
previous three years, plus population growth.

Missouri adopts a constitutional TEL limiting state revenue collections to 5.64 percent of the previous
year’s total state personal income.

2000

1993

Louisiana passes a constitutional TEL limiting state expenditures to 1992 appropriations plus annual
increases in state per capita personal income.

Oregon passes a constitutional TEL requiring that any general fund revenue in excess of two percent of
the revenue estimate must be refunded to taxpayers.

J.

2002

Wisconsin adopts a statutory TEL limiting spending growth on qualified appropriations to the personal
income growth rate.
Indiana enacts a statutory TEL spending cap per fiscal year with growth according to the formula for
each budget period.

2005

2001

Oregon residents approve the passage of a statutory TEL limiting growth in appropriations to eight
percent of projected personal income.

Maine voters approve a statutory TEL limiting growth in expenditures to the 10-year average of
personal income growth, with a maximum of 2.75 percent.

State Aid to Education
State aid to K-12 education is an important example of how the state provides funding for

services that are designed and delivered at the local level. Such state aid is also among the fastest
growing portions of the state budget. We make the following example to address this key issue:
of Nebraska could have realized substantial savings from limiting state aid. This is best seen in
the example of state aid to school districts, as is seen in Tables VII.9 and VII.10.

(1.13) Limit Student State Aid Growth. The State of Nebraska should limit the growth
in state aid per student for K-12 education to the rate of inflation.
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Background
The State of Nebraska could have realized substantial savings from limiting state aid.
This is best seen in the example of state aid to school districts, as is seen in Tables III.1 and III.2.
In 1965, state aid to support K-12 accounted for 3.8 percent of total spending, as is seen
in Table III.1 below. Over the 40 years, state aid to education expanded by 13.7 percent per year.
This rapid increase allowed growth in K-12 spending per student to grow by 7.6 percent per year
compared to the inflation rate of 4.7 percent. Had the growth in student spending per student
matched the rate of inflation from 1965 to 2005, there would have been a savings of $1.5 billion
in 2005. Between 1965 and 2005, local and county spending dropped from 87.5 percent of
spending to 53.6 percent of spending.

Table III.1: Nebraska’s K-12 Education Spending, 1965-2005

Category
Per student spending (state)
Per student spending (local + county)
Per student spending (total)
Consumer Price Index
Share paid by state
Manufacturing

1965
$17
$388
$444
31.5
3.8%
87.5%

2005
$2,993
$4,376
$8,162
195.3
36.7%
53.6%

Annual
Compound
Growth
13.7%
6.2%
7.6%
4.7%

Such rapid increases in spending would not have been necessary to match other states, or
to ensure adequate funding for teacher salaries. Table III.2 shows that for the most recent year
for which there were spending data, Nebraska was second only to Wyoming is terms of its
overall spending per student. Furthermore, data indicate that Nebraska spends less of its student
support for teacher salary. Thus, this provides an example of how a state aid regime can lead to
excessive spending, and spending that fails to reflect priorities such as teacher salaries.
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Table III.2: Spending Per Student, Nebraska Compared to Border States 2005-2006

State

Total
$7,730
$7,972
$7,706
$7,717
$8,282
$7,197
$10,255
8,096%

Colorado
Iowa
Kansas
Missouri
Nebraska
South Dakota
Wyoming
Regional average without Nebraska

Salaries &
Wages
$4,941
$5,350
$4,802
$5,052
$4,968
$4,393
$6,217
$5,126

As a Percent of
Total
63.9%
67.1%
62.3%
65.5%
60.0%
61.0%
60.6%
$63.3%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

K.

Tax Administration
Basic improvements in the rules regarding taxation can improve the process of

compliance with the tax code. To support this, we make the following recommendation:
(1.14) Tax Administration.

Address the remaining Nebraska tax administration

deficiency evaluated by the Council On State Taxation by modifying the
corporate income tax due date return to be the 15th day of the 4th month
following the close of the tax year (i.e. one month longer than the due date for
the federal income tax return).
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IV. PLAN SECTION TWO: JOB CREATION
INCENTIVES AND TAX REDUCTIONS
Job creation is a critical component of a plan to attract and retain population. In
particular, households are drawn to states and regions where earnings potential is high, and
where family members have a chance to advance up a career path. Job creation fits this need.
This is because an economy with strong demand for workers creates conditions for full
employment and advancement up the career ladder. This is especially true of state and local
economies with high levels of entrepreneurship potential.
This Chapter provides a set of recommendations to enhance job creation in Nebraska.
We propose policies to attract more large, world class employers to the state as well as policies
to encourage entrepreneurship and raise the real returns from small business ownership. We also
propose ways to encourage industries likely to thrive in rural Nebraska.
We begin with a discussion of our Top 5 recommendations, and then provide 14 others.
As in the previous Chapter, we state our recommendations and then provide background
information explaining our rationale.

TOP 5 RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

Entrepreneurship Education
Colleges and universities in Nebraska play a key role in promoting population growth in

the state. By providing the best education programs possible, universities help attract and retain
students. Primary and secondary schools in the state also play a key role in population growth as
strong public schools, with high education outcomes, are one of the key quality-of-life attributes
that attracts families with children to Nebraska. But, there are other ways that education
institutions can promote population growth in the state. In particular, schools can promote
entrepreneurship and small business through entrepreneurship education. Recognizing this
opportunity, private citizens, non-profit foundations, community colleges, colleges, universities,
and school districts in Nebraska have been active in developing entrepreneurship education
programs. Given that many Nebraskan’s have already made a sustained effort to bring
entrepreneurship education to the youth of the state, the goal going forward should be to create
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the broadest access to entrepreneurship education. We therefore make the following
recommendation:

(2.1)

Entrepreneurship Education Program. All public universities, colleges, and

community colleges in Nebraska should adopt a comprehensive entrepreneurship
education program (defined by offering degree programs in entrepreneurship
across the institution). All school districts in Nebraska should provide high school
students with the opportunity to take coursework with a focus on entrepreneurship.
Background
In the coming decades, a growing share of the workforce will own their own business, or
work in a smaller, entrepreneurial firm. As a consequence, more and more students will need to
prepare for a career in entrepreneurship, much as many now prepare for a career in a variety of
professions and technical specialties. Some students will gain this understanding by working in a
family business, or from parents who are business owners. But, education institutions also can
play a role by offering comprehensive training in skills and processes related to entrepreneurship.
To help prepare students for one of the fast growing professions of the future, there is a need to
deliver entrepreneurship education curriculum in high schools and post-secondary institutions.
Many universities, colleges, and community colleges already offer curriculum in
entrepreneurship. In some cases, these programs are focused on business students, and in other
cases there are degree programs in entrepreneurship that are available to students in a wide
variety of majors. Arts, engineering, computer science, and architecture are examples of other
majors where entrepreneurship and small business ownership is commonplace. Some postsecondary institutions also have well developed entrepreneurship clubs and competitions, to
encourage networking and allow students to begin developing and refining business plans and
concepts. The most comprehensive entrepreneurship programs would contain all of these
features. Given that many post-secondary institutions in Nebraska have made progress towards
developing such comprehensive programs, our recommendation is meant to help build further
support for these efforts.
Some post-secondary institutions in Nebraska also have contributed to entrepreneurship
education programs at high schools in the state by sharing resources, space, or instructors.
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Further, many individuals, non-profit organizations, and school districts in selected communities
throughout Nebraska have worked together to bring entrepreneurship education into the
curriculum of schools and school districts. While we cannot discuss each of these efforts, we
note that excellent models have been developed for both metropolitan and non-metropolitan
areas within the state. The entrepreneurship focus program operated by Lincoln Public Schools
provides an example for a metropolitan area, where an individual district has a large enough
enrollment to offer its own program. The Southwest Nebraska Youth Entrepreneurship
Partnership, by utilizing distance education resources to offer curriculum to multiple counties,
provides an example for non-metropolitan areas of Nebraska. Our recommendation is that school
districts through the state on their own, or in partnership with nearby districts, develop programs
such as these that provide interested students with a curriculum focused on entrepreneurship
education.
Because many entrepreneurship education programs are new, we cannot point to a body
of evidence that proves that entrepreneurship education leads to greater levels of small business
ownership in local communities. But, we believe that it is an appropriate strategy for two
reasons. First, entrepreneurship education is a natural evolution in the curriculum of secondary
and post-secondary institutions. While the basics of education may not change, curriculum is
constantly under development to best meet the needs of a changing world. With entrepreneurship
on the increase within society, it is natural that the education system would devote resources to
prepare students for becoming entrepreneurs or working more directly with entrepreneurs.
Second, in this report, we try to emphasize that all segments of Nebraska must contribute to
efforts to help Nebraska grow its population base. It is not a task that can be left only to state and
municipal government. Entrepreneurship education provides an appropriate and additional way
in which the state’s high schools and post-secondary institutions can contribute.

B.

General Tax Cuts by State Government
Government services such as police protection, the judicial system, libraries, and schools

make a contribution to the economy. Similarly, publicly provided amenities such as parks or
sports venues may be valued by the public. What is unclear is whether government spending on
these services and amenities contributes to economic and population growth. Such spending,
after all, is ultimately funded by taxes, primarily on income, sales, and property. And, taxes
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lower economic growth. More to the point, the combination of government spending on services
and amenities, and the taxes required to pay for those services, may lower economic growth.
Indeed, one recent study demonstrated a negative relationship between greater taxes and
government spending in states, and subsequent economic growth (Brown et al, 2002) as
measured by gross state output, but also by employment.
The reason for this may be that state and local government have difficulty allocating tax
money to services and amenities valued by the public. In some cases, the government may
simply over-provide key services and amenities such as roads and highways, education, or parks.
For example, inter-city highways are required in an economy, but the government tends to overinvest in these services (Thompson, 2005; Thompson, Rosenbaum, and Hall, 2008). This is
because government lacks the discipline of the marketplace to limit and guide investment
decisions. In other cases, the government may simply be involved in providing goods or services
that could instead be provided by the private sector. Disciplined by the market, private firms
could more efficiently provide these services. Private firms also may be more effective in
making new investments in response to changing consumer preferences, and better cater services
to the needs of paying customers. For these reasons, a smaller, more focused government that
spends less on public services and amenities may lead to a more efficient and faster growing
economy that attracts more people as well as more investment.
In a growing economy, such a movement towards a smaller government can take place
over a period of years. All that is required is that the economy grows faster than the government
each year. Government could grow, but at a significantly slower pace. This would require
significant sacrifices and expenditure cuts, but over time government would shrink as a share of
the economy as the rate of taxation also falls. To see how, consider that there are three
components of state income growth: 1) growth in state population, 2) inflation, and 3) growth in
real (inflation adjusted) state income per person. All three contribute to income growth. But, if
government growth was limited to just two of the three components, then government would
grow more slowly than the economy. In particular, growth in government revenue and spending
could be limited to the rate of population growth and inflation. Given that real income per person
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grows by approximately 1.5% per year, 6 such as limitation would steadily reduce the ratio of
government revenue and spending to state income. Following such a strategy for just the next
decade could allow the state of Nebraska to slowly but steadily reduce the level of taxation in our
economy. A cumulate reduction of 15% over a decade would move Nebraska from being a
higher tax state to being a lower tax state. According to data in the Statistical Abstract of the
United States 2008, state and local taxes in Nebraska in 2004 (the most recent year listed) were
11.4% of income. This was ranked 42nd (higher than 41 other states) out of 50 states. A 10%
reduction in this rate of 11.4% would reduce the rate to 10.3%, which would be 30th while a 15%
reduction would reduce the rate to 9.7%, which would be 13th out of 50 states. Thus, assuming
other states maintain tax policy, a 15% reduction would be required to move Nebraska to among
the lowest tax states. Nebraska would need to cut various tax rates over the next decade, in
conjunction with the indexing of tax brackets discussed in the previous Chapter. For state taxes,
we make the following recommendations:

(2.2) Reduce Income and Sales Tax Rates. To lower tax revenue as a percentage of state
personal income, the State of Nebraska should make across-the-board cuts in major
state tax rates. We propose a 0.5% point reduction in the state sales tax rate (from
5.5% to 5.0%), and a 1.0% point reduction in the personal and corporate income
tax rate for each tax bracket.

Background
A 1.0 percentage point reduction in all personal and corporate income tax rates would
result in a substantial decline in income taxes as a share of state income. This would represent
between a 10% to 20% reduction in marginal tax rates faced in the higher tax brackets, and an
even larger percentage decline in the lower marginal rate tax brackets. As for sales taxes, we
propose a smaller percentage point reduction in the sales tax rate since sales tax revenues tend to
fall as a share of income over time. This occurs because over time a larger share of household
income is being spent on services such as health care which are largely exempt from sales tax.

6

Calculated for Nebraska for the 1990 to 2007 period using income and population data from the U.S. Department
of Commerce and consumer price index data from the U.S. Department of Labor. The U.S. annual growth rate is
1.4%.
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A series of tables in the introduction of this report illustrated that the tax burden has
increased in Nebraska in the 1990s and early 2000s and that Nebraska is among the higher tax
states nationwide and among its neighboring states. We argued at that time that these higher
taxes have limited population growth in the State of Nebraska. This section of the report further
explores the relationship between state and local taxes and population growth.
We begin with Table IV.1. The table includes data on the effective state and local tax
rates of selective states in the year 1992, and subsequent population growth in the states from
1992 through 2006. The effective tax rate refers to total state and local tax revenue divided by
total personal income in the state.
Data is presented for the ten lowest tax states with the lowest effective tax rates in 1992
and for the ten highest tax states. In the lowest tax states, state and local tax collections averaged
8.8% of total state personal income in 1992, and population growth averaged 23.6% from 1992
to 2006. In other words, the average effective tax rate was well below the U.S. average and
population growth was 7.1% faster than the U.S. average. This is approximately 0.5% faster
growth each year over the 14-year period.
In the highest tax states, state and local tax revenues averaged 12.7% of state personal
income in 1992, and population growth averaged just 9.4%, well below the U.S. average. These
results for the highest and lowest tax states indicate a negative relationship between state and
local taxes and subsequent population growth. This result also holds true for states in general. In
particular, across all 50 states and the District of Columbia, we calculated the correlation
between effective state and local tax rates in 1992 and subsequent population growth. As seen in
Table IV.1, there was a negative correlation of -0.21 between taxes and subsequent growth
To be sure, taxes are not the only determinant of population growth. The negative
correlation between taxes and population growth was not perfect (it was not -1.0), and population
growth was below the U.S. average in some of the 10 lowest tax states. Other factors such as
climate and recreation opportunities also influence population growth, as is seen in the rapid
population growth in Nevada (84.4% from 1992-2006) and Florida (32.3%) in Table IV.1.
This suggests the need for a more complete analysis of state and local population growth
beyond the summary results presented in Table IV.1. This is particularly true because our
effective tax rate measure is also not perfect. The effective tax rate measure is appropriate in
most states but some states such as Wyoming and Alaska effectively “export” their taxes. These
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states tax oil, mineral, and other natural resources sold around the country and around the world
rather than their own citizens. Income, sales, and property tax rates on households are modest in
Wyoming and Alaska even if the revenue collected (primarily from taxes on oil and other
mining) is a relatively high share of state personal income.
Table IV.1: Effective Tax Rates and Subsequent Population Growth
States

Rank
(all states)

Ten Lowest Tax States
Tennessee
Alabama
Missouri
South Dakota
Mississippi
Virginia
Nevada
Arkansas
Florida
South Carolina
Average 10 Lowest Tax States

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

United States

Ten Highest Tax States
Montana
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Maine
Vermont
Wyoming
Hawaii
New York
District of Columbia
Alaska
Average 10 Highest Tax States

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Effective State &
Local Tax Rate 1992

Population Growth
1992-2006

0.079
0.082
0.086
0.087
0.091
0.091
0.091
0.093
0.093
0.093
0.088

20.3%
10.5%
11.9%
10.6%
10.5%
19.1%
84.4%
16.3%
32.3%
19.6%
23.6%

0.104

16.5%

0.114
0.115
0.117
0.118
0.119
0.120
0.122
0.141
0.141
0.161
0.127

14.7%
14.7%
10.9%
6.2%
8.4%
10.0%
10.4%
5.7%
-2.0%
15.1%
9.4%

Correlation
1992 Effective Tax Rate and 1992-2006 Population Growth

-0.210

Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States 1994, and Regional Economic
Information System, U.S. Department of Commerce
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Economic researchers have estimated the relationship between taxes and population
growth in statistical models that account for a full range of factors that influence population
growth, including climate and recreation opportunities. These studies isolate the influence of
taxes on population growth.

Hammond and Thompson (2008) examined the relationship

between effective tax rates, amenities, death rates, and utility costs on annual population growth
in 722 multi-county commuting zones throughout the continental United States. These
commuting zones represented both metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas. The authors
identified a negative relationship between effective state and local tax rates and population
growth from 1969 to 1999. The influence of taxes also had a meaningful influence on population
growth rates. Based on the estimate in the research paper, a reduction in the effective Nebraska
tax rate made possible by lower state and local spending, increased transfers, or deficit spending
would increase population growth. Specifically, a reduction in the effective Nebraska state and
local tax rate from its value of 0.114 in 2004 to the national average of 0.104 would cause
additional population growth of 0.11% per year in Nebraska labor market areas. This would be a
substantial addition in a state where annual population growth has averaged only 0.65% per year
since 1992. A jump to 0.76% would represent a substantial improvement.
The implications for population growth may be even greater if Nebraska could transition
to become a low tax state. For example, if the effective Nebraska tax rate dropped from 0.114 in
2004 to the 0.085 rate in South Dakota that year, there would be a 0.33% addition to the annual
population growth rate, or a jump to a 0.98% annual population growth rate. This would
approach the 1.09% annual population growth rate in the United States since 1992. These
estimates based on this particular article are subject to error of course, but show that taxes have a
negative influence on population growth and that the magnitude of the impact is sufficient to
meaningfully reduce growth. Correspondingly, meaningful cuts in tax rates could substantially
increase population growth, as is seen in analysis presented in Appendix B. The appendix
presents population projections for Nebraska counties from the UNL Bureau of Business
Research. Baseline projections call for annual population growth of 0.6% in Nebraska and a
projected population of 1.93 million in 2020. In other words, population in Nebraska would
remain well below 2 million even in 2020. Projected population could increase substantially with
a significant tax cut. Based on the Hammond and Thompson (2008) model, cutting Nebraska
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effective taxes to prevailing rates in South Dakota would accelerate population growth and state
population would hit 1.99 million in 2020, close to the Nebraska Renaissance goal of 2 million.
Other published papers also show the influence of effective tax rates on population
growth. Crihfield and Panggabean (1995) examined the influence of taxes, public capital
spending (on infrastructure), education, and a set of amenities on population growth in
metropolitan areas across the United States. The authors found that a reduction in the effective
state tax rate made possible by lower spending 7, increased transfers, or deficit spending would
increase population growth. The impact of taxation on growth was as significant as the impact of
unionization, but the average education level had a greater influence than taxation.
Some studies examine the relationship between state and local taxation and employment
growth over time. When examining employment growth over a period of decades, such studies
would likely capture growth in population as well as other factors like labor force participation
that also influence employment growth.. For example, Dahlenberg, Partridge, and Rickman
(1998) examined determinants of state employment growth for the period 1972-1991. The
authors found that a reduction in the effective state and local tax rate made possible by lower
spending 8, increased transfers, or deficit spending would increase employment growth in states.
The relationship between tax rates and state economic growth also can be seen through
comparisons of Nebraska with its lower tax neighbor of South Dakota. Nebraskan’s always ask
about South Dakota. South Dakota is the low tax state compared to Nebraska and its neighbors
regardless of the measure used to gauge state and local tax burdens. But why is Nebraska a high
tax state and South Dakota a low tax state? To compare total taxes or taxation per capita would
not capture the full dynamic of matching revenue to spending in the constraints of the specific
economic condition for each state. It is important to examine taxes as a share of the economy.
Earlier, we focused on taxes as a share of state personal income. Here, we explore a related
measure by examining the two states using Gross Domestic Product as the common
denominator, rather than personal income. Gross domestic product is a somewhat broader
measure than personal income so state and local taxes are typically a smaller share of state gross
domestic product than state personal income.
7

Specifically, lower non-capital spending, that is, state and local government spending of all types except capital
spending. State and local capital spending were included in the regressions as separate variables.
8
Specifically, lower state and local spending of all types except welfare assistance. Welfare assistance was included
in the regression as a separate variable.
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Table IV.2 lists state and local taxes per $1,000 of GDP for Nebraska and South Dakota
for 2005. Nebraska exceeds its northern neighbor in every category of taxation except for sales
tax. Most dramatic is the difference in state taxes per $1,000 of GDP where Nebraska’s exceeds
South Dakota’s by $17. Nebraska’s local government taxes are higher by $6. Compare these
numbers to sales tax where Nebraska competes favorably by $5.

As might be expected,

Nebraska property taxes exceed those of South Dakota.

Table IV.2: Nebraska and South Dakota’s Tax Burden Compared, 2005
Taxes per $1,000 Gross Domestics Product
Nebraska
State taxes
$53
Local taxes
$39
State sales taxes
$27
Local sales taxes
$5
Individual income
$19
Property taxes
$29
Source: U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

South Dakota
$36
$33
$30
$7
$0
$24

Nebraska spends more. Table IV.3 lists 2005 state and local government spending per
$1,000 of GDP for Nebraska and South Dakota. Nebraska outspends South Dakota in every
category, except highways. However, the utilities comparison may be less than useful since
Nebraska has many publically owned electricity providers. Excluding utilities, Nebraska spends
$19 more per $1,000 of GDP on government than South Dakota.

Table IV.3: Nebraska and South Dakota’s Government Spending Compared, 2005
Spending per $1,000 Gross Domestics Product
Nebraska
Higher education
$19
Elementary and
secondary education
$36
Highways
$14
Utilities
$39
Public Welfare
$28
Total
$197
Source: U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

South Dakota
$14
$33
$21
$7
$24
$146
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What would happen if Nebraska could simply adopts South Dakota’s tax burdens? Table
IV.4 shows total and per household savings to Nebraska taxpayers if state and local governments
in Nebraska matched the spending of South Dakota in terms of spending per $1,000 in GDP. As
indicated, if Nebraska levied the same tax burden, Nebraska citizens would save $1.2 billion in
state taxes, and $439 million in local taxes. Per household this represents a savings of $1,733 in
state taxes and $650 in local taxes. If Nebraska could lower its tax burden by over $2,300 per
household per year the inclination to move here or stay here would certainly improve.

Table IV.4: Tax Savings for Nebraska Citizens if State and Local Tax Rates in Nebraska Equaled
Those in South Dakota
Savings in
Savings in
Taxes Per Nebraska
Total Taxes
Household
State taxes
Local taxes
State sales taxes
Local sales taxes
Individual income
Property taxes
Source: Author calculations

$1,170,862,631
$438,977,594
-$165,046,086
-$178,751,059
$1,393,897,000
$374,788,805

$1,733
$650
-$244
-$265
$2,064
$555

Without assuming additional tax revenues from economic growth spurred by tax
reductions means that spending reductions would be necessary in Nebraska.

Some would

consider it reductions in excessive spending. Table IV.5 lists total and per household excessive
spending as gauged by South Dakota spending if state and local government spending in
Nebraska matched the spending of South Dakota in terms of spending per $1,000 in GDP. As
indicated, if Nebraska spent as a share of GDP as South Dakota, Nebraska citizens spent $3.7
billion in total or $5,520 per household. This is composed of approximately $376 million of
higher education, $193 million for K-12 education, $2.3 billion in utilities and $259 million in
public welfare. On the other hand, to match South Dakota spending on highways, Nebraska
would have to increase spending by $485 million.
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Table IV.5: Excessive Spending in Nebraska Compared to South Dakota Total and Per Household
Total
Higher Education
Elementary and
secondary education
Highways
Utilities
Public Welfare
Total expenditures
Source: Author calculations

Per Household
$376,211,653

$557

$193,439,104
-$485,370,094
$2,312,718,059
$259,466,153
$3,728,467,644

$286
-$719
$3,424
$384
$5,520

How has the wide gap in tax burdens between Nebraska and South Dakota affected
economic performance? Table IV.6 provides comparisons and shows that between 1995 and
2005, South Dakota out-performed Nebraska. Between 1995 and 2005, South Dakota’s GDP
growth was 71.5 percent versus Nebraska’s 62.3 percent.

Furthermore during this period of

time, Nebraska’s per capita GDP growth of 50.5 percent lagged South Dakota’s 58.4 percent
while the state’s employment growth at 12.4 percent was less than South Dakota’s 13.7 percent.
Data in Table IV.6 indicate that South Dakota’s growth may have been enhanced by its lower tax
burden. Of course, there were many other factors specific to each state that may have accounted
for South Dakota’s success. However, the data do suggest that Nebraska’s growth was restrained
by its higher tax burden when compared to South Dakota.
Table IV.6: Growth in Nebraska versus South Dakota 1995-2005
Nebraska

South Dakota

GDP growth, 1995-2005
62.3%
71.5%
Per capita GDP growth, 1995-2005
50.5%
58.4%
Employment growth, 1995-2005
12.4%
13.7%
Source: Author calculations using data from U.S. Census, Bureau of Economic Analysis

Using several approaches we have demonstrated that higher tax rates discourage growth
within states, including population growth. But, if taxes to pay for services have a negative
impact on overall growth, and population growth, a natural question is: Is this true for all
government services? For example, it could be that taxes to pay for transfer programs such as
welfare or health care reduce growth, but taxes to pay for “productive” government services such
as highways, protective services (police and fire), and education promote growth, or at least do
not discourage growth. One recent paper by Brown et al. (2002) examined this issue by
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examining state and local taxes and spending on government services and the resulting effect on
private economic activity including employment, capital stock, and total gross state product in
the 1979 to 1997 period. The results for employment are most of interest, since over such a long
period of time the states with the fastest employment growth are also the states with the fastest
population growth. Table IV.7 shows the joint impact of paying for a particular public service
with either sales, property, or income taxes as reported by Brown et al. (2002). The table lists if
the combined impact was negative (i.e., reduced growth), or positive. A “-“ indicated that the
combined impact of taxing and spending had no statistically significant impact on growth.
There are two striking findings. First, it is interesting which types of public spending
most consistently reduce employment growth. There is some evidence that transfer programs
such as spending on welfare, housing or health care reduce economic growth, particularly if
financed via property taxes. But, there is much more consistent evidence that raising taxes to pay
for “productive” services such as public safety and education reduces growth. Only
transportation spending financed by taxes has a consistent and positive impact on labor growth in
the estimates by Brown et al (2002).
Table IV.7: The Combined Impact of Government Services Paid for by Taxes on Private
Employment Growth in Brown et al (2002)

Service

Paid For By
Sales Tax

Paid For By Property
Tax

Paid For By
Income Tax

Public Safety

Negative

Negative

Negative

Higher Education

Negative

Negative

Negative

Elementary & Secondary
Education

Negative

Negative

Negative

Transportation

Positive

-

Positive

Health and Hospitals

-

Negative

-

Housing

-

Negative

-

Welfare

-

Negative

Positive

Environment

-

-

-

Source: Brown, Stephen, Kathy Hayes, and Lori Taylor, 2002. “State and Local Policy, Factor
Markets, and Regional Growth,” The Review of Regional Studies. 33(1): 40-60.
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The implication is that many types of public services are “over-provided” in U.S. states.
It is not just welfare programs or transfer payments that reduce growth, it is most types of
spending. The suggestion is that Nebraska can increase growth through a broad-based reduction
in taxes and spending.
The second striking finding is that all three types of key state and local taxes reduce
growth – sales and property taxes as well as income taxes. In other words, it is not just income
taxes that reduce growth. Cutting all three major types of taxes in Nebraska are likely to reduce
growth.

C.

Enhance the Nebraska Advantage Act
Over the past two decades companies have become much more analytical in making their

decisions on where to locate business activities. The motivation behind this is pretty simple,
which is this. One of the principal keys to business success and profitability is to operate from
the right location under the right economic conditions.
This increasing focus on proper business site selection has been due to a number of
factors. These include changing demographics, competitive pressures, new strategic sourcing
techniques, more sophisticated distribution methodologies, increased shareholder scrutiny,
business expansion, merger/acquisition activity, changing technologies, and cost containment
efforts. Adding to this effort to find the right location under the right economic conditions is the
fact that businesses today can be much more mobile than they were in the past.

Vast

improvements in the transportation industries and the voice and data communication industries
have enabled many companies to operate from any of several different locations. Therefore,
these companies have tended to more aggressively seek those locations that have the most
favorable business climates.

Site Selection Factors
Business site selection decisions are today being made based on a state-by-state
comparison of several business, market, location, and cost factors. These include some or all of
those listed in Table IV.8 below:
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Table IV.8: Site Selection Factors
State Business Incentives
Proximity to Markets
Proximity to Supplier Networks
Transportation Options
Communication Infrastructure
Marginal Tax Rates
Legal and Political Climate
Air Transportation Capabilities
Availability of Suitable Sites

Work Force Availability, Diversity and Rates
Demographic Projects
Utility Infrastructure
Operating Costs
Proximity to Headquarters, Research/Development
Facilities and affiliates
Company Preferences
Academic Institutions
Quality of Life Factors

The priority of these various factors will vary from project to project.

There Is A Vast Site Selection Consultant Industry Advising Business Leaders On Site
Selection Decisions
A review of any of a number of site selection publications or websites today is a bit like
reviewing the advertisement inserts in the Sunday newspaper. These publications are filled with
promotional advertisements by states and communities throughout the country touting their state
or their community as having the best business climate within which to profitably operate a
business. These same publications are also full of promotional advertisements from countless
site selection consultants offering to assist companies in analyzing the maze of factors that
impact company site selection decisions.
These consultants are quite competent and quite aggressive. Due to the depth, variety
and intensity of business climate data available through the internet, it’s no longer possible for
any state or community with a mediocre business climate to go unnoticed.

The Resulting Impact On State Policy
This trend will not cease any time soon.

While various state policy makers and

academicians keep writing scholarly articles contending that the competition amongst the States
has become too intense and needs to abate, the reality is that the 50 States are not about to
unilaterally stop competing. As consumers of numerous products and services provided by the
business community throughout the country, we are all taught to believe and understand that
competition is a good thing. The result of competition is better products and better services at
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more competitive prices. In order for the business community to be able to accomplish this,
business enterprises have needed to become more and more productive and efficient. This
process has continued not merely for decades, but for centuries. New technologies and new
business processes all help enable the business community to move ahead.
State and local governments are not immune to this mega-trend, even though a number of
State policy makers may wish otherwise. While they may hold out hope that they could enter
into some type of a truce, not even this would be effective, because the competition which
business faces for providing goods and services goes beyond our national borders and indeed has
become global in its reach. Clearly other nations are willing to compete and individuals within
those other nations are willing to compete as well. The United States has faced this reality, in
particular over the past few years as we have witnessed more and more jobs being outsourced or
being moved to other countries.

An Evaluation Of Nebraska’s Business Climate
It is against this backdrop of national and international competition that we have
reviewed the following:
•

Whether Nebraska’s business climate is competitive with that of other States in the
country.

•

What improvements could feasibly be made to make our business climate more
competitive.

Nebraskans Who Impacts Business Climate Features
Who determines the nature of our business climate? While this could be viewed in a
variety of ways, it’s fair to say that the business climate of our great State of Nebraska is
principally impacted by the actions of four groups of people, each having distinct roles:
1. Elected Officials. Setting and enacting public sector policies, such as tax climate,
government infrastructure, legal climate, regulatory system and incentive structure.
2. Government Employees. Implementing public sector policy either in a manner which
enhances or which detracts from business climate.
3. The Public. Which makes up either a highly productive, trained work force and
which supports efforts to maintain a top business climate, or it doesn’t.
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4. Business, Community and Labor Leaders. Who either work together to reinvest and
give back to the community, or who don’t.
The enactment and implementation of any significant improvements to the Nebraska
business climate has in the past taken the combined cooperative efforts of all four groups. Any
substantial future changes will require the same.

Impact of National Studies
As in most States, in pursuing economic development promotional efforts, Nebraska
economic development leaders frequently state that Nebraska has a great business climate.
However, the national studies being relied upon by site selection consultants and business
decision-makers show otherwise. Further details on some of these studies are included on the
following pages.
Below are the details of some of the most highly regarded business climate studies and
Nebraska’s position in them.

Summary of National Studies
A variety of national studies have been reviewed. These studies principally consisted of
rankings of the fifty states by various organizations based on various factors impacting business
climate. Some of these fifty rankings are shown below.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Table IV.9: Nebraska’s Ranking in National Studies
NEBRASKA OVERALL BUSINESS
CLIMATE RANKINGS
(1 = Best)
Site Selection Magazine
2008 Top 25 Climates
Not In
2007 Top 25 Climates
Not In
2006 Top 25 Climates
Not In
2008 Top 10 Executive Survey
Not In
Small Business Survival Index (2007)
Best for Small Business
37
Development Counsellors (200*)
Most Favorable for Business
33

2007 CFED STATE RANKINGS: NEBRASKA
NONTAX BUSINESS FACTOR
(1 = Best)
CFED Report Card (2007)
• New Companies
33
• New Business Job Growth
15
• Initial Public Offerings
38
• Manufacturing Capital Investment
15
• Traded Sector Strength
29
• Technology Companies
26
• Venture Capital Investments
47

2007 CFED STATE RANKINGS: NEBRASKA
PERFORMANCE
(1 = Best)
Employment
Employment Growth: Long Term
Employment Growth: Short Term
Earnings & Job Average Annual Pay
Quality
Average Annual Pay Growth
Quality of Life
Net Migration

34
47
40
32
36
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2007 CFED STATE RANKINGS: NEBRASKA
DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY
(1 = Best)
Human
College Attainment
Resources
Financial
Venture Capital Investments
Resources
Innovation
Ph.D. Scientists & Engineers
Assets
Federal Research & Development
Private Research & Development
SBIR Grants
Patents Issued
Business Created via University
R&D

2007 CFED STATE RANKINGS: NEBRASKA
BUSINESS VITALITY
(1 = Best)
Competitivenes Strength of Traded Sector
s of Existing
Manufacturing Investment
Businesses
Entrepreneurial New Companies
Energy
Job Creation by Start-up Businesses
Technology Industry Employment
Initial Public Offerings

28
47
50
44
38
33
38
37

29
15
33
15
26
38
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Figure IV.1: State Rankings

The 14 Worst States for Small Business Survival
Nebraska Is In The 14 Worst States for
Small Business Survival
Best
Worst
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

State
South Dakota
Nevada
Wyoming
Washington
Florida
Michigan
Texas
South Carolina
Virginia
Alabama
Colorado
Georgia
Tennessee
Indiana
Arizona
Mississippi
Alaska
Utah
Missouri
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Kentucky
New Hampshire
Pennsylvania
New Mexico

Rank
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

State
Illinois
Arkansas
Maryland
Ohio
Kansas
Louisiana
Delaware
Wisconsin
Oregon
Montana
Idaho
Nebraska
Connecticut
North Carolina
West Virginia
Iowa
Hawaii
Vermont
Massachusetts
Minnesota
New York
Maine
Rhode Island
California
New Jersey




The 14 Worst States for Small Business Survival

Nebraska's Small Business Surival Index Trend
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

1

30

31

34

34

35

32

31
37

50

Sources: SBE Council - Small Business Survival
Index 2007: Ranking the Policy Environment for
Entrepreneurship Across the Nation
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The 9 Worst Overall Business Tax Climate
Nebraska Is In The 9 Worst
Overall Business Tax Climates
Best
Worst
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

State
Wyoming
South Dakota
Nevada
Alaska
Florida
Montana
Texas
New Hampshire
Oregon
Delaware
Utah
Washington
Colorado
Indiana
Virginia
Missouri
Tennessee
Oklahoma
Mississippi
Michigan
Alabama
Arizona
Illinois
Hawaii
South Carolina

Rank
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

State
New Mexico
Georgia
Pennsylvania
Idaho
North Dakota
Kansas
Massachusetts
Louisiana
Kentucky
Arkansas
West Virginia
Connecticut
Wisconsin
North Carolina
Maine
Minnesota
Nebraska
Vermont
Iowa
Maryland
Rhode Island
Ohio
California
New York
New Jersey




States Among The 9 Worst Overall Business Tax Systems

Nebraska's Overall Business Tax Climate Trend
2006

2007

2008

2009

1

45

45

43

42

50

Sources: Tax Foundation, 2009
State Business Tax Climate Index
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The 13 Worst 2009 State Tax Systems for Small Business
Nebraska Is In The 13 Worst States Tax
Systems For Small Business
Best
Worst
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

State
South Dakota
Nevada
Wyoming
Washington
Florida
Alaska
Texas
Colorado
Alabama
Mississippi
South Carolina
Tennessee
Missouri
Ohio
Virginia
Oklahoma
Arizona
Georgia
Illinois
Michigan
Indiana
Delaware
New Mexico
Arkansas
Utah

Rank
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

State
New Hampshire
Kentucky
Pennsylvania
Louisiana
Maryland
Montana
Wisconsin
Connecticut
North Dakota
Kansas
Oregon
North Carolina
Nebraska
West Virginia
Hawaii
Idaho
Vermont
Massachusetts
New York
Rhode Island
Maine
Iowa
California
Minnesota
New Jersey




States Among The 13 Worst State Tax Systems for
Small Business

Sources: SBE Council, Business Tax Index 2008: Best to Worst State
Tax Systems for Entrepreneurship and Small Business
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The 10 Worst 2009 Business Tax Climates
Nebraska Is In The 10 Worst
Business Tax Climates
Best
Worst
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

State
Wyoming
South Dakota
Nevada
Alaska
Florida
Montana
Texas
New Hampshire
Oregon
Delaware
Utah
Washington
Colorado
Indiana
Virginia
Missouri
Tennessee
Oklahoma
Mississippi
Michigan
Alabama
Arizona
Illinois
Hawaii
South Carolina

Score
7.53
7.51
7.38
7.33
6.93
6.29
6.28
6.17
6.06
6.02
5.98
5.94
5.93
5.91
5.73
5.6
5.47
5.44
5.34
5.34
5.33
5.27
5.27
5.24
5.24

Rank
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

State
New Mexico
Georgia
Pennsylvania
Idaho
North Dakota
Kansas
Massachusetts
Louisiana
Kentucky
Arkansas
West Virginia
Connecticut
Wisconsin
North Carolina
Maine
Minnesota
Nebraska
Vermont
Iowa
Maryland
Rhode Island
Ohio
California
New York
New Jersey

Score
5.19
5.19
5.17
5.12
5.1
5.1
5.03
5.01
4.98
4.9
4.88
4.84
4.79
4.76
4.71
4.64
4.58
4.55
4.37
4.33
4.2
4.16
4.15
4.02
3.92




States Among The 10 Worst Business Tax Systems

Nebraska's Overall Business Tax Climate Trend
2006

2007

2008

2009

1

45

45

43

42

50

Sources: Tax Foundation, 2009
State Business Tax Climate Index
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ALEC-Laffer State Economic Competitiveness Index (2008).
The

ALEC-Laffer

State

Economic
ALEC-Laffer Economic Peformance Rank (2008)

Competitiveness Index offers two rankings. The
Best

first ranking, the Economic Performance Rank,
measures states based on their performance among
backward-looking economic variables over the last
10 years: absolute domestic migration, personal
income

per

employment.

capita,

and

non-farm

payroll

These backward-looking measures

demonstrate how a state has performed in prior
years.
Nebraska performed very poorly in this
ranking -- 41st out of 50 states.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Texas
Florida
Arizona
Virginia
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Idaho
Washington
Maryland
South Dakota
Nevada
Delaware
Maine
Vermont
Alabama
New Hampshire
Utah
South Carolina
North Dakota
Georgia
Rhode Island
North Carolina

Worst
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Minnesota
Tennessee
Oregon
California
Kentucky
Alaska
Arkansas
Wisconsin
West Virginia
Massachusetts
Kansas
Hawaii
New Jersey
Missouri
Connecticut
Nebraska
Mississippi
Louisiana
Pennsylvania
Iowa
Indiana
New York
Illinois
Ohio
Michigan

Source: American Legislative Exchange
Council (2008)

The second ranking, the Economic Outlook
ALEC-Laffer Economic Outlook Rank (2008)

Rank, measures states based on 16 forward-looking
economic policy variables, including a state’s (a)
top marginal personal tax rate; (b) top marginal
corporate income tax rate; (c) personal income tax
progressivity; (d) property tax burden; (e) sales tax
burden; and (f) public employees per 10,000 of
population.

The ranking is designed to gauge a

state’s relative economic outlook (compared to
other states).
Nebraska also performed poorly in this
ranking - 34th out of 50 states.

Best
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Utah
Arizona
South Dakota
Wyoming
Tennessee
Virginia
Colorado
Georgia
Idaho
Texas
Nevada
Indiana
Oklahoma
Florida
Arkansas
Michigan
Missouri
Alabama
North Carolina
New Hampshire
Louisiana
Delaware
Mississippi
North Dakota
South Carolina

Worst
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Massachusetts
Iowa
New Mexico
Kansas
Wisconsin
Washington
Maryland
Montana
Nebraska
Minnesota
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Alaska
Connecticut
West Virginia
California
Illinois
New Jersey
Maine
Hawaii
Kentucky
Ohio
Rhode Island
New York
Vermont

Source: American Legislative Exchange
Council (2008)
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Nebr aska T ax System R anks A mong T he W or st 13 States F or E ntr epr eneur ship A nd
Small B usiness (2008)

F igur e I V .2: T ax R ankings for Small B usiness

Nebraska Is In The 13 Worst State Tax Scores
Best
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

State
South Dakota
Nevada
Wyoming
Washington
Florida
Alaska
Texas
Colorado
Alabama
Mississippi
South Carolina
Tennessee
Missouri
Ohio
Virginia
Oklahoma
Arizona
Georgia
Illinois
Michigan
Indiana
Delaware
New Mexico
Arkansas
Utah

Worst
Rank
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

13
13Worst
WorstStates
States

State
New Hampshire
Kentucky
Pennsylvania
Louisiana
Maryland
Montana
Wisconsin
Connecticut
North Dakota
Kansas
Oregon
North Carolina
Nebraska
West Virginia
Hawaii
Idaho
Vermont
Massachusetts
New York
Rhode Island
Maine
Iowa
California
Minnesota
New Jersey







States Among The 13 Worst State Tax Systems
States Among The 13 Worst State Tax Systems

Sources: Tax Foundation, 2009
State Business Tax Climate Index
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Nebr aska H as A gain F ailed T o M ake Site Selection’ s T op State B usiness C limate
Each year Site Selection magazine selects the top 25 State business climates. Nebraska
has again failed to attain this ranking.

Figure IV.3: Business Climate Ranking
The 2008 Top 25 State Business Climates
Worst
Best
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

"In

The 25 Best Business Climates

Alphabetical Order"

State

State

North Carolina
Tennessee
Alabama
Texas
Indiana
Florida
Ohio
Virginia
Illinois
Georgia
New York
Kentucky
Missouri
South Carolina
Pennsylvania
Michigan
Mississippi
Iowa
Maryland
Minnesota
Kansas
Louisiana
Arizona
Oklahoma
California

Alaska
Arkansas
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Hawaii
Idaho
Maine
Massachusetts
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oregon
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Utah
Vermont
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming




States Among The 25 Best Business Climates

Source: Site Selection Magazine, November 2008
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Do Incentives Help Improve A State’s Business Climate?
The short answer to this question is “Yes”. This is illustrated by the results of the overall
business climate study conducted by Pollina Corporate, which took into account the impact of a
State’s incentive programs. The results of this study follow.

Figure IV.4: Top Pro-Business States
The 15 Best Pro-Business States
Nebraska Is One Of The 15 Best
Pro-Business States
Worst
Best
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

State
North Carolina
Florida
Virginia
South Carolina
Wyoming
South Dakota
Georgia
Alabama
Utah
Kansas
Washington
Idaho
Oregon
Tennessee
Nebraska
Missouri
Maryland
Nevada
North Dakota
Oklahoma
Delaware
Arkansas
Indiana
Connecticut
Iowa

Rank
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

State
Arizona
Colorado
Michigan
Montana
Mississippi
Texas
Pennsylvania
New Mexico
Maine
New Hampshire
Hawaii
Wisconsin
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Louisiana
Ohio
Illinois
New Jersey
New York
Kentucky
Vermont
West Virginia
Alaska
Rhode Island
California




The 15 Best Pro-Business States

Nebraska's Pro-Business Trend
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

1
10
18

18

17

15

50

Sources: Pollina Corporate Top 10 Pro-Business States For 2008

Given the importance of incentives, Nebraska needs to have an effective economic
incentive package. The State’s current program, The Nebraska Advantage Act, has contributed to
economic development in Nebraska. However, there are several important opportunities to
improve the functioning of Tiers 1-5 in the Nebraska Advantage Act.
Further, there are opportunities to improve the recently added Tier 6 of the Nebraska
Advantage Incentive Program. In 2008, the Nebraska Legislature added a Tier 6 to the Program.
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This new Tier, called the “Nebraska Super Advantage” was intended as a targeted means to
attract new high paying jobs to the State of Nebraska. Under this program, if a company either
(a) adds $10 Million new investment with 75 new high salary jobs or (b) $100 Million new
investment and 50 new high salary jobs, then the benefits earned include the following:
•

15% investment tax credit

•

10% wage tax credit

•

Direct sales tax refund

•

10 year exemption on tangible personal property.
These credits can be utilized in 4 different ways. They can be used against the corporate

income tax, the sales tax which is not otherwise refundable, new employee withholding and real
property taxes at the project. Despite this flexibility, opportunities for improvement remain.
Finally, there are also opportunities to improve other aspects of the program. First, the
Nebraska Advantage Act has a very restrictive provision as to when leased employees can be
included in the new job incentives. It also fails to allow 1099 contract workers to qualify. The
Act does, however, like its predecessor LB775, allow a full-time equivalent concept. As Site
Selection reports, in an “era of ever-tightening labor shortages, it will become increasingly
important for companies to expand the ways they source and retain talent. States competing for
these companies will need to act accordingly; those that do will be the long-term winners in the
contest for new and better jobs and future investments.” While this statement may not apply in
the current recession, the issue will re-emerge as the economy recovers. Second, local and
national businesses that have telework opportunities can, by the very nature of the business,
direct these jobs to any state within the country. They will direct this business to the most
profitable states. Recognizing the strength that the teleworker brings to the economic outlook for
rural communities, the Legislature allowed teleworkers and the equipment they use to qualify
under LB312, even though they were not located on-site at the company’s project. In light of the
economic and business reality that many jobs can not be accomplished off-site, we recommend
this LB312 provision be expanded to all home workers involved with LB312 projects.
Below, we provide a recommendation that addresses each of these issues.
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(2.3)

Enhance the Nebraska Advantage Act. Enact Needed Enhancements to the
Nebraska Advantage Act

Nebraska Advantage Tier 6. Adopt the following enhancements:
-

Revise the required wage to be the greater of 150% of the Metro wage or 150%
of the rural wage.

-

A llow the wage levels of multiple counties to be used for multiple location
pr ojects (not just the highest wage level).

L B 312 E xpor t Ser vice E xclusion. E xpand the Nebr aska A dvantage A ct to include all
E xpor t Ser vices as qualified business activities.
L B 312 T ier 1 B usiness A ctivities. A llow all qualified business activities to qualify at the
T ier 1: 1 million new investment and 10 new jobs.
L B 312 T ier 5 J ob M aintenance. R emove the -0- job maintenance r equir ement of T ier 5
investment only pr ojects.
Upgr ade the Nebr aska A dvantage New J ob Standar d. T o meet the new flexible and
alter native wor k-for ce ar r angements phenomena impacting today’ s wor k-for ce,
upgr ade the Nebr aska A dvantage A ct’ s new employee standar ds to allow job
count and job cr edits for all leased employees and contr act wor ker s for
Nebr aska taxable employment occur r ing in Nebr aska at or for the Nebr aska
pr oject.
Improvements To Nebraska Advantage Act. Enhance the Nebraska Advantage Act
with the following improvements:
-

Remove the project multiple location “interdependence” requirement, which has
been a source of tortured interpretation.

-

Confirm that a project location does not need to be owned or rented by the
company.

-

Allow companies to amend down to Tier 1 - $1 million investment/10 jobs.

-

Change the inflation adjustment for qualified investment from the All
Commodities Producer Price Index to an index appropriate to investment prices.

-

Allow the investment credit for custom software (not just packaged software).
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-

Remove the provision which delays the sales tax refunds for claims over $25,000.

-

Allow the contractors tax calculation for all items annexed by Option 2 and 3
contractors (not just materials incorporated into real property).

-

If a business is sold and the buyer keeps the employees employed, all these
employees to remain in the seller’s employment count as long as the positions are
retained by the buyer in Nebraska.

-

If a project employee is moved to an affiliate that does not have a project but is
in a qualified business, allow this employee to remain in the headcount while
employed by the affiliate.

-

Exempt all equipment and personal property from the property tax for the $10
million new investment/100 new job tier.

Home-Based Worker Initiative. Expand the LB312 teleworked provision to allow the
incentives for all types of off-site employees working for an LB312 company.

Background
We provide background information for each of the specific suggestions above.

Tier 6
Beginning with LB775 and through to its replacement under LB312, the Department of
Revenue has administratively allowed taxpayers to “amend down” from an upper tier to the
lower tiers. For example, under LB775, with its 3 Tiers, taxpayers were permitted to amend
down from the $10 Million/100 new job level to the $3 Million/30 job level, to the $20 Million/0
job level. This longstanding administrative decision was prudent because it enables a company
to strive for the higher level of new investment and new jobs in Nebraska without being
penalized should the company need to amend to a lower level due to changed expectations. To
the extent that an amendment occurred, the taxpayers have been required to pay back any
incentives earned at the higher tier which would not have been available at the lower tier.
Likewise, under the 2005 Nebraska Advantage Act, the Department adopted a similar
administrative position allowing taxpayers to amend down. Under Revenue Ruling 29-05-10, a
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company can amend down from a $10 Million/100 job project to a Tier 2 $3 Million/30 job
project, to a Tier 3 $0 investment/30 job project to a Tier 5 $30 Million/0 job project.
Likewise, a Tier 2 can amend down to a Tier 3 and Tier 5.
The Department of Revenue has informally advised certain persons that it is anticipating
not allowing a Tier 6 project to amend down. This has a serious detrimental effect on a decision
of a company to pursue a Tier 6 project, because should it fall short, then it will have completely
lost the opportunity to earn the tax incentives at the levels which it did produce for the State.
We believe this ability for a Tier 6 project to amend down should be allowed by the Department
and that it can be administratively allowed under the current Statute. Absent of willingness to
rule in this manner, a legislative change to Tier 6 should be made to allow this amend down
ability.
There is also a technical amendment which is necessary to Tier 6 in order for it to fully
function properly. Under the legislation, the understood intent had been that when the required
new jobs (e.g. 75) had been obtained, since the job credits are earned as to all new jobs at the
project. The investment and job credits should be fixed to allow them to be used against the
income tax withholdings for all new employees. This needs to be fixed statutorily. Allow the
wage levels of multiple counties to be used for multiple location projects (not just the highest
wage level).
Finally, a general consensus has arisen that the wage level required at the Metro level is
to high to be producing sufficient projects. It is suggested that this be revised to be the greater
of 150% of either the Metro wage or the rural wage.
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The Qualified Business Activities
When this Act was initially proposed, it included an expansion of the qualified business
activities to all Export Services businesses. These would be businesses which export out of
Nebraska at least 75% of their sales.
The Legislature decided to just expand the Act to include only 5 Targeted Export
Services. See LB312.
When the market place for a business is outside of Nebraska, it doesn’t need to be in
Nebraska to prosper. These are the ideal companies for which incentives are intended and are
effective.

Tier 1 Activities
Under LB312 the Tier 1 projects ($1 million new investment and 10 new jobs) are
allowed only for R&D, manufacturing and targeted export services. This has resulted in the
inability to attract these types of prospects in other qualified business activities throughout the
State (especially rural areas).

Tier 5 Job Test
During the debate on LB312, an amendment was made to Tier 5 that has unduly
penalized projects and was a substantial departure from LB775. Under LB775, if a company
added $20 million, it was eligible for the LB775 sales tax refund. No job requirement was
required, and accordingly the incentive benefits were significantly less.
In LB312, this tier was increased to $30 million. However, a requirement was added that
takes away the incentive if the company fails to maintain its pre-project job levels for 10 years.
This sounds like a great idea. But in practice it doesn’t work and instead it has meant that
investment dollars to re-tool Nebraska facilities (with the prospect of keeping some or all of the
jobs here) have instead gone elsewhere.

The Nebraska Advantage Act New Job Standard
In today’s work force throughout the Country, jobs are now being accomplished in a
variety of different ways. These include job-sharing, flex-time, freelance, contract workers,
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leased employees, and Professional Employer Organizations (PEOs).

These each illustrate

newly relevant arrangements for employers who are working to stay competitive in a
marketplace that is constantly changing. This shift has become one of the most significant early
work-force trends of this century. These new arrangements provide the flexibility, independence
and a different kind of security which a growing number of competent, creative, highly skilled
and highly specialized workers are opting for.
As reported in the November 2008 edition of Site Selection magazine, the designs of
many State incentive programs have not kept pace with this evolution in the work-force and are
becoming non-competitive. As Site Selection reports, some ”states in search of a competitive
edge to retain and grow employment and to attract new companies and investment are
discovering that their existing economic development incentives packages do not always align
with this new reality.”
The U.S. Department of Labor recently counted 14.8 million workers in these alternative
employment arrangements, which is almost 11% of all U.S. employment. This is expected to
double within the next decade.

Improvements To The Nebraska Advantage Act
The State of Nebraska provides many of the State Business Incentives in use today.
Nebraska’s new 2005 incentive programs create a package that is substantial enough to impact a
Company’s location decision. At the same time, its incentives are performance-based, requiring
the Company to meet and maintain certain designated new job and investment thresholds in
order to earn the tax benefits.
The Nebraska Advantage Act (known as LB312) is now Nebraska’s new principal
incentive package. Features of the package are listed in Figure IV.5 below. It substantially
reduces a Company’s income, sales, withholding and personal property taxes for up to 15 years
if certain new job and investment thresholds are met by qualifying types of businesses:
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Figure IV.5: Performance Thresholds and Tax Benefits

Performance Thresholds Tax Benefits
Tier 1:
$1 Million New • 3% Investment Tax Credit.
Investment and 10 New Jobs
• 3, 4, 5 or 6% Sliding Scale Annual Job Credit.
• Refund of ½ of Sales Tax on most capital
purchases.
Tier 2: $3 Million New
• 10% Investment Tax Credit.
Investment and 30 New Jobs
• 3, 4, 5 or 6% Sliding Scale Annual Job Credit.
• Refund of Sales Tax on most capital purchases.
Tier 3: $0 New Investment
• 3, 4, 5 or 6% Sliding Scale Annual Job Credit.
and 30 New Jobs
Tier 4: $10 Million New
• Tier 2 Benefits Plus:
Investment and 100 New Jobs • 10 Year Property Tax Exemption on:
- Turbine-powered Aircraft.
- Mainframe Computers and Peripherals.
- Agricultural Product Manufacturing
Equipment.
- Distribution Equipment.
Tier 5: $30 Million New
• Refund of Sales Tax on most capital purchases.
Investment and 0 New Jobs
•

Credits can generally be used against the Company’s income tax, sales tax and new
employee wage withholding tax.

•

New jobs count towards the job threshold if the wage is at least 60% of Nebraska’s
average wage.

•

The sliding scale job credit is on new employee payroll of new employees whose wages
are at least 60% of Nebraska average wage.

•

Job Credit is: 3% if average new employee wage is at least 60% of Neb. Average wage,
4% if 75% of Neb. Average wage, 5% if 100% of Neb. Average wage and 6% if 125% of
Neb. Average wage.

•

A Company has up to 7 years to attain the thresholds (up to 5 years for Tiers 1 and 3).

•

After that is has 7 years to earn and use the benefits (5 – 7 years for Tiers 1 and 3).

•

After that, unused credits can be carried over and used for 1 – 8 more years (0 – 3 years
for Tiers 1 and 3), depending on the time it took to attain the thresholds.

•

Failure to maintain the thresholds for the earn/use period (or to maintain attainment year
job levels for 10 years for Tier 5) results in pro rata recapture (repayment) of the
incentives.
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•

Qualified business activities include:
-

•

Research and Development.
Data processing
Telecommunications
Insurance
Financial Services
Manufacturing & Processing
Distribution
Storage & Warehousing
Transportation
Nonretail Sales
Headquarters (Administrative Management)
Targeted Export Services
-- Software development
-- Computer system design
-- Product testing
-- Guidance or surveillance systems design
-- Technology Licensing

For Tier 1, the qualified business activities include only research and development,
manufacturing and the targeted export services.

•

The new Act became operative January 1, 2006. Projects under the previous program
(LB775) may be completed under that program

Expand Teleworker to Homeworkers
Over the past few years, a number of studies and reports have been written regarding the
potential economic development opportunities which the Internet presents for rural communities.
See, for example: “Internet-Based Economic Development For Rural Communities” (Iowa State
University, 2001).

And “Can Telework Revive the Rural Economy?” (Washington State

University, Spring 2004).
Such opportunities are important because Nebraska’s rural communities are facing
depopulation issues brought on by a variety of demographic, technology, economic, social and
financial factors. Nebraska is not unique in this regard, and other States are also looking at
means to slow and possibly reverse this unsettling trend.
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At the same time, the United States economy overall is facing a challenge on account of
many service and technology jobs being moved to offshore locations. Countries such as India,
China, and Ireland have become attractive locations as destination sites to relocate jobs in such
areas as computer programming, call centers, software help desks, hardware help desks, and
similar and other related jobs in technology areas.
While teleworkers used to be a relatively minor part of the workforce, Washington State
University reports that the number of teleworkers nationwide has increased to 23.5 million in
2003, up from 4 million in 1990.

The University also reports that while the majority of

teleworkers are still in cities, “this trend is also starting to affect workers in rural areas.” The
University reports that there are a “variety of models of rural telework—from individuals
working out of home-based offices to telework centers where multiple employers have
employees share a facility. Telework centers can also serve as a community technology resource
site, providing access and training on computers and the Internet.”
The Washington State University Extension, in 1999, began to explore the potential of
telework as an economic strategy for rural communities—as well as a workforce strategy to help
urban employers meet some of their business challenges.

This project included providing

“outreach and technical assistance to communities and employers, served as a clearinghouse for
rural telework information, researched impacts on communities and employers, and developed a
community resource kit on rural telework.”
This same trend to rural telework jobs is becoming clear in the inbound teleservice
business area. Discussions with inbound teleservice executives in the Omaha area shows that the
combined technology developments with regard to internet, telecommunications and related
software and hardware requirements, along with competitive wage rates in the rural areas, is
developing into an opportunity in Nebraska and elsewhere to increase telework jobs in
Nebraska’s rural areas.
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D.

Transmission Cost Allocation and the National Grid
Nebraska possesses one of the top environments in the nation for wind energy

production. Additionally, the substantial costs associated with the transportation of production
equipment such as wind towers, blades and turbines give Nebraska has a very significant
advantage in the recruitment of manufacturing firms related to wind energy. Despite this
advantage, Nebraska has thus far not exploited this advantage via tax and financial incentives.
Furthermore, due to Nebraska’s use of public power, the state can implement programs that
would be less possible in other states. Nebraska needs to exploit both of these advantages. To
encourage the wind power industry, we make the following recommendation (we make some
additional recommendations later in the Chapter):

(2.4)

Transmission Cost Allocation. Allocate transmission costs for new wind plants
over the entire transmission network in the state. This would reduce the effective
capital cost of wind plants compared with conventional alternatives – perhaps by
about 5 percent – and is similar to a provision in Texas, the country’s leading
producer of wind energy. On a national level, Nebraska should advocate for a
“national grid” policy, whereby transmission investment needed to support a
national renewable portfolio standard is funded in a similar manner to how the
interstate highway system was funded. Nebraska, along with other Midwest
states have the highest wind generation potential and it will require vast amount
of investment in transmission to deliver this energy to eastern states.

Background
Iowa has been much more successful in developing and promoting their wind energy
industry. Iowa is number one in the nation in wind generation as percentage of total generation,
with 5.5% (1,271 MW) of its total electricity generated by wind power facilities. As a result of
their efforts, the Iowa Department of Economic Development was awarded The American Wind
Energy Association’s 2008 State Leadership Award to recognize it for promoting wind energy
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throughout the state. Six major wind energy manufacturers have located or plan to locate or
expand their wind manufacturing operations in Iowa. In addition, Governor Culver’s $100
million renewable energy program — the Iowa Power Fund — and the new Office of Energy
Independence promote the state’s burgeoning wind industry and provide grants to companies and
researchers in Iowa who are fostering renewable energy within the state. 9
Other states have taken action to encourage wind energy development. Arkansas passed
an income tax break targeted for a wind turbine blade manufacturer. This program proved
important to the $150 million investment of wind turbine blade manufacturer LM Glasfiber last
July at the Port of Little Rock (Bruns, 2008 (May)).
Nebraska has a unique government-utility opportunity to develop wind power for the
benefit of its citizens and the U.S. as a whole — unique because Nebraska is the only state where
the electric power infrastructure is essentially all publicly owned. The Governor and a number of
the state’s legislators have shown leadership in articulating this opportunity. In response to
public support for clean renewables like wind, some of the state’s smaller utilities and their
statewide energy agency have taken pioneering steps. This is a propitious time for the Nebraska
Legislature as a whole and for the state’s larger utilities to act aggressively and advance
renewable energy, especially wind energy. 10
Table IV.10 shows Nebraska’s current wind energy and wind energy potential. Nebraska
has 46 operational wind turbines with a total capacity of 73.38 megawatts (or 73,380 kilowatts
for comparison purposes). The average current annual output could power about 21,500 homes. 11
Not only does wind power offer significant power potential, it could serve as a valuable
and, at this point in time, untapped resource for the state’s farmers (Pore, 2003). As presented in
Table IV.10, Nebraska’s potential is much greater than its current capability as measured by the
state’s current ranking of 21st in the nation but 6th in the nation in terms of potential. Nebraska’s
estimated wind power potential is nearly twice that of the entire country of Germany, which, at

9

“Governor Culver To Receive Wind Energy Award - Will Accept Award on Behalf of IDED” (June 3, 2008).
Available from: Governor Chet Culver website. <http://www.governor.iowa.gov/news/2008/06/3_1.php> accessed
October 21, 2008.
10

http://www.neo.ne.gov/reports/accel_wind.pdf

11

http://www.neo.ne.gov/statshtml/89.htm#graph
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over 10,000 MW, has more operating wind power generation than any other country. 12
Nevertheless, additions in excess of 1,500 MW are expected. Nebraska is expected to add a few
new MW of wind, but the surrounding states, including the Dakotas, are projected to add far
more. 13
Table IV.10: Wind Energy and Wind Energy Potential in Nebraska, 2008
Category
Power Capacity – Existing Projects (MW)

Finding
73.38

Power Capacity – Project under construction (MW)

0

Rank in U.S. (by Existing Capacity)

21

Rank in U.S. (by Potential Capacity)

6

Potential Capacity (in MW)
Annual Energy (in billion Kwh)

99,100
868

Source: http://www.neo.ne.gov/reports/accel_wind.pdf

This represents a huge opportunity for community-based energy development using wind
technology that could inject hundreds of millions of dollars into the state’s rural communities —
many of which have not participated in the state’s growth. But according to Dan Juhl of
Pipestone, Minn., Nebraska is way behind compared to surrounding states in developing that
energy resource.” (Figure IV.6 depicts the renewable energy policies of each U.S. state.)
Furthermore, he stated that a recent poll by Nebraska Public Power indicated that 96 percent of
Nebraskans support developing renewable energy resources, such as wind energy, even if it costs
consumers a little more. “With respect to Nebraska, the most striking feature of Figure IV.6 is
that no incentives for wind have been established. This explains to a large degree why there has
so far been so little wind development in the state.” 14
Nebraska’s citizens have expressed strong support for renewables and energy efficiency
in several ways. A formal poll of 500 randomly-selected Nebraska voters conducted a year ago
by the Mellman Group found that over 70 percent favor requiring power companies to generate
20 percent of their power from renewable sources, while only 15% would oppose such a
12

http://www.neo.ne.gov/reports/accel_wind.pdf

13

http://www.neo.ne.gov/reports/accel_wind.pdf

14

http://www.neo.ne.gov/reports/accel_wind.pdf
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requirement. And 70% preferred renewables and efficiency to additional oil drilling.
Furthermore, support for these positions was strong regardless of political party affiliation. 15
Figure IV.6: Renewable Energy Policies in the United States

Finally, it is important to remember that some wind projects are likely to make economic
sense in Nebraska today without any incentives. Therefore, those wishing to pursue projects on
their own without participating in, or waiting for, any incentive program should be allowed the
flexibility to operate outside of the framework of any incentive program that might be enacted.
One other incentive program that has been highly successful in other states is the Renewables
Portfolio Standard (RPS), which specifies that a specific portion of retail electricity supply must
come directly or indirectly from renewable sources in conformance with a specified time
schedule. It is likely that an RPS could work well for Nebraska, but even with the above survey
results there is clearly a strong distaste for mandated programs in the state; consequently, the
chances of legislative success are lower for this incentive option than for the others discussed.” 16

15
16

http://www.neo.ne.gov/reports/accel_wind.pdf
http://www.neo.ne.gov/reports/accel_wind.pdf
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E.
Convert Nebraska’s Business Income Tax Apportionment System For Service
Companies To A “Market-State” Method
States traditionally have taken two completely distinct and different approaches to the
sourcing of gross receipts derived from the performance of services in determining the portion of
a company’s income apportionable to the taxing State. For companies which sell tangible
personal property, the traditional income sourcing method has been a 3 factor formula consisting
of an average of that company’s payroll, property and sales in the taxing State.

Several States

have moved to a single or double factor formula and some States weight their factors differently.
In 1987, Nebraska moved to a single factor formula in which the apportionment was determined
solely on the basis of the percentage of a company’s total sales in Nebraska.
For companies in the service business sector, States have traditionally utilized one of two
distinctly different approaches. They have either used an “all-or-nothing” calculation based on
where the cost of performing the service is incurred, or they have used a pro rata modified costof-performance/service-performed method.
Nebraska has utilized the “all-or-nothing” cost-of-performance method for service
businesses.

Besides the difficulties involved in applying this vague test, this method of

apportionment has a negative impact on economic development because it penalizes a company
for adding investment (property) and jobs in Nebraska, because this simply increases the amount
of nationwide income which is required to be taxed here. We make the following
recommendation:

(2.5)

Corporate Income Tax Apportionment. Convert Nebraska’s corporate income
tax apportionment method for service companies to the market-based sourcing
method.

Background
Under typical market-based sourcing rules, the taxpayer assigns service revenue to the
State in which the service recipient is located (rather than to the State in which the incomeproducing activity is performed).

Market-based sourcing of services has been growing in

popularity. Illinois, Maine, Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin have recently joined Georgia, Iowa,
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Maryland and Minnesota on the list of market-sourcing States. (Journal of Multi-State Taxation
and Incentives, May, 2008).
Looking at this from a tax policy perspective, the market-based sourcing approach is
consistent with a State’s ability to impose income taxes on businesses when their sole connection
with the State is through its economic market. This approach is also consistent with the current
economic nexus standards which have been adopted by many States and upheld in various State
and U.S. Supreme Court decisions.
Adopting a market-state approach would be consistent with the objectives of a State
seeking to attract or retain high-quality, high-paying jobs. The presence of such jobs in the State
would not increase that company’s income tax, while at the time State tax revenues could be
enhanced from additional payroll, property and sales taxes.

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
F.

Nebraska Discretionary Funds: Enact discretionary funds to assist in economic

development
One of the other economic development features which has been cited during the course
of our meetings with business decision makers and site selection consultants has been
Nebraska’s lack of discretionary funds available to help attract and retain jobs and capital
investments in Nebraska. Nebraska economic developers have expressed the desire for such a
fund for several years.
Nebraska Economic Development Professionals have for a number of years discussed the
possibility of Nebraska developing a discretionary fund similar to that utilized by Texas. The
Texas experience over the past year demonstrates the merit and effectiveness of placing such a
discretionary, deal-closing fund in the Governor’s office. It is recommended that Nebraska enact
legislation creating such a fund. This could be set up on the basis of a dollar amount equivalent
pro rata comparing Nebraska to Texas population. At one-twelfth (1/12) the size, a Nebraska
equivalent fund would be approximately $25,000,000
There is also a related idea from Virginia that would make sense for Nebraska. The
Pollina Corporate “Top 10 Pro-Business States For 2008) Report identifies Virginia’s “Governor
Opportunity Fund as an example of a program that clearly sets Virginia apart from other States,
helping it attain 3rd place ranking. The Governor’s Opportunity Fund provides either grants or
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loans to localities to assist in the creation of new jobs and investment in accordance with criteria
established by legislation. Grants are made at the discretion of the Governor with the expectation
that grants awarded to a locality will result in a favorable decision for Virginia. Grants will only
be awarded for basic projects, i.e., projects that would bring additional income into Virginia. We
make a recommendation for a similar fund in Nebraska:

(2.6)

Nebraska Discretionary Funds:
Nebraska Enterprise Fund. Enact and fund an enterprise fund (similar to the
Texas Enterprise Fund) which could be utilized by the Governor as a
discretionary deal-closing fund to help bring better paying jobs to our State.
Based on a population comparison to Texas, the recommendation is a
$25,000,000 start-up fund for Nebraska.
Governor Opportunity Fund. Establish a Governor’s Opportunity Fund with
$25 million initial funding (patterned after Virginia) which provides state grants
and loans to counties and municipalities to use for infrastructure improvements
and customized job training to attract projects having at least $10 million new
investment and 100 new jobs (or $3 million and 30 new jobs for cities under
50,000 population).

Background
Adopt A Nebraska Enterprise Fund
A few years ago, Texas Governor Rick Perry called for the creation of a Texas Enterprise
Fund. This Fund was designed to “help bring jobs and paychecks” to Texas. The initiative was
financed with a one-time appropriation of $295,000,000 from the Texas Economic Stabilization
– Rainy Day – Fund. A number of sources both outside and within the Texas Governor’s office
have commented favorably on the effectiveness of the program. For example, the November
2004 Site Selection Magazine Top 25 state business climate rankings placed Texas as number 1
over all. In describing the reasons for this, Site Selection states: “Texas’ not-so secret weapon is
the Texas Enterprise Fund (TEF), a U.S. $295-million fund established in 2003 to help lure
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projects to the State. The Governor’s office administers the program.” Site Selection Magazine,
P746-747 (November 2004).
In a Press Office Release October 6, 2004, Governor Perry, Lieutenant Governor
Dewhurst and Speaker of the House Craddick described the Texas Enterprise Fund as “an
unparalleled success”. There have been a number of additional positive comments about the
program.
Comments from Governor Perry: “Because of the Texas Enterprise Fund, Texas no
longer is at a disadvantage when competing for jobs across the country. Now we are the talk of
the nation with the largest deal – closing fund that will create the jobs and capital investments
that will provide more money for education, healthcare and other important state priorities that
benefit all Texans.”
Comments from Lieutenant Governor Dewhurst: “With most Americans agreeing the
jobs and the economy are a top priority, I am proud that the pro-growth policies we aggressively
pursued have resulted in 116,000 new jobs being created here in Texas this past year, plus the
Texas Enterprise Fund will create over 14,000 new jobs. Tools like the Enterprise Fund – in
addition to a low tax base, great public schools and universities, and good roads and
infrastructure – are what will enable Texas to continue to attract the good, high-paying jobs and
maintaining the pace of economic growth we’re seeing in Texas today.”
Comments from Speak of the House Craddick: “Our Governor used to court new
businesses with a paper bag. Now he can do it with a brief case. To me, creating the Enterprise
Fund was a no-brainer. It is forward-thinking, and it has had an immediate positive impact on
Texas.”
Ray Perryman, the Perryman Group: “The Texas Enterprise Fund has transformed Texas
from an also-run to a leader in economic development on a global scale. The Fund has allowed
the State to be competitive in attracting job creation projects that will pay dividends for
generations to come. It was obvious that lacking a resource of this nature was the single biggest
obstacle in our quest to attract the growth industries of the future.”
Steve Howerton, Ennis Texas City Manager: “The City of Ennis is an enthusiastic
supporter of the Texas Enterprise Fund. Industrial recruitment has become fiercely competitive.
Without state assistance in the form of Texas Enterprise Funds, Texas cities would be at a
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competitive disadvantage when competing with states that have implemented aggressive job
creation programs.”
Warren Ketteman, Buda Development Corporation: “Economic development continues
to be more and more competitive. Companies are aware of available incentives and seek to
include them as an important part of their overall growth strategy. Programs such as the Texas
Enterprise Fund provide economic development growth for professionals such as myself, with
the “tie breaker tools” we need to be successful. We are in competition not only with other U.S.
communities, but the world in this global economy.”

Governor’s Opportunity Fund
Under the Virginia program, a minimum private investment of $10 million, creating at
least 100 jobs, is required. In localities with a population of 50,000 to 100,000, however, a
minimum private investment of $5 million, creating at least 50 jobs, is required. For localities of
less than 50,000 population, a minimum private investment of $2.5 million creating 25 jobs is
required. Central cities or urban cores will be treated for eligibility purposes the same as
communities of 50,000 to 100,000 population. The intent of this lower threshold is to reduce the
stringency of the requirements for cities with blighted cores. Each locality’s identification of its
central city/urban core will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. Criteria such as vacancy and
unemployment rates in the immediate area of the proposed site will be considered in the review.
In those cases where the project involves job preservation, “jobs saved” will be used to help
determine the amount of the grant; however, the project still must meet the minimum job
creation listed above. For projects where the average wage of the new jobs is at least twice the
prevailing wage, excluding benefits, for that locality or region, the required job creation figures
above for that locality may be halved, at the Governor’s discretion.
Monies may be used for such things as public and private utility extension or capacity
development on and off site; road, rail, or other transportation access costs beyond the funding
capability of existing programs; site acquisition; grading, drainage, paving, and any other activity
required to prepare a site for construction; construction or build-out of publicly-owned buildings;
grants or loans to an Industrial Development Authority, Housing and Redevelopment Authority,
or other political subdivision pursuant to its duties or powers; training; or anything else permitted
by law. If funds are made available for site development and a party other than the industry
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creating the employment also benefits from the grant, the locality must demonstrate how that
financial benefit will be passed along to the industry.

G.

Industrial Airport along Nebraska’s I-80 Corridor
With ports of entry along the US East and West Coasts more and more clogged with

cargo, it has become increasingly difficult to get containers quickly through Customs and other
inspections. To achieve this goal inland ports are increasingly the option of choice to avoid
congestion making use of Free Trade Zones and adding value to landed freight before it moves
on. Thus, industrial airports have become an important economic development tool. We make
the following recommendation:

(2.7)

I-80 Industrial Airport. An industrial airport should be located along the I-80
Corridor between Lincoln and Omaha. This would offer the potential to greatly
enhance the economic outlook for all Nebraskans, both urban and rural. The
proposed Corridor facility would be owned jointly by the cities of Omaha and
Lincoln but managed by a private quasi-government organization such as
currently manages Eppley Airfield in Omaha.

Background
The concept of an industrial airport is of recent vintage. Since opening in 1989, the
Alliance, Texas Industrial Airport of 700 acres, the world's first industrial airport, has
demonstrated how an industrial airport can change the economic dynamics of an area and a
state. 17 Today, Alliance houses 140 companies, with a Free Trade Zone and Customs
facilities.” 18
The overall development of Alliance began in the early 1980s when the City of Fort
Worth, the FAA, and Alliance began work on “the first purely industrial airport in the Western
Hemisphere.” The first phase of the terminal opened with just 65 acres. The industrial airport
quickly became the cornerstone for one of the nation's fastest-growing industrial complexes. The
17

18

Hillwood Development Company.
Logistics Today 46, no. 12 (Dec 2005): p. 26-29.
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I-80 Corridor possesses many of the attributes that contributed to the overwhelming success of
the Alliance area. To better grasp the demands of such a facility and its potential impact, below
we describe the Alliance Industrial Airport. 19
This facility is a master-planned international trade and logistics center in excess of 5,900
acres that features the Alliance Industrial Airport. The airport has, from the beginning, spawned
an impressive array of government, national, and international corporations. The development
demonstrates how city, state and private businesses can work together to produce a facility that
enhances overall economic growth and citizen economic welfare. The City of Fort Worth owns
and manages privately-held Alliance Air Services, Fort Worth Alliance Airport.
The intermodal yard is the biggest attraction to the development, but it also boasts stateof-the-art warehouses. It provides a state-of-the-art infrastructure and an award-winning FAA
Air Traffic Control Tower. 20 The facility provides outstanding concierge services for pilots, crew
and passengers. Fort Worth Alliance Industrial Airport accommodates the needs of cargo,
corporate, and military aviation in addition to providing an anchor for overall development
related to transportation, including rail, truck and air.
The economic impact of the Alliance has been significant. In 2008, Alliance supported
approximately 4,500 full-time aviation-related jobs, with an estimated direct payroll of more than
$160 million. The direct output attributable to the airport is estimated to be more than $420
million. Additionally, nearly 20,000 general aviation visitors arrive at the airport each year,
supporting employment, payroll, and economic output in visitor-related industries. When
combined, the general aviation tenants and visitors at Alliance are responsible for approximately
$745 million in total economic output, 8,300 fulltime jobs, and over $262 million in payroll. The
award-winning airport is a component of a much larger international trade and logistics complex
that is home to more than 100 companies, 31 of which are Fortune 500 firms. Some of the
companies that are doing business at Alliance include Nokia, Federal Express, UPS Worldwide
Logistics Group, Ameritrade, Dell Computer Corporation, and the American Airlines
Maintenance Base and Engineering Center. Alliance is also very active in supporting
19

Although relatively new to the scene, Kansas City SmartPort is going after a lot of the same international trade
that is coming in from Asia and destined for consumer bases in the U.S.' interior. One initiative that really helps
Kansas City SmartPort stand out is the Trade Data Exchange.
20

Transmission & Distribution World 52, no. 5 (May 2000): p. 82-87
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community-based programs. Each fall, the airport hosts an International Air Show, as well as the
Alliance Texas Corporate Challenge, which benefits the Northwest Independent School District.
Alliance is also the preferred destination for general aviation traffic supporting the nearby Texas
Motor Speedway.
The following should be part of the development:
•

Corridor Air Trade Center - provides direct aircraft ramp access for cargo

•

Ground handling and air cargo services

•

FedEx/UPS North-Central Regional Sort Hub with daily flights to international
destinations.

•

Freeport Inventory Tax Exemption

•

Foreign-Trade Zone

•

Foreign-Trade Zone consulting and services

•

On-site U.S. Customs and Border Protection

•

On-site Centralized Examination Station

•

Corporate aviation facilities

•

I-80 Corridor Intermodal Facility - direct Asian import/export from the West Coast;
double-stacked intermodal trains

•

Union Pacific Class I rail lines

•

I-80 connects to East and West Coasts

•

Direct connection to I-35

•

I-80 Corridor Airport - 100% industrial airport - cargo, corporate and military aviation

•

Transload facilities with direct access to planned intermodal yard

•

Container yard

•

Rail-served facilities area designated as Foreign-Trade Zone (FTZ). The designation
would provide benefits to global companies that simply are not available through any
other legal mechanism. The developer would guide companies throughout the FTZ
process, from education to implementation to operation. The following are the ten most
significant FTZ benefits:
1. The I-80 Corridor Industrial Airport:

The airport would provide cost-effective

transportation options that are critical to operational efficiency and bottom-line
performance. With intermodal, rail, air and interstate access, the multimodal
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transportation program would offer access to all of the rest of the benefits listed and
described below.
2. I-80 Corridor Intermodal Facility:

The facility integrates direct rail, truck and

transload services with distribution and warehousing within close proximity of one
another and to one or more blocks of developable land for distribution centers. This
creates the density needed to build one train rather than several groups of rail cars.
Shippers benefit from more reliable and consistent service with a reduction in
operational costs.
3. Rail: Union Pacific Railroad borders the development to the east and west. Railserved facilities are available from both lines.
4. I-80 Corridor Industrial Airport: The facility would be controlled by the FAA and
provide 24/7/365 operations controlled with multiple runways of 13,000 feet.
5. Interstate Highway 80: I-80 extends from the East Coast to the West Coast with
connection to I-35.
6. FedEx and UPS Regional Sort Hub: The facility would furnish fully-automated hub
services and feature late-night drops for corporate customers as well as the ability to
feed product directly into the system.
7. Corridor Air Trade Center:

This multi-tenant facility would offer cross-dock

capabilities and direct taxiway access.
8. U.S. Customs Clearance and Centralized Examination Station:

Companies can

eliminate additional drayage costs and improve efficiency in the supply chain by
utilizing on-site U.S. Customs services at the Corridor.
9. Proximity to Eppley Airfield and the Lincoln Airports: Located within 30-40 minutes
of both the Omaha and Lincoln airports, passenger service to anywhere in the world
is readily available.
10. Central U.S. Location: Access more domestic destinations in reduced time from a
central location; central time zone provides additional hours for conducting business
across the nation.
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Potential Impact of a Nebraska Industrial Airport
An industrial airport of the scope described would have a substantial economic impact on
the State of Nebraska. Further, while located along the corridor, the jobs at such a facility would
be filled by residents from nonmetropolitan Nebraska as well as from the Omaha and Lincoln
areas. Under our scenario, such an airport would have an annual economic impact of around
$200 million, employing more than 2,200 workers, as seen in Table IV.11.

Table IV.11: Estimated Yearly Impact of I-80 Industrial Airport

Measure
Output

Estimated Impact
$200.0 million

Jobs

2,200

Payroll

$70.3 million

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Alliance-type facility sized for the Omaha/Lincoln market.

H.

State Zoning
In order for various types of agribusiness operations to site select and locate new facilities

in rural Nebraska today, they must seek zoning approval from each potential site’s zoning board.
In light of this, we make the following recommendation:

(2.8)

State Zoning. Enhance rural development of agribusiness opportunities by
adopting a statewide zoning program, to provide predictability and
consistency in zoning for business operations.

Background
Nebraska’s business environment for recruiting and siting new and expanding
agribusiness operations within our state would be enhanced if Nebraska adopted statewide
standards and a statewide approval process for the zoning of agribusiness operations. This would
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improve our standing for bringing jobs and capital to non-metropolitan regions of the state and
for providing additional marketing outlets for Nebraska grown agricultural products. The
Statewide Zoning Standards would be drafted to meet consistent local concerns and applicable
agribusiness concerns. Individual counties could be given an opportunity to opt out of the
statewide zoning procedure.

I.

Capital Savings Accounts for Manufacturing Firms
Small and mid-size manufacturing firms are a key part of the emerging manufacturing

sector. Many of these firms are privately held by ownership with strong roots in the state. Such
mid-size firms are an important part of the employment base, providing employment
opportunities in both Nebraska cities and rural areas for residents interested in remaining in
Nebraska. An effort focused on these businesses could be an important addition to state policy.
Efforts focused on promoting capital investment may be especially critical as manufacturing is a
capital intensive industry.
We make the following recommendation:

(2.9)

Capital Savings Accounts. The State of Nebraska should allow small and
mid-size manufacturing firms (defined as firms with fewer than 100
employees) to set aside up $100,000 of taxable income per year into a tax
free account to be used for future capital investments. Funds would need to
be invested within 7 years of being set aside into the account, or be taxed at
the initial rate plus interest.

We have initially limited this to the accounts to manufacturing businesses. This was done
both to limit the initial scope and to focus it on a type of business that has been critical to the
success of rural Nebraska. However, over time the accounts could be expanded selectively to
additional industries. We propose a 7-year period as this is the recovery period for the
depreciation of most capital equipment. Finally, we should be clear that the term manufacturing
is meant to include agricultural processing firms.
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Background
Such a policy could be appropriately targeted towards manufacturing firms since these
firms are capital intensive, that is, they utilize a relatively high level of capital equipment per
worker. The policy also may be important because small and mid-size manufacturing firms are a
critical part of the economy. There are many small firms with just a few employees in all
industries, but mid-size firms with between 20 and 99 employees are a critical part of the
manufacturing industry. As seen in Table IV.12, manufacturing firms with between 20 and 99
employees make up more than 20% of all manufacturing establishments, nearly double the share
found in non-manufacturing firms.
Manufacturing firms also can make a substantial contribution to economies, especially in
non-metropolitan areas. For example, Hammond and Thompson (2008) found that higher levels
of manufacturing investment were correlated with faster per capita income growth in nonmetropolitan areas of the United States. There was no clear relationship in metropolitan areas.
Manufacturing also has been identified as a key growth industry for non-metropolitan regions
throughout Nebraska (Thompson, et al., 2006).
Table IV.12: Distribution of Establishments by Employment Size Class 2006: Manufacturing
Versus Non-Manufacturing
Share of Establishments

Industry
Non-Manufacturing
Manufacturing

With 0-19
Employees
87.4%
68.4%

With 20-99
Employees
10.8%
20.8%

With 100 or More
Employees
1.8%
10.8%

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census, County Business Patterns 2006
(www.census.gov)

Further, there is great potential for growth in manufacturing employment in nonmetropolitan areas. As Table IV.13 indicates, the long-term trend in the U.S. economy beginning
in 1969 is for manufacturing employment to expand in non-metropolitan areas, and decline
sharply in metropolitan areas. From 1969 to 2000, non-metropolitan manufacturing employment
grew by nearly 20%, while it dropped by more than 10% in metropolitan areas. This suggests
that for a long time there have been are substantial potential to capture new job opportunities in
non-metropolitan America as the industry has “decentralized” from the largest metropolitan
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areas and the northeast and upper Midwest towards smaller metropolitan areas, non-metropolitan
areas and the Great Plains, West, and South.
Table IV.13: Cumulative Growth in Manufacturing Employment: Metropolitan Versus NonMetropolitan Areas

Area
United States
United States
Nebraska

Period
1969-2000
2001-2006
2001-2006

Metropolitan Areas
-11.7%
-13.8%
-13.2%

Non-Metropolitan Areas
18.7%
-10.3%
-4.9%

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Information
System (www.bea.gov).

There was a change in the industrial classification system in 2001 that reclassified some
firms into or out of the manufacturing sector. Therefore, it is not possible to compare
manufacturing employment from after 2000 with manufacturing employment from before 2000.
In Table IV.13, we therefore separately present manufacturing employment from 2001 through
2006. This was a period of job loss in manufacturing, as the industry faced a recession beginning
in 2001, and increased international competition from China and other countries throughout the
period. But, even during this period, non-metropolitan manufacturers outperformed their
metropolitan counterparts. This was particularly true in Nebraska, where non-metropolitan
manufacturing employment declined by just 4.9% (around 2,500 jobs) despite double-digit losses
in metropolitan Nebraska and nationwide. The non-metropolitan manufacturing sectors should
re-emerge as a source of job creation, and population retention, as the national economy begins
to recover, particular with greater incentives to invest in capital equipment.

J.

Update Nebraska’s Capital Gain Exclusion To Include LLC’s and Partnerships
In 1987 Nebraska adopted 5 significant tax programs as part of its tax reform package to

create a better business climate within Nebraska. These included:
•

LB772 – Adopting the corporate single factor sales formula.

•

LB773 – Removing the personal income tax from its Federal piggyback.

•

LB270 – Adopting small business incentives.
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•

LB775 – Adopting the incentive program for medium to large size businesses.

•

LB775 – Adopting Nebraska’s targeted capital gain tax exclusion.

We make the following recommendation to update the capital gains tax exclusion:
(2.10) Capital Gain Exclusion. Enact the following updates:
-

Update Nebraska’s targeted capital gain exclusion on the sale of companies
to now include the sale of LLC’s and partnerships.

-

Update this exclusion to also cover the sale of a business through an asset
sale rather than simply a stock sale.

-

Allow commonly owned brother-sister companies to be treated as one
company like parent-subsidiary groups) for purposes of the one company
rule.

Background
This capital gain tax exclusion was adopted as a means to keep Nebraska entrepreneurs in
Nebraska once they had sold or retired from their companies. Prior to this provision, a common
tax planning technique which was widely utilized called for our Nebraska entrepreneurs to move
their State of residency from Nebraska to a State which did not impose a capital gain tax and to
do this prior to the sale of their company.

The result was the removal of capital and

entrepreneurship talent from the State of Nebraska.
The 1987 exclusion, which still exists, has eliminated that negative aspect of Nebraska’s
tax system by excluding from the capital gain tax the capital gain achieved on the sale of a
company. However, this provision contained some limitations which should now be updated, as
described in the above recommendation.
K.

Enhance Nebraska’s Venture Capital Attractiveness
The 2008 State Science & Technology Institute reports that Nebraska’s total Seed and

Early Stage Venture Capital dollars per capita went from $0.00 in 2003 to $0.00 in 2007.
Likewise, it reports that Nebraska’s Seed and Early Stage Venture Capital deals per million
residents went from -0- in 2003 to -0- in 2007. While this source obviously misses some venture
capital activity, the results indicate that Nebraska is not sending the right signals to venture
capital investors. We make the following recommendation:
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(2.11) Venture Capital Initiative. Enhance Nebraska’s venture capital possibilities by
enacting 2 key tax initiatives: (1) Exempt the capital gain when the venture
capital investor sells the investment, and (2) Exempt from income, sales taxes
and personal property taxes for 5 years a new or expanding business in which at
least 51% of the equity capital is provided by venture capital investors.

L.

Adopt A “STAR” Incentive Program
Over the course of the past few years, a number of States have adopted what have

become known as “STAR” Bonds. STAR is an acronym for Sales Tax Anticipated Revenue.
These programs are a form of tax increment financing being used by cities and counties in their
economic development efforts. The STAR Bond provides a mechanism in which a portion of the
State’s share of incremental sales tax revenues accruing from new private investment can be used
to fund development Bonds incurred to finance the development of tourism destination projects.
Under a STAR Bond program, the community designates a defined geographic area in
which the project would be located. Typically there would be an anchor retail business, along
with other retail businesses and various other supporting or other entertainment attractions. We
make the following recommendation:
(2.12) Star Bond Program. Nebraska should adopt a STAR bond program patterned
after the Kansas program targeted at major retail anchor projects which have
attractive tourism features.

Background
The STAR Bond is typically used only for a project that has a designated minimum
capital investment and designated annual sales revenues of several million dollars. Since these
projects are not anticipated to occur in the absence of a STAR Bond program, and since only
incremental (new) sales tax dollars are utilized, the program does not impact existing or
otherwise expected sales tax revenues. The STAR Bond program has been utilized to attract a
number of retail store operations that have developed around the country. The STAR Bond
program was used, for example, for the Kansas International Speedway Project.
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The STAR Bond program provides an opportunity to develop rural areas that are
relatively close to Nebraska cities. Below, we describe the requirements of the Kansas STAR
Bond program.

The Kansas STAR Bond Feasibility Study
The feasibility study required to be eligible under the Kansas STAR bond program
includes review of the following:
•

Whether a projects revenue and tax increment revenue and other available revenues are
expected to exceed or be sufficient to pay for the project costs;

•

The effect, if any, the project will have on any outstanding special obligation bonds
payable from the revenues used to fund the project;

•

A statement of how the jobs and taxes obtained from the project will contribute
significantly to the economic development of the state and region;

•

Visitation expectations; the unique quality of the project; economic impact study;
integration and collaboration with other resources or businesses;

•

The quality of service and experience provided, as measured against national consumer
standards for the specific target market;

•

Project accountability, measured according to best industry practices;

•

The expected return on state and local investment that the project is anticipated to
produce;

•

A statement concerning whether a portion of the local sales and use taxes are pledged to
other uses and are unavailable as revenue for the project and if the revenues are so
committed, a detailed explanation of the commitment and the effect; and

•

An anticipated principal and interest payment schedule on the bond issue.
The types of projects that can use STAR Bond Financing under the Kansas program must
meet all of the following:

•

A project with at least a $50,000,000 capital investment and $50,000,000 in projected
gross annual sales revenues.

•

A project located outside of a metropolitan statistical area that has been found by the
Secretary of Commerce to be in an eligible area under Tax Increment Financing law and
of regional or statewide importance.
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•

A major commercial entertainment and tourism area as determined by the Secretary of
Commerce.

•

Auto race track facilities, multi-sport athletic complexes, river walk canal facilities,
historic theaters, Manhattan Discovery Center, Wyandotte County Schlitterbahn Project,
museum facility, or a major motorsports complex in Shawnee County.

M.

Additional Ways to Expand Wind Energy
One of the top recommendations in this Chapter was to improve transmission cost

allocation for new wind plants as a key effort to expand the wind energy industry in Nebraska.
There are several other recommendations to support the wind energy industry in Nebraska. These
recommendations are listed below. Note that the relevant background information was provided
earlier in the Chapter.

(2.13) Exempt Renewable Generation From Sales Tax. Enact a sales tax exemption for
renewable generation for public power. This also would reduce the effective
capital cost of a wind plant by about 5% and ease the least-cost burden.

(2.14) Wind Power Incentive. Institute a state production incentive for wind power at
a level of 1¢/kWh over a 30-year plant life.

(2.15) Generalize The Least-Cost Statute.

Generalize the least-cost statute that

governs the Power Review Board’s decision process. This would allow
consideration of currently non-monetized benefits of clean renewables like wind
power, including, for example, cleaner air and water resulting from emissions
reductions, reduced health risks and costs, fuel diversity and energy security,
and economic benefits from utilizing an indigenous resource.
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N.

Recruit Cattle and Other Related Operations to Benefit the Ethanol Industry
Corn-based ethanol production has had benefits for Nebraska’s rural economy. However,

it must be stated that portions of the Nebraska economy have experienced some net losses as a
result of expanding ethanol production. For example, rising ethanol production has added to the
price of corn, increasing the input costs for cattle producers that are not able to take advantage of
corn- based ethanol bioproducts or distillers grain. For these cattle producers, ethanol production
has undermined their profitability. Given this environment: we make the following
recommendation:

(2.16) Recruit Cattle Operations. To take advantage of short-term to intermediate
term ethanol production in the state, Nebraska should increase its active
recruitment of cattle and other related operations to locate close to ethanol
plants and adopt legal and regulatory policies to accommodate this.

Background
A state such as Nebraska with both growing substantial production and a large,
diversified cattle industry could be an ideal location for new cattle feeder operations. This is
because these operations are increasingly relying on distiller’s grain from ethanol in their rations,
so Nebraska would be an ideal location were distillers grain is available nearby (Nebraska
Business Forecast Council, 2007). Further, such opportunities should continue to grow as the
ethanol industry continues to expand, and concentrate in Nebraska and neighboring states.
These favorable industry trends are seen in Figure IV.7 and IV.8 below. Figure IV.7
shows U.S. ethanol production by year. Clearly with the escalation in oil prices beginning after
1999, the nation has embarked on a policy of attempting to replace oil imports with domestic
production of ethanol. Oil and gasoline prices have declined in late 2008 in the midst of
economic turmoil but prices for a barrel of oil may stay in the $60 to $80 range in the long-run,
which is a fairly favorable environment for ethanol use.
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Figure IV.7: U.S. ethanol production, 1980-2006 21
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Figure IV.8 profiles ethanol production by state. As indicated, Nebraska is the second
highest ethanol producer in the U.S. after Iowa. In 2008, it is estimated that Nebraska will
produce 1,143,500,000 gallons of ethanol. Nebraska was constructing or expanding their
production to increase by 691,000,000 gallons. In total, Nebraska’s ethanol production is
expected to grow to 1,843,500,000 gallons. This represents over 13 percent of the total ethanol
production capacity of the U.S. in 2008. Nebraska is at the epicenter of ethanol production in the
nation, and recruiting more cattle feeder operations could help sustain that comparative
advantage. The primary risk is whether the U.S. government will continue to subsidize domestic
ethanol production through direct subsidies and tariffs on imported ethanol.

21

http://www.ethanolrfa.org/industry/statistics/
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Figure IV.8: Ethanol production by state 22
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O.

Expand Tax Increment Financing To Nebraska’s Counties
Nebraska law has for several years authorized cities to utilize tax increment financing as

an economic development tool in their blighted and substandard areas. This tool allows the
property taxes due on the newly improved portion of property to be used to help pay for the
improvements. Typically, the city will authorize the issuance of revenue bonds, the proceeds of
which are used to help fund project capital improvements. The bonds are then paid off over up to
15 years with the incremental property taxes on the improved property. We make the following
recommendation:
(2.17) County TIF.

Extend Nebraska’s Tax Increment Financing Program to

Nebraska’s counties through a constitutional amendment.

Background
This program is authorized by Nebraska’s Constitution. It is presently limited to cities
only. A number of rural areas have expressed the desire to have counties authorized to also
22
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utilize TIF. It’s recommended the Nebraska Constitution be amended to authorize this at the
county level.

P.

Clarify Nebraska’s Manufacturing Sales Tax Exemption
In 2005 the Legislature enacted the sales tax exemption for machinery and equipment

purchased for use in manufacturing. We make the following recommendation:

(2.18) Clarify The Manufacturing Sales Tax Exemption. Either through a revised
ruling or legislation, (i) clarify that purchases made through Options 2 and 3
contractors also qualify; and (ii) clarify that the definition of manufacturer is
made at the project or site, not based 51% of a company’s national revenue.

Background
The Department of Revenue has construed certain parts of this differently than the
proponents of the measure intended. For example, it has said a manufacturer includes only
companies where over 50% of its revenue (from all divisions and activities, locally and
nationally) is from manufacturing. It has also said that when a contractor is involved the
exemption is available only if the contractor is an option 1 contractor – a formality that should
not matter in the least as our State looks to help sustain our manufacturing sector.

Q.

Simplify Nebraska’s Job Training Grant Program
Of all of the various factors that go into making a correct site location decision for

companies, workforce continues to be amongst the top factors on this list. Regardless of whether
a company needs to staff a manufacturing plant, a high-tech facility, a call center or a corporate
headquarters, a highly trained workforce is critical for today’s businesses to be able to compete
in today’s national and global economy. A better trained workforce also attracts better paying
jobs for those working in Nebraska, which also results in a higher level of tax revenue for
funding state and local government services.
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States are competing against each other to attract business expansion projects, and one of
the key components is the provision of job training funds. Training employees can be expensive.
Most states are finding that companies are not expected to bear this cost alone and they are
willing to make an investment in their people to help attract expansion projects to their States.
We make the following recommendation:

(2.19) Nebraska’s Job Training Program. Simplify the process and conditions for the
Nebraska Advantage DED Job Training program to enhance the programs
usefulness and attractiveness for both new jobs and re-training for existing jobs.

Background
While various tax and non-tax incentives are routinely necessary in order to make a given
location competitive for an expansion project, incentives by themselves do not help a company
to become or to stay competitive. By contrast, a workforce training program has a direct impact
on the competitiveness of a company. This is why states which offer to be partners with
companies in workforce training programs are proving to be the most successful at generating
better jobs within their communities.
While all states offer some type of work force training program, the funding and the
scope of each program can be vastly different. Rules for eligibility vary, as do the costs to
employees to participate, funding restrictions, and wage requirements.

Several states offer

multiple programs, some of which are designed to retain companies already located there and
some of which are designed to attract new companies.
Training programs are evaluated not simply on the basis of the dollar value, but also in
terms of applicability to the companies needs and ease of usage. Some programs may be both
useful and valuable, but become extremely difficult to use because they are wrapped in too many
red tape requirements.
In 2005 the Legislature included in the Nebraska Advantage package certain funding for
a Job Training program. The Nebraska Department of Economic Development established
guidelines for this.
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Several companies have reported that the red tape associated with the DED’s
requirements has kept them from even applying.

In addition, the guidelines for training

assistance for existing workers (e.g. which requires a 16% wage increase for a $900 grant) is
simply not economically workable and this aspect may as well be shut down if not changed
because of the way it casts Nebraska’s view of economic reality.
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V. PLAN SECTION THREE: OTHER ENHANCEMENTS
TO KEEP NEBRASKANS IN NEBRASKA
High quality amenities and services play a critical role in drawing population to a state.
More households will choose to remain in or move to a state that has a full complement of well
run, healthy and innovative services providers, including service providers in the arts,
entertainment, and recreation industries. In short, households will move to states where they can
better enjoy their income.
Both government and the private sector have a role to play in providing amenities and
services for households. But, steps can be taken to raise the level of private sector involvement,
through both non-profit and for-profit businesses. This Chapter describes several initiatives to
increase private sector involvement in the provision of amenities and services in the State of
Nebraska and local Nebraska communities. We also describe efforts for community
organizations to market Nebraska in order to attract households to the State. This will draw to the
state those households who most enjoy the amenities and services that Nebraska has to offer.

TOP 5 RECOMMENDATIONS
A.

Directly Recruiting Population
Nebraska communities have increasingly focused on community initiatives to spur

economic development in ways that increase community capacity and directly attract and retain
households. One comprehensive example of these efforts is the HomeTown Competitiveness
program (www.htccommunity.org) that focuses on leadership, entrepreneurship, youth attraction,
and capturing wealth transfer. Other efforts focus on community marketing. In these latter
programs, private citizens and businesses in a community can make direct attempts to market
their community to households, just as is currently done for business. Such community
marketing efforts are based on the notion that residents of other states may not be aware of the
benefits and recreational opportunities available in Nebraska. Nebraska can attract more
residents by addressing this information problem. Further, attracted households sometimes start
or move businesses (for example, see the discussion below of the Norfolk Area Recruiters).
Community marketing to households or more comprehensive efforts such as the Hometown
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Competitiveness program can be a complement to traditional economic development efforts in
business attraction and retention, and could even become the focus of efforts in some
communities. Capacity building and community marketing programs can also play a role in
business transfers by directly working on the issue or identifying residents will to move a
community and purchase an existing business. We make the following recommendation:

(3.1)

Local Recruiting Marketing Efforts. Locally organized and run community
capacity building or community marketing efforts should be established in
communities throughout the state. These efforts should be as widespread as
existing local economic development programs.

Background 23
For most communities, policy makers and developers, economic development is
synonymous with job creation. Whether their efforts take the form of industrial recruitment,
support for local entrepreneurs or business expansion and retention their primary goal is to
increase employment opportunities within their geographic area of interest. Underlying this
development strategy is the assumption that jobs attract workers, either from the existing pool of
local workers or from outside the community in the form of new in-migrants. This assumption is
not necessarily accurate, especially in communities that have historically been in decline.
Workers often are attracted to or retained in areas due to other factors besides job opportunities.
Resulting growth in population can even promote local employment growth.
In the non-metropolitan portions of the Northern Great Plains for instance, job creation
efforts have in fact been quite successful. According to the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA,
2005), 167 of the 223 non-metropolitan counties in Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota
saw an actual aggregate increase in total jobs (full and part-time) of 28,734 between the years
2001 and 2005.
One might well expect such a sizeable increase in available jobs to be associated with
similar growth in the regional labor force, but this has not been the case. According to the
23
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Bureau of the Census (2005), those same 223 Northern Great Plains counties saw an increase in
their potential labor force (persons age 16 to 65 years) of only 6,237 between 2001 and 2005. A
total of 97 counties saw growth in the population age 16 to 65 years, while 126 counties saw that
population decline.
To be sure, local labor markets have thus far been able to absorb growth in jobs in large
part by hiring otherwise unemployed or underemployed workers from the regional population.
However, that labor pool is likely to be limited in the long run. Unemployment rates in the
Northern Great Plains are among the lowest in the nation, while labor force participation rates
are among the highest. Neither can commuting from areas with excess workers meet all of the
workforce needs of these labor markets as the number of available workers tends to be small and
because many areas face competition for workers from nearby population centers with similar
labor needs.
In the Great Plains, high labor force participation rates are found among both males and
females and include both older and younger workers. While these statistics can be generally seen
as favorable, they also indicate that job growth is unlikely to be satisfied through increases in
labor force participation, bringing more women into the workplace or delaying retirement. The
result is that many new jobs are filled through multiple job holding, which may not serve the
productivity requirements of meaningful economic growth.
Communities often stress the importance of retaining local young people to fill the
demand for workers. While the idea of keeping young residents in rural communities is
intuitively pleasing, it is in most cases not a sufficient model for meeting local requirements for
skilled labor. This is because the training required for modern workforce skills is generally not
available within non-metropolitan communities, requiring High School graduates to migrate to
larger urban centers to satisfy their educational requirements. Once their training is complete,
these young people have the option of entering the labor force in a multitude of locations, and
may well find that their specific training is not currently in demand in their home towns.
Sustained job creation in many communities, including most of the non-metropolitan
Northern Great Plains, will ultimately depend upon the ability of localities to grow a diversified
and skilled workforce at least in part through in-migration. As the very large baby boom
generation approaches retirement, in-migration will be a critical factor in determining how rural
areas will be able to compete for a place in an economy characterized by labor force shortages.
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Current birth rates are not large enough to fully compensate for the numbers of people who will
leave the labor force. This is true nationally (Dohm, 2000; Clement, 2004; Horrigan, 2004;
Toosi, 2005).
“We’ve been at job creation for 30 years, but that model is shifting right now. It’s always
essential, but what I think is more important is recruitment of talent.” (Caleb Pollard, Nebraska
Workforce Development consultant).
The importance of recruiting new residents is becoming apparent in some economically
successful communities, and we are seeing nascent recruitment efforts emerging. An example of
this phenomenon is found in the Nebraska community of Sidney (population 6,372), located in
Cheyenne County (population 9,365) in the Nebraska’s western Panhandle region.
Sidney is home to Cabela’s, a nationally prominent and highly successful retail sporting
goods enterprise currently employing 1,300 workers in their home facility, with plans for
expansion that could require up to 700 additional workers over the next four years. The problem
is that the jobs, reasonable salaries and benefits offered by Cabela’s are often not enough to
convince potential employees to relocate to Sidney. This is especially true for skilled workers.
As documented in a recent Associate Press article, Cabela’s is “Frustrated by spending
thousands to bring corporate-level recruits to Sidney – only to have many scurry back home after
wincing at the prospect of living somewhere even more remote than they imagined” (Jenkins,
2007).
Recognizing that jobs alone, even good jobs, are not sufficient to generate growth in the
workforce, Sidney’s community leaders are now engaged in a strategic planning process and are
cooperating with the not-for-profit regional development group Northern Great Plains, Inc.
(www.ngplains.org) to create an image and environment that will be more attractive to potential
new residents.
In today’s competitive labor market, workers have choices. A recent University of
Nebraska study of new arrivals to Nebraska’s very rural Panhandle region found that a majority
(55%) of those recent migrants considered other locations both within and outside of Nebraska
before selecting the place to which they would relocate (Burkhart-Kriesel, et. al., 2007). When
asked to rate the importance of a variety of factors in their ultimate decision to move to rural
Nebraska (Table V.1), qualitative lifestyle considerations, not a specific job, were most often
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identified. That is, these recent migrants had made a conscious choice to move to a specific
location before making the decision to accept a specific job.
Convincing households to move to a relatively remote rural location may not be as
difficult as it sounds, although it will require a somewhat non-traditional understanding of
community economic development. Research at the University of Nebraska suggests that, for
purposes of attracting new residents, the community is best seen as a product and that workers
are best seen as consumers. Approaching workforce recruits as customers may sound odd, but
the reality of relocation is that it is expensive in time, money and stress. Migrants do in fact
weigh those costs against not only the economic but also the social, cultural and environmental
benefits to be obtained by moving (Cantrell et. al., 2008). If employers are to successfully
communicate the benefits of the jobs that they offer, communities must simultaneously
communicate the quality of life and amenities to be found within their locale.

Table V.1: Reasons for Moving to the Nebraska Panhandle

Reason
Simpler Pace of Life

% of Respondents Indicating
Important or Very Important
53%

Less Congested Place

50%

Closer to Relatives

50%

Lower Cost of Housing

48%

Lower Cost of Living

45%

Higher Paying Job

39%

Desirable Natural Environment

37%

Safer Place to Live

36%

Job that Better Fits Skills

35%

Community that Shares Values

34%

Better Place for Kids

32%

Closer to Friends

32%

Lower Taxes

22%

Convincing households to move to a relatively remote rural location may not be as
difficult as it sounds, although it will require a somewhat non-traditional understanding of
community economic development. Research at the University of Nebraska suggests that, for
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purposes of attracting new residents, the community is best seen as a product and that workers
are best seen as consumers. Approaching workforce recruits as customers may sound odd, but
the reality of relocation is that it is expensive in time, money and stress. Migrants do in fact
weigh those costs against not only the economic but also the social, cultural and environmental
benefits to be obtained by moving (Cantrell et. al., 2008). If employers are to successfully
communicate the benefits of the jobs that they offer, communities must simultaneously
communicate the quality of life and amenities to be found within their locale.
Approaching the recruitment of new residents with market based strategies will allow
communities to employ marketing communication methods similar to those that serve businesses
very well. Among those strategies are market segmentation and product branding. But to use
these strategies effectively, communities in the rural Great Plains need to better understand the
consumer (potential new resident) as well as the commodity (the package of community
attributes) they are trying to market.
This has been the approach taken by Norfolk Area Recruiters (NAR), a very successful
regional recruitment effort based in Norfolk, Nebraska and staffed primarily with volunteers.
With nearly 60 corporate sponsors, NAR has initiated an Internet (http://www.norfolkarea.org/)
based recruitment model that claims to have successfully brought over 70 new households to
their region over the last three years.
NAR utilizes a full array of tools in their recruitment efforts, posting job and business
opportunities, soliciting and distributing resumes from potential new residents, providing
information related to the housing, services and the lifestyle advantages available in the region
and even providing video testimonials from new residents.
Perhaps most important to the success of NAR is their effort to connect newcomers to the
social networks found in the region, thus helping to ensure that the decision to relocate is
supported by the satisfaction that comes from participating in the life of the community.

The Role of the Internet
Marketing communication strategists seek to segment markets not only according to
differences in the value placed on various product attributes, but also to identify effective ways
to reach them. This strategy allows the dissemination of product information in the media outlets
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preferred by various market groups. In the case of marketing communities, this process is
somewhat simplified by the Internet.
New migrants to the Nebraska Panhandle identified information obtained from friends
and family as their primary tool for learning about the communities to which they had considered
moving. However, media also played a role, and the Internet was most often identified as the
primary public information source for learning about specific communities (Burkhart-Kriesel, et.
al. 2007). For those new residents having no previous experience in the community to which
they were moving (46% of the population in this study), media sources including the Internet
increase in importance.
From a workforce recruitment perspective, the Internet was identified as an important
tool in the relocation decision of 40% of new residents with business and management positions,
by 46% of new residents with professional and related positions, and by 72% of new residents
with graduate and professional educational credentials.
In short, the higher the educational and skill level of new migrants to rural areas, the
more likely they are to utilize the Internet in researching potential new locations. However,
participants in focus groups related to the Panhandle study indicated that they did not find
community Web pages to be particularly useful or informative, because they did not provide
meaningful descriptions of the social, cultural and environmental quality of life enjoyed by and
envisioned by the communities in which they were interested.
While print and other media may well remain important to the residential recruitment
efforts of communities, the Internet appears to be the single most effective method by which the
qualitative aspects of a place or region can be broadly communicated to those who will bring the
greatest potential for increased productivity. Effective marketing communication strategies can
greatly enhance the value of those Internet resources, simplify the decision making process for
potential new residents, and increase the likelihood that new residents will find themselves to be
satisfied with the quality of life that is available in their new location.

Retaining New Residents
Attracting new residents is not the same as keeping them. In the University of Nebraska
study of new Panhandle residents cited earlier, 40% of respondents were either not planning to
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remain in their new communities, or were unsure of their plans. Younger newcomers were most
likely to report the possibility of leaving in the next five years.
Persons who rated their communities as both friendly and trusting were more likely than
persons saying their communities are unfriendly and distrusting to be planning on living in their
community five years from now. Sixty-five percent of persons who rated their community as
friendly plan to live in their community five years from now, compared to only 29 percent of
persons who viewed their community as unfriendly.
The expectation of staying in their current community is also related to their ratings of
the following community and quality of life factors: suitable housing and neighborhoods, clean
environment, job security, available job opportunities, leadership opportunities, opportunities to
join local organizations, police protection, fire protection, health care services, school system,
living near family and relatives, living

near friends and acquaintances, educational

opportunities, entertainment, retail shopping, standard of living, environment for children, local
government, natural amenities, community appearance and household income.
However, the strongest relationship is with the feeling of belonging in the community.
The majority (86%) of persons who rate the feeling of belonging in their community as excellent
are planning to remain in their community five years from now. But, among persons who rate the
feeling of belonging in their community as poor only 16-percent plan to stay.
If quality of life considerations are important in the decision to move to a specific
community, then it is not surprising that the decision to remain is influenced by the same factors.
To be sure, individuals who fail to thrive economically in a new community might be expected
to express generalized disappointment with their surroundings. However, focus groups
comprised of new Nebraska Panhandle residents suggest that this is not the case. Rather, it
appears that job satisfaction does not mitigate the dissatisfaction of newcomers for whom the
social and cultural climate of their new homes have failed to meet their expectations (BurkhartKriesel, 2007; Johnson, 2008).
The importance accorded to admittedly nebulous quality of life considerations that
influenced the decision to move to a new location suggest that the Norfolk Area Recruiters
strategy of consciously supporting the social integration of new residents is a good one. Beyond
that, data from the Nebraska Panhandle indicate that the long drawn distinction between
economic development and community development is a spurious one. When viewed as a
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product, both dimensions of community life are important and in fact symbiotic. Both require the
community’s attention and both must be emphasized in meeting the workforce requirements of
successful businesses in today’s demographic environment.

Implications for Recruiters
For those communities that find themselves in a labor market that will support active
recruitment of new residents it appears that a coordinated strategy utilizing the Internet and
community Web pages offers significant potential for success at a relatively low economic cost.
Focus groups conducted among new residents in Nebraska’s Panhandle indicated
considerable agreement as to the desirability of having a single information source and as to
what types of information would be most useful. Available jobs and the requirements of those
jobs are of course on that list, along with information about traditional community assets such as
schools, recreation, entertainment and churches. Respondents in the Panhandle study also
indicated that it would be useful to find access to housing information, or at least contact
information for realtors.
Respondents also indicated that they would find it valuable to know more about the
community’s “vision for the future” (implying that they expect a desirable community to be able
to articulate such a vision), natural resources such as air and water quality, informal
organizations such as clubs and how to contact them, volunteer opportunities and regional
cultural and recreational assets.
All of this requires a good deal of self assessment on the part of the community, and a
high degree of honesty in presenting a community self portrait to would be residents. The
Panhandle study clearly identified unmet quality of life expectations as an important
consideration in determining whether or not new residents will in fact stay in their new
communities. If obtaining certain goods, services or resources will require a 50-mile drive, then
it is better to make that clear to potential new residents than to have them discover (and dislike)
the situation after they have arrived.
At the same time, those things that local residents most appreciate about their
community, no matter how small, deserve to be emphasized, and emphasized in such a way as to
convey a clear message to outsiders. Presentation matters in this regard, and a picture is indeed
worth a thousand words. A photograph of children playing in the park may say more about
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public safety to an urbanite than a table of crime statistics; although it wouldn’t hurt to provide
both if safety is seen as a marketable community characteristic.
Communities can learn a lot about what will attract new residents by simply talking to
recent in-migrants. The odds are good that what they found attractive will also be attractive to
others with similar backgrounds. By the same token, if something in the community is failing to
meet the expectations of newcomers such conversations can identify the situation and open it to
correction.
B.

Retaining Retired Residents

Nebraska has a large share of workers that are either currently receiving retirement pay
from pensions or from retirement distribution plans or will soon receive such distributions. In
particular, Nebraska in 2005 had 38.4% of population over age 45 which was slightly above the
U.S. average of 38.0%, and higher than in Colorado and Kansas. Nebraska had 13.3% of its
population over age 64, compared to 12.6% nationally. These individuals can have great
flexibility in where they chose to retire. With this in mind, we make the following
recommendations:

(3.2)

Retirement Distributions: Exempt retirement distributions from state income
tax. This would particularly exempt military retirement income like most other
States. In addition to being the right treatment for our veterans, this will incent
them to staff military contractor projects which Nebraska is trying to attract.

Background
Two factors will make this recommendation more important in the years ahead. First,
individuals are more and more geographically mobile thus increasing their economic gains via a
move to lower tax environs. Second, states are become more competitive in terms of reducing
taxes on retirees to attract individuals receive retirement income. Current tax-avoiding retirees
are moving to Florida and Nevada, which have no income or estate taxes. In recent years other
states have altered their tax systems to attract retirees especially affluent ones. Most states don’t
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tax Social Security benefits. 24 The three states of Illinois, Mississippi and Pennsylvania exempt
all private and public pension payouts, including withdrawals from individual retirement
accounts, from income taxes. More than a dozen other states exempt some annual dollar amount
of seniors’ income – from private pensions, IRAs and sometimes other nonwage sources. In
addition to Florida and Nevada, seven states – Alaska, New Hampshire, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Texas, Washington, and Wyoming – have no state income tax and Wisconsin will
ends its tax on social security next year. As it currently stands, an individual can accumulate
large amounts in a pretax retirement account while working in Nebraska and then move across
the state line to South Dakota that doesn’t tax pension withdrawals without worrying about
Nebraska attempting to collect taxes on the accounts (Ebling, 2007).

C.

Growing Privately Provided Amenities and Services
Amenities and services improve the quality of life, which can be a key factor in attracting

and retaining population in a community or state. As a result, there is a natural desire to increase
the level of amenities in Nebraska communities such as parks, libraries, and recreation and
entertainment opportunities, and retail and service opportunities. But, the question is: what is the
best way to deliver these services and amenities? Currently, retail and services are provided by
the private sector, parks and libraries are provided primarily in the public sector, and recreation
and entertainment are provided by a mix of both the public and private sectors. In the case of
amenities and services provided by the public sector, there is often a benefit to greater private
sector participation. Private sector donors may respond more quickly to the need for new and
expanded amenities, and may more appropriately target investments to key needs. Privately run
recreation and entertainment business often can respond more quickly to changes in consumer
demand, and opportunities to expand services than publicly run operations.
The private sector also may be well positioned over the next decades to make major
contributions to provide amenities and services. Various national studies have estimated the
amount of intergenerational wealth transfer which will be occurring over the next fifty years.
For example, the following national studies predict the following:

24

Military retirement benefits paid to retirees of the armed forces of the United States for services performed while a
member of the armed forces are exempt from Michigan income tax.
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•

Fortune magazine reports that the largest intergenerational transfer of wealth in history is
now underway, totaling $45 trillion, which it says will be transferred over a fifty-five
year period through 2052. It says about 1/3 of this will pass to baby boomers while the
rest will go mainly to baby boomer children. (Fortune Magazine, June 26, 2006).

•

Cornell University economist and demographic expert Robert Avery has predicted that
baby boomers themselves will transfer $10 trillion to later generations.

•

The Exit Planning Institute reports that the vast majority of this wealth is stock in more
than 12 million closely held companies and that during the next ten to fifteen years more
than seventy percent of these businesses are expected to be transferred.

•

A recent study by Boston College has projected that over the next 50 years $41 trillion of
American wealth will transfer from the current generation to the next generation.
The Nebraska Community Foundation has estimated that in Nebraska the wealth transfer

over the next fifty years will be about $258 billion, or roughly $5.2 billion annually (on average).
See “A Proposal To Increase Charitable Giving In The State of Nebraska”, submitted April 18,
2003 to the Nebraska Revenue Committee. This report to the Revenue Committee also stated
that: “Nebraska is already one of the most generous states in the nation in charitable giving.
Among all states, Nebraska ranks 12th in the nation in the total amount of charitable
contributions as a percentage of gross income.

Enhanced charitable tax incentives could

stimulate greater levels of giving to Nebraska-based non-profit organizations.”
The above Report noted that various states provide special tax incentives for charitable
giving, including the following:
•

Montana-income tax credit of forty percent of the present value of a planned gift made to
a qualified endowment by individuals and the states, along with income tax credits of
twenty percent of the value of gifts made to qualified endowments by corporations, small
business corporations, partnerships, and limited liability companies. These credits are
limited to $10,000.00 per year.

•

Minnesota-offers a 50% tax deduction for non-itemizers for charitable contributions over
$500.

•

Michigan-offers a fifty percent tax credit (with substantial limits) for contributions to
selective non-profit organizations.

In light of these opportunities, we make the following recommendation:
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(3.3)

Strengthen Charitable Giving to Enhance Private Provision of Amenities and
Services. We make the following 3 recommendations:
Endowment Tax Credit. In non-metropolitan Nebraska, local leaders should
make a sustained effort to raise funds to build the endowment in community
foundations. To facilitate this, leaders in Nebraska should pursue legislation to
substantially increase the allowable credits under the Nebraska Charitable Tax
Credit (Endow Nebraska program) above their current 10% credit for
corporations, 15% for individuals, and $5,000 maximum annual credit.
Charaitable Tax Credit. The Nebraska Charitable Tax Credit should make the
credits for donations to the unrestricted endowment of community foundations
10% higher than donations to other types of endowments.
Nebraska Targeted Charitable Giving Tax Credit Program. Legislatively adopt
a tax credit for charitable contributions made by individuals, estates, trusts, and
business entities.
- The tax credit would be 25% of the charitable contribution for contributions
which over a four-year (or less) period total at least $100,000. The maximum
amount of contribution over this four-year period which can earn this credit
would be $500,000 for a particular donor.
- The credit would be available only if made to charities operating within
Nebraska for the following activities occurring in Nebraska, which are
Designated as “Fields of Interest Funds”:
1.

Entrepreneurship

2.

Financial Literacy

3.

Community Design

4.

Mental Healthcare Delivery

5.

Non-Profit Capacity Building

6.

Creative Innovation

7.

Encouraging Nebraskans to develop expertise in the trades

8.

Helping Nebraska to meet its obligations to be “Green”
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Background
As has been true throughout Nebraska’s history, there are substantial opportunities for
local business leaders and private citizens to take a key role in fundraising efforts to support
parks, recreation facilities, and music and sports venues. The work of the Vision 2015 Group in
Lincoln is a good example of how private sector leaders can make substantial contributions to
the local quality of life. For example, in just the last year the Vision 2015 group has participated
in efforts that have attracted millions of dollars of private donations to establish amenities in
Lincoln, including a ice skating facility and a new downtown Park in the city. Similar efforts also
are continuing, and growing, throughout non-metropolitan Nebraska. To give one example, the
affiliates of the Nebraska community foundations are functioning at the local level in many nonmetropolitan communities and counties Nebraska. The affiliates provide funding for a variety of
amenities and services in rural Nebraska including education, social services, entrepreneurship,
and investing in local amenities such as libraries. Many of the affiliate organizations are
organized as community or county-wide endowments rather than organizations serving a single
purpose. These endowments can provide annual funding for a variety of services and programs.
Affiliate organizations collectively have established endowments valued in the tens of millions
of dollars providing services in non-metropolitan Nebraska. Local community leaders throughout
the non-metropolitan areas of Nebraska should begin, or in some cases, accelerate existing
efforts to build and endow such community foundations, which would then have the resources
and the flexibility to meet emerging local priorities for amenities, entrepreneurship development,
or other community goals.
The state of Nebraska can contribute to privately-directed amenity development by
increasing the state tax benefits for making donations to non-profit organizations. The state
currently has an incentive for donations to permanent endowments. Charities of all kinds can
receive additional support through Nebraska’s recently adopted Endow Nebraska program
created by Nebraska’s Charitable Tax Credit (LB 1010). The program specifically encourages
irrevocable planned gifts by individuals and cash gifts by C corporations to the endowments
nonprofit organizations. Individuals receive a state tax credit of 15% of the present value of the
gift and corporations 10%, up to a $5,000 annual maximum per individual or corporation. These
gifts to endowments receive a higher level of credit because the gifts and planned gifts create a
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permanent and steady source of funds for programs and services of recipients. The planned gifts
also help the nonprofit sector in Nebraska tap into billions of dollars of transfer in wealth that
occurs each year as Nebraska households pass an inheritance to the next generation. There were
$3.4 million in new endowments for Nebraska nonprofits in 2006 under the program.
Endowment funds are critical if the private sector is going to provide more funding to
enhance amenities and services in Nebraska. As has been seen, the credits at the 10% and 15%
level in the Endow Nebraska program have been able to attract a significant level of new
endowments. But, as is true with any incentive, a larger incentive will be significantly more
effective in changing behavior. In terms of Endow Nebraska, larger incentives well above the
current 10% and 15% rate should attract a much higher level of new endowments to Nebraska
nonprofits. The percent credit should be increased substantially in order to build the endowments
of Nebraska nonprofit organizations. Leaders in Nebraska should pursue legislation to
substantially increase the allowable credits under the Nebraska Charitable Tax Credit (Endow
Nebraska program) above their current 10% credit for corporations, 15% for individuals, and
$5,000 maximum annual credit.
Allowable credits should be raised even higher for donations to the unrestricted funds of
community foundations. This is because unrestricted donations to community foundation
endowments can be a particularly important source of funding for community economic
development initiatives. The community would be free to allocate funding according to
community priorities across any number of economic development initiatives such as
entrepreneurship development, business transfer, community marketing, or comprehensive
efforts such as the Hometown Competitiveness program.
Therefore, unrestricted community endowments can be a consistent source of funding for
economic development initiatives that attract and retain people. If growing population is a
priority for Nebraska, there should be additional incentives to encourage contributions to
unrestricted endowments of community foundations. Specifically, there should be higher tax
credits for donations to the unrestricted endowments of community foundations.
In addition to encouraging more donations through community foundations, there should
be general incentives to increase incentives for donations to targeted groups of charities. In
Nebraska, individuals presently obtain a deduction for their charitable contributions as an
itemized deduction in calculating Nebraska individual income taxes. Nebraska has no specific
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incentive to direct charitable contributions to Nebraska-based charitable organizations, with the
exception of the Endow Nebraska program, which focuses on building endowments.
Nebraska would benefit through the presence of a strong and complementary initiative
which would demonstrate the State’s willingness to partner in a substantial way with Nebraska
citizens and businesses. Often, the ability to create “game-changing” charitable projects within
our state requires the presence of a select number of sizable charitable contributions. Such
contributions can often act as the foundation for these projects, thereby creating a multiplier
effect when other charitable contributions can be added to the campaign.
Our State government resources are often called upon to address a variety of needs which
Nebraska faces. The presence of a sizable tax credit can leverage private resources and the
Nebraska tax credit to enhance these outcomes.
Presently, we believe that the tax credit program identified in the Action Plan would be
effective in generating this type of substantial charitable contribution. This recommendation is
targeted at contributions which exceed $100,000 up to a maximum of $500,000, with a tax credit
equal to 25%. This intended to address Nebraska fiscal concerns as well as to provide a
significant enough credit which will actually change the behavior (rather simply being a minimal
tax benefit which has no effect on changing taxpayer behavior).
More generally, our recommendations can encourage private support of amenities such as
parks, music and sports venues, and libraries. And, more generally, these tax policy changes can
increase private support for non-profit organizations that provide a variety of services to
Nebraskan’s and Nebraska communities.

D. Tax Cuts in Local Government
Population growth is influenced by the level of combined state and local tax rates. This
suggests that a reduction in local taxes as well as state taxes is required to encourage population
growth. In other words, local tax rates should be reduced as well. As with state taxes, the goal
should be to reduce local government tax rates by around 20%. We therefore make the following
recommendation:
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(3.4)

Reduce Property Tax Mill Without Increasing The Sales Tax Rate. Political
subdivisions and school districts should reduce the property tax mill rates by
20% by the year 2020 compared to the average mill rate that prevailed during
the 2003 to 2007 period. Cities also should not raise the local option sales tax
rates.

Background
With the exception of cities, property taxes are frequently the major source of tax revenue
for most political subdivisions and school districts. And, property taxes account for most local
tax revenue. Property tax revenue accounted for approximately75% of local government revenue
in Nebraska in 2004, according the Statistical Abstract of the United States 2008. 25 For this
reason we propose to focus recommendations for local tax reductions on the property tax.
Specifically, we propose a reduction in property tax mill rates of 20%. Such a reduction is
consistent with the goal of a 15% reduction in state and local taxes as a share of income.
Naturally, the effect would be smaller on cities, some of which receive as much revenue from the
local options sales tax as from property taxes.
Table V.2 shows the growth in locally assessed real property in Nebraska from 1993
through 2007. This is a comprehensive measure since locally assessed property accounts for
nearly 93% of the value of all property in Nebraska (Nebraska Department of Revenue, 2008).
The year 1997 is excluded due to a change in the tax base in that year.
Results in Table V.2 show that on average real property tax values grew about 1.2%
faster than income each year. Assuming that this difference slows to 0.5% in the next decade, as
the housing market adjusts, we might expect that property valuations would grow only about
0.5% faster than income. This occurred over the 2003 to 2007 period in Nebraska. Under this
expectation, a 0.5% annual decrease in property tax rates would be required to keep property tax
revenue growing in line with growth in personal income. Over a decade, there would need to be
a cumulative 5.0% decline in property tax mill rates just so that property taxes remained the
same share as income. Along the same lines, there would need to be a 20% decline in property
tax mill rates over the decade if property tax revenue as a share of personal income is to decline
by 15%.
25

Table 441, Local Governments – Revenue by State, 2004.
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Table V.2: Growth in Total Real Property Valuation and Total Personal Income in Nebraska 19932007
Growth in total
Growth in total
Year
real property valuation
Personal income
1993
3.32%
3.72%
1994
9.34%
5.15%
1995
4.63%
5.33%
1996
6.30%
5.98%
1998
8.05%
7.36%
1999
9.24%
5.13%
2000
8.35%
8.03%
2001
6.38%
3.50%
2002
4.50%
1.79%
2003
6.15%
3.13%
2004
4.72%
6.13%
2005
6.55%
5.58%
2006
7.75%
7.07%
2007
5.54%
5.96%
Average 1998-2007
6.49%
5.27%
Source: Nebraska Department of Revenue Property Assessment Division and U.S. Department of
Commerce
Note: 1997 excluded due to change in the tax base in that year.

E.

Automobile Property Tax
It’s well known that the property tax charge on Nebraska automobiles is a sticker shock

to Nebraskans and newcomers who register their cars. The tax is well in excess of that charged
in other States.

(3.5)

Automobile Property Tax. Revise the Nebraska automobile tax system so that
the rate is no more than the rate which would place Nebraska in the best (lowest)
20 States for this tax.
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OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

F.

Expanded Funding for Community-Based Economic Development Initiatives
With the passage of the Nebraska Advantage Act, a new funding source has become

available to help with community marketing or more comprehensive community initiatives. In
particular, grants under the Building Entrepreneurial Communities Act (BECA) can be used for
entrepreneurship development, business transitions, and community initiatives to attract new
residents. We make the following recommendation:

(3.6)

BECA Funding. The State of Nebraska should substantially increase funding
for the Build Entrepreneurial Communities Act (BECA). We propose an annual
funding level of $5,000,000 and a change in rules so that a single municipality or
county can receive funding for more than one project, or can apply for funding
for up to a five year period.

Background
Partnerships of communities from throughout Nebraska have begun to utilize this funding
source. For example, in December 2007, the Nebraska Department of Economic Development
and the Nebraska Rural Development Commission awarded 14 grants for a total of more than
$340,000. Communities as geographically diverse as Scottsbluff/Gehring, Ord/Valley County,
and Geneva and 3 other communities in Fillmore County received funding (NEDED, 2007).
These grants require matching funds to ensure community commitment. The award of 14 grants
suggests there is a growing interest in community marketing in Nebraska.

G.

Encourage Lake Property Development
Recreation is an important quality of life amenity. Recreational areas also can contribute

to economic development. But, the State of Nebraska is currently missing an important
opportunity to develop recreational areas for the state population. In particular, the state does not
allow private residential development on State Lakes. We make the following recommendation:
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(3.7)

Permit Private Residential Development on State Lakes. Enact legislation which
permits private residential development on our State Lakes like that allowed in
other States.

Background
Other states throughout the country have found that they can best utilize and
preserve their public natural resources by engaging in joint efforts with the private sectors
to allow private residential development on their public lakes. Today, most of this private
sector investment is going to other states. We are blessed with several State lakes in
Nebraska for which this change in our policy would lead to new opportunities for
Nebraskan’s to invest in and stay in their state.

H.

Remove Nebraska’s Other Death Taxes
Individuals already pay a wide array of taxes throughout their lifetime. This includes

Federal and State taxes when an individual earns income (wages, dividends and interest), State
and local taxes when an individual spends that income (e.g. sales taxes), and Federal and State
taxes when the individual sells the property it has purchased with its earnings (e.g. Capital Gain
taxes). Death taxes, of course, add another layer of taxes imposed upon the act of dying.
Nebraska no longer imposes the Nebraska Estate tax, which was recently repealed. In light of
this, we make the following recommendation:

(3.8)

Inheritance Tax. Repeal Nebraska’s other death tax, the Inheritance Tax.

Background
The Federal government presently imposes a federal estate tax on the estates of those
individuals who die owning assets above the federal exemption ($2,000,000 in 2008, $3,500,000
in 2009), at rates up to approximately 45%. The Nebraska inheritance tax rates are illustrated in
the accompanying Table V.3. As can be seen in the Table, the magnitude of these taxes is quite
large, and the taxes should be repealed.
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NEBRASKA INHERITANCE TAX SUMMARY

Tax Base:

Property passing to beneficiary from decedent resident or decedent nonresident, if
property is located in Nebraska. Includes transfers for less than full value made
within 3 years prior to death. Bequests to charity are excluded from inheritance
tax.

Table V.3: Summary of Tax Rates
Rate

Base

0%

N/A

1%

All property over $40,000 received by such person

niece, nephew)

13%

All property over $15,000 received by such person

Other Recipients

18%

All property over $10,000 received by such person

Beneficiary
Spouse

Immediate Relatives (parent,
grandparent, sibling, child)

Remoted Relatives (aunt, uncle,

__________________________________________________________________________

High State death taxes offer incentives to move investment, business ventures or
residency to those States which do not impose either an estate or inheritance tax. Those States
which presently impose one of these taxes include:
Connecticut
Indiana
Kansas
Louisiana
Maryland
Minnesota

New Jersey
North Carolina
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Washington

Illinois
Iowa
Kentucky
Maine
Massachusetts
Nebraska

New York
Ohio
Oregon
Rhode Island
Vermont
Wisconsin

Death taxes represent one of the 32 negative factors by the SBE Council which adversely
impact small business survival.
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I.

Homestead Exemption
Nebraska is losing our retired seasoned citizens due to high taxes, especially the property

tax. When parents leave, it is more likely their children will leave – or for those that have
already left, that they won’t have a family reason to return. We make the following suggestion:
(3.9)

Homestead Exemption. To help retain in Nebraska our retired seasoned citizens
(and their families), and to bring back “boomerang” children and
grandchildren, allow a homestead exemption for homeowners over age 65 of
$100,000 (regardless of home value or income level).

Background
A homestead exemption provides relief from property tax by exempting all or a portion
of the valuation of the homestead from taxation. The state of Nebraska reimburses the counties
and other governmental subdivisions for the taxes lost due to homestead exemptions.
A homestead exemption is available to three groups of persons:
Group A: Persons Over Age 65;
Group B: Certain Disabled Individuals; or
Group C: Certain Disabled Veterans and Their Widow(er)s.
Group A: Persons Over Age 65. An individual who meets the following criteria may
qualify for a homestead exemption:
-

Be 65 years of age before January 1st of the application year;

-

Own and occupy the homestead January 1 through August 15; and

-

Have household income in accordance with Table V.4.

The percentage of relief applies to the value of the homestead up to the maximum
exemption. The maximum exemption is the taxable value of the homestead up to $40,000 or 100
percent of the county’s average assessed value of single family residential property, whichever is
greater.
The home’s maximum allowable value is $95,000 or 200 percent of the county’s average
assessed value of single family residential property, whichever is greater. The exempt value will
be reduced by 10 percent for each $2,500 the assessed value exceeds the maximum value. If the
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assessed valuation exceeds the maximum value by $20,000 or more the home is not eligible for
exemption.

Table V.4: Income Limit

Income Limit Married
$0-$27,900.99

Percentage of Relief
100%

Income Limit Single
$0-$23,800.99

$27,9001-$29,400.99

85%

$23,801-$25,000.999

$29,401-$30,800.99

70%

$25,001-$26,300.99

$30,801-$32,300.99

55%

$26,301-$27,500.99

$32,301-$33,800.99

40%

$27,501-$28,700.99

$33,801-$35,300.99

25%

$28,701-$30,000.99

$35,501 and over

0%

$30,001 and over

__________________________________________________________________________

J.

Privatize Public Amenities
Along with job opportunities, quality of life is a key factor in household choices about

where to live. Traditionally, natural amenities such as climate and access to beaches, lakes and
mountains have been seen as the key components of quality of life, along with “man-made”
amenities such as schools, roads, and environmental quality. These quality of life factors do
remain critical. Indeed, high quality primary and secondary education may be the most important
amenity that the state of Nebraska has to offer in its competition for families with school age
children. But, recent analysis has pointed to the increasing importance of arts, recreation, and
entertainment amenities in the growth of communities. Households, and particularly higher skill
households, are attracted to communities with greater variety of restaurants, drinking places,
entertainment options, and other arts, recreation, and entertainment amenities (Glaeser, Kolko,
and Saiz, 2001; Shapiro, 2006). As these amenities are to a large extent provided by private
businesses, we believe that our suggestions provided elsewhere to encourage entrepreneurship,
and to reduce taxation on small business, will encourage small businesses, including private
businesses in hospitality, retail, and service industries. In other words, general efforts to improve
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the business climate in Nebraska should encourage small businesses that provide critical arts,
recreation, and entertainment services to Nebraskans. Therefore, in addition to providing more
incentive for private provision of true public amenities and services, governments in Nebraska
also should consider opportunities to privative services that are currently provided publicly.

(3.10) Privatize Public Amenities.

State and local government at all levels should

establish a tasks force for their jurisdiction to review opportunities to privatize
publically provided recreation and entertainment amenities including recreation
facilities and youth recreation leagues; music, theatre, and sports venues; and
park lodges and recreation facilities.

Background
States that have made sustained efforts to privatize government services have often
utilized privatization boards and tasks forces to identify cases where privatization is practical and
desirable. Examples include Virginia’s Commonwealth Competition Council, or Utah’s
Privatization Policy Board, or Florida’s Council on Efficient Government (Gilroy, 2008). Such
boards have had some success in privatizing service activities within government such as human
resource functions, printing, information technology, or accounting. But, while the task force
model has had some success at achieving privatization goals, the efforts were primarily focused
on back office and support operations. In other words, these efforts were focused on increasing
the private sector’s role in helping government to continue to provide services, rather than
considering whether government should stop providing certain services.
Local governments have made direct efforts to turn over delivered public services to the
private sector. A prominent recent example is the City of Chicago. Chicago has in recent years
entered into long-term leases for private companies to operate a toll road (The Chicago Skyway),
parking structures, and is considering privatization of Midway airport, and the city’s parking
meter system. These efforts in Chicago represent privatization, but are focused on public
infrastructure that faces very little competition from the private sector, rather than public
activities with ready substitutes in the private sector.
Other cities have focused on privatization efforts of recreation and entertainment
facilities that face competition from and are commonly operated by private sector firms. Many
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cities and counties have privatized golf courses or swimming pools, principally through longterm leases to private firms. For example, Mecklemburg County, North Carolina leased public
courses to private operators and other North Carolina communities were considering following
this path (Davis, 2002), while Pittsburgh turned over the operation and finance of a city pool and
recreation center to a local non-profit organization (Stiegerwald, 2004).
We propose that privatization efforts in Nebraska adopt the focus of these local
governments and focus on privatizing public recreation, entertainment, and arts facilities.
Specifically, the emphasis should be on venues and recreation programs that operate in private
sector industries, that is, industries where the services are regularly provided by private sector
firms such as private (but open to the public) golf courses, swimming clubs, youth recreation
leagues, youth education courses, music venues, convention and meeting facilities. But, in
making privatization decisions, we propose that the state and communities adopt the
privatization task forces model that was used successfully in the state of Virginia, Utah, and
Florida.

K.

Scholarship Program for Critical Occupations
States and counties experiencing net outmigration and shrinking population often lack

workers in critical skill occupations. The list of critical occupations naturally varies a great deal
from industry to industry, but some industries such as health care and education are common to
all counties. Thus, critical skill occupations in both industries are a common concern in most
counties, and efforts to retain and recruit more workers in these critical skill occupations could
help maintain the local quality-of-life as well as aid in increasing population growth.
States sometimes have programs to attract workers in critical skill occupations. The State
of Oklahoma has recently advanced a program to provide financial incentives to aerospace
industry workers to located in the state (see Appendix B), since this is a critical industry in that
state. In the last few years, the State of South Dakota has launched an innovative program to
attract workers in critical skill occupations. Specifically, in cooperation with local donors, South
Dakota established a program to pay the tuition of South Dakota students who work to obtain a
college degree in critical skill occupations. That state’s Department of Labor identifies the list of
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critical skill occupations, and has currently identified a group of critical skill occupations in
education and health care. We make the following recommendation:

(3.11) Critical Skill Scholarships. The State of Nebraska should begin a program to
pay the tuition of students to pursue a degree in a critical skill occupation at a
Nebraska college or university. Participating students must agree to work in a
non-metropolitan county in Nebraska for a period of at least 5 years after
college. The number of participating students would be limited by the amount of
funds raised by private sources, and for students willing to study for a set of
designated critical occupations.

Background
The proposed program requires a significant endowment of funding, since such funding
would determine the number of eligible students that can participate in each year. Private
funding is a significant component. The program in South Dakota receives funding from a set of
education foundations and major health care organizations. There would need to be a significant
commitment of resources from similar organizations in Nebraska. Another issue would be to
determine the list of critical skill occupations. In South Dakota, the list of occupations included
in the program is collected by the Department of Labor in South Dakota, in part using
projections for occupation growth. A similar strategy could be adopted in Nebraska. Such
projections are carried out in all states, and are usually made for both the state overall and in
selected sub-state regions. Therefore, data would be available to identify critical skill
occupations in the non-metropolitan areas of Nebraska.
The program in South Dakota would be a good example for designing a similar program
in Nebraska but we do suggest one key difference. In particular, we believe the program should
be limited to students willing to work in non-metropolitan Nebraska. Nebraska contains two
metropolitan areas with solid population growth. These areas may not face the same level of
need for critical skill occupations, and we propose that the program be limited to students willing
to live in non-metropolitan areas of the state.
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L.

Property Tax Revenue for Roads
Many of the rural economic development official and residents who we interviewed

indicated that the availability of housing, and particularly new housing, was a barrier to attracting
new residents to rural areas. Yet, even in rural areas, real estate developers and home builders are
often charged for the arterial road improvements required to service new and growing
neighborhoods. These charges raise the cost of development, and can make some planned
projects infeasible. Therefore, these charges can be a barrier to population growth in nonmetropolitan Nebraska. Funding for infrastructure also is a barrier to growth in many
metropolitan areas in the state. In this section, we propose a policy to encourage private sector
development of housing stock by proposing an alternative funding source for the arterial road
infrastructure associated with new housing developments.
An argument can be made for charging home builders or developers for the additional
costs of infrastructure, rather than the general population. On the other hand, if population
growth is the priority, municipalities should devote a portion of existing tax revenues to road
infrastructure to lower costs for developers. This may be particularly appropriate since new
housing units on average are more expensive than the average existing housing unit, so new
homes can provide the same revenue as existing homes and still generate an “increment” of
additional property tax that can be used to pay for rural improvements. To encourage growth,
general tax revenue generated by this increment can be used to pay for road improvements
instead of charging fees for developers. We make the following recommendation:

(3.12) Property Tax For Roads. With the exception of Sanitary Improvement Districts,
municipalities should utilize a portion of annual property tax revenue to ensure
that there is sufficient funding available for road improvements to accompany
new residential and commercial development. Municipalities should adopt a
policy of utilizing 25% of property tax revenue from all new construction for
this purpose for a period of 10 years.

Background
There is an appeal to charging new development for the cost of providing new road,
water and sewer, and other infrastructure required for new neighborhoods and commercial areas.
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Under this argument, new developments are imposing costs; and so the developments and not the
general taxpayers from the community should bear these additional costs. Further, there simply
may not be sufficient funding from general revenue to pay for roads.
While these arguments have some merit, an opposing view is also possible. In this view,
newly developed commercial and residential properties generate higher property values per unit.
Thus, these new properties can generate just as much property tax revenues as the average
existing housing unit to pay for services, and still generate “incremental” property tax revenue to
help pay for required infrastructure. In other words, the “incremental” property tax revenue could
be used to generate the revenue required for new infrastructure, but new units would still
contribute their fair share of the tax revenue required for services. Therefore, with new
development, sufficient funds are generated to pay for local road infrastructure, and these can be
generated without placing a burden on other taxpayers in the community. This all can be
accomplished if a portion of the “incremental” property tax generated each year is devoted to
funds earmarked for local roads. These funds could be used to pay for arterial roads (developers
would still be required to pay for roads and other infrastructure internal to the development) as
new developments take place, or can be used to expand roads ahead of anticipated development.
But, what portion of the incremental property value should be devoted to roads? In a
study for the Lincoln Chamber of Commerce, Thompson (2005) estimated that the incremental
property tax revenue ($190) for the average new housing unit in the City of Lincoln was equal to
75% of the property tax revenue generated by the average existing housing unit ($245). Stated
another way, the incremental property tax revenue was 43% of the total property tax revenue
generated by the average new housing unit ($435). In other municipalities, the ratio between the
incremental and total property tax revenue generated by new construction may not be as large as
it was for housing units in Lincoln. The ratio also may not be as large for commercial properties.
Therefore, we propose utilize a smaller percentage of 25% rather than the 43% figure identified
in the Lincoln study.

M.

Reduce State Health Insurance Mandates
Health care costs account for a substantial share of the cost of living and the cost of

operating a business. Further, with constant improvements in treatments and medicines, and an
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aging population, health care will grow as a share of our economy. But, in such a large industry,
it is important to avoid unnecessary costs. Further, states that organize and regulate the industry
most effectively could gain a significant competitive advantage. In other words, improving
health care quality and cost in the state would therefore go a long way towards making the state
much more attractive both for households and for business. There are many ideas about health
care reform, but we suggest three primary approaches. These approaches are designed to increase
options for Nebraska residents to obtain health insurance that meets their individual needs. This
additional flexibility could increase health insurance coverage rates but also can make the state
of Nebraska a more attractive place to live and work. Increased flexibility may be especially
valued by the more mobile segments of society such as young people and higher income
households.
Health care mandates are requirements that insurance companies cover, or at least offer to
cover, specific types of health care providers, or specific types of benefits. Such mandates
increase the scope of coverage for the insured but may also reduce the number of insured by
taking away the option to obtain a narrower and less costly health insurance package. More
generally, the mandates may limit the ability of state residents, insured or uninsured, to buy the
combination of benefits which suits them best. We make the following recommendation:

(3.13) Reduce Health Mandates. The State of Nebraska should provide a periodic
review of all benefit and provider mandates to determine what each mandate
add to the cost of health insurance. The state should set a goal of reducing total
mandate costs by 20% below their current level in real (inflation adjusted) cost.

Background
Mandates that require insurers to provide or offer coverage of certain types of benefits, or
specific types of providers (such as podiatrists or chiropractors) raise the scope services available
to the insured. But, these mandates raise the costs of obtaining health insurance for those
individuals or employers who would ordinarily not seek these benefits. In a recent report, the
Council for Affordable Health Insurance estimated that state mandates raise the cost of health
insurance significantly. Compared to a basic package that did not include mandates coverage,
mandates increase the cost of health insurance by between 20% and 50% across states,
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depending on the mandates in each (Bunce and Wieske, 2008). This suggests a significant
additional cost for those who would not ordinarily choose the mandates coverage.
Such large costs have several implications. First, the additional costs are large enough to
discourage some employers from offering health insurance, and some workers from signing up
for health insurance. Second, there is a substantial difference between states in the cost of
mandates. In the decision of where to live, work, or operate a company, it could matter a great
deal whether costs are 20% higher versus 50% higher. States may be able to gain a meaningful
comparative advantage by having fewer mandates.
Nebraska is a state with only a moderate number of mandates. The state had 32 mandates
in 2008, according to Council for Affordable Health Insurance (Bruce and Wieske, 2008). This is
below the average of 38.5 mandates across the 50 states and the District of Columbia. But,
Nebraska may be able to extend further extend its advantage by reducing the number of
mandates. Further, many nearby states have fewer mandates than Nebraska, according to the
same report, including Iowa, South Dakota, Idaho and Utah. We encourage the state to improve
its comparative advantage by capping the estimated cost of mandates, as in our recommendation,
and focusing carefully on which mandates it is most critical to require.

N.

Improved Environment for High Deductable Health Plans
Many households participate in health insurance plans with low to moderate deductibles.

These plans cover much of their health care costs during a catastrophic illness but also during
more routine illnesses. This latter feature of our health care coverage system can create a variety
of problems that encourage individuals to spend excessively on health care. Such increases in
spending raise the cost of providing health care coverage, contributing to the ranks of the
uninsured. High deductable health care plans, as the name suggests, provide true insurance in the
case of severe and expensive medical problems but leave the insured responsible for most of
their non-preventative annual health care costs. Patients who must pay costs for most illnesses
out of pocket may more carefully manage their health care expenses.
Households enrolled in a high deductable health care plan typically will pair that plan
with a health savings account. Households or their employers can make tax deductable payments
into these health savings accounts, which can also accumulate tax free, but must be used for
qualified medical expenses.
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Self-employed individuals also can deduct health premium payments from their taxes,
and participants in an employer sponsored plans receive employer contributions to health care
premiums on a tax free basis. However, individuals who are not self-employed but purchase
individual health insurance do not receive a deduction for health insurance premiums. We
propose that such deductions be allowed for those purchasing high deductable health care plans
in order to provide some relief to this segment of the market and to encourage more use of high
deductable health care plans. We make the following specific recommendation:

(3.14) Health Savings Accounts. The State of Nebraska should allow residents with a
health savings account to deduct premium payments from their income tax when
purchasing high-deductable health insurance policy in the individual health
insurance market.

Background
High deductable health insurance plans paired with health savings accounts can
encourage consumers to more carefully manage health care spending. Households making
spending decisions on health care are paying those costs out of their own health savings accounts
(which could be saved for future use), rather than having a third party such as insurance
company pay for health care services. Thus the programs eliminate the moral hazard associated
with a third party payer while still providing households with insurance in the case of
catastrophic and otherwise very expensive illnesses.
Given this feature, federal and state government policy in recent years has attempted to
make high deductable health care plans paired with health savings accounts more appealing. The
above proposal would improve the appeal of high deductable health insurance and health savings
accounts to another group of individuals: persons who must purchase health insurance on the
individual market, and who are not self-employed. Researchers have noted that this policy would
primarily benefit higher income individuals (Park and Greenstein, 2004). However, it would still
represent an opportunity to bring a larger share of the population under high deductable health
insurance plans.
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Appendix A
Youth Retention and Development
For some time, Nebraska has suffered from an out migration of the graduates from its
university systems to the benefit of other States. Nebraskans pay hundreds of millions of dollars
in taxes to help fund the University system, with the expectation that its graduates will help grow
the Nebraska economy. A fair question is whether the State is doing all that it can to help assure
that the highest percentage of Nebraska graduates are employable and employed in Nebraska’s
business community sectors.
Data from the U.S. Department of Education (National Center For Education Statistics)
shows that Nebraska is ranking about average.
Highest and Lowest State Retention Rates
for 2000 Graduates, 2001

Share of 2000 Graduates Remaining In The State
In Which They Attended College, 2001

Highest shares (percent)
Idaho (97.4)
Maine (91.7)
Texas (86.7)
California (84.4)
New Jersey (83.1)



Lowest shares (percent)
Iowa (42.2)
North Dakota (38.4)
Rhode Island (37.6)
Vermont (30.6)
Delaware (30.2)
NOTE: Data is not available for Alaska and Hawaii
Source: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education
Statistics

Lower than the national average
About the same as the national average (67% - 72%)
Higher than the national average

The Federal Reserve Bank shows that Nebraska has been in the worst sector as far as
retention of college-educated adults:
Net migration rates of college-educated adults,
ages 25-60 (1995-2000)*



-6.7%

0.0%

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York (using 2000 U.S. Census data)

4.0%

7.0%

22.5%
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2007 CSG Report
A 2007 Council of State Governments – Midwest Stateline report entitled: “Legislators
Put Heads Together, Seek To Address “Brain Drain”, has this to say:
“In North Dakota, business leaders say they already are feeling a labor pinch. And with
as much as half of the current labor force in the state’s primary industries close to retirement age,
the squeeze could be even tighter in the near future.”
“In Iowa, within the next five years, the state is expected to have 100,000 vacancies for
skilled-labor jobs.”
“These are just two of the many Midwestern states grappling with a one-two
demographic punch: the retirement of baby boomers and the loss of young, educated workers.”
“An analysis of 2000 U.S. Census figures shows why the brain drain is on the minds of
many Midwestern legislators. Between 1995 and 2005, most states in the region experienced a
net out-migration of college-educated adults.”
“These migration patterns can have significant implications for the regions gaining and
losing valuable human capital. Areas with net gains become hubs of innovation and economic
development. In contrast areas experiencing a brain drain are hurt by a smaller tax base (due to
the loss of well-paid workers) and a dearth of professional services.”
“Especially frustrating for many Midwestern states is the investment they put into
educating their young people – only to see many leave the state upon graduation.”
“Program moderator Thurston] Domina said it is not easy for states – or areas within
them – to replicate the success of other regions in becoming magnets for young professionals.
Still, Midwestern states are beginning to try, and Domina briefed legislators on some of the
options being explored in this region.”
“Incentives To Stay Put - Federal and state loan-forgiveness programs have historically sought
to attract students to certain careers. But states are now looking at scholarships for residents who
agree to stay in the state after they graduate.”
“Creating “cool cities” - Based on the work of economist Richard Florida, the underlying
concept behind “cool cities” is that highly educated, creative individuals gravitate to vibrant,
culturally rich areas. These individuals, in turn, help build businesses and create jobs in a
community.”
“Marketing Campaigns – Several states have taken out advertisements that target young
professionals from other states. Nebraska specifically focuses on alumni from its public
universities, outreach efforts for graduates who have left the state include mailing, luncheons and
a Nebraska-focused job site (http://careerlink.org).”
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“Commissions and Networks – Earlier this year, the Iowa Legislature passed a bill establishing
a 15-member, governor-appointed commission of young people (ages 18 to 35). The group has
been charged with developing strategies that make Iowa more attractive to young people.

How Many Nebraska Graduates Stay In The State? How Many Leave?
A variety of sources address these questions:
“One in three graduates takes his or her degree beyond state borders, choosing to use their
talent elsewhere and fuel economies other than Nebraska’s struggling one.”26
“What’s particularly discouraging is that those most likely to leave are architects, engineers,
artists and lawyers – the exact people most heralded by employers as creative, savvy men and
women who have the goods to fire up dwindling economies like Nebraska’s, which is
currently facing a $311 million budget shortfall.”2 7
“Furthermore, Nebraska is the 10th-most heavily outmigrated state in the country for young,
single, college-educated people, according to U.S. Census data.”2 8
“An analysis of data collected through the 2000 U.S. Census revealed that, between 1995 and
2000, Nebraska experienced a net out-migration of college graduates that was more than
offset by a new in-migration of adults with less than a high school education.”2 9
“The general pattern of Nebraska’s estimated net migration was the same for both years. In
2004 and 2005, the net in-migration of adults with less than a high school diploma or less
was more than twice as high as the net in-migration of adults with some college but no
degrees, and the state experienced a net out-migration of adults with college degrees.”3 0

26

http://media.www.dailynebraskan.com/media/storage/paper857/news/2004/04/27/News/Brain.Drain.Vs.Gain.Com
paring.Nebraska.To.OutOfState.Ventures-1741949.shtml
27
Http://media.www.dailynebraskan.com/media/storage/paper857/news/2004/04/27/News/Brain.drain.Vs.Gain.Com
paring.Nebraska.To.OutOfState.Ventures-1741949.shtml
28
http://media.www.dailynebraskan.com/media/storage/paper857/news/2004/04/27/News/Brain.drain.Vs.Gain.Com
paring.Nebraska.To.OutOfState.Ventures-1741949.shtml
29
“2008 Nebraska Higher Education Progress Report.” (2008): [101-108].
30
“2008 Nebraska Higher Education Progress Report.” (2008): [101-108].
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“Between 1995 and 2000, NE had an immigration number of 154,025 paired with an
outmigration number of 169,379 which means NE had a net migration of -15,353 people.”31
This has a variety of effects on Nebraska:
“In addition, it seems the higher the degree and the higher the grade point average, the more
likely the graduate is to head out-of-state, according to a UNL Career Services survey of a
sampling of graduates. The surveys show more than 76 percent of undergraduates with a
GPA of 3.0 or lower stay in-state, but that drops to 64 percent of GPAs of 3.5 or higher. And
while more than 65 percent of undergrads stay, just 53 percent of those who receive graduate
degrees and only 30 percent with Ph.D.s still call Nebraska home, according to Alumni
Association.”32
“Based on 2000 U.S. census data, Nebraska experienced a net out-migration of adults at all
levels of education beyond high school between 1995 and 2000.”3 3
This is not something new, Former Governor Nelson had this to say several years ago: “In
an interview last week, Governor Nelson bemoaned a recent study that showed, he said,
“Half our college graduates leave.” That study also found that the propensity to stay in the
state seems to be inversely proportional to how well a student does on the American College
Test for undergraduate admission. “The higher the A.C.T. score, the greater the chance of
them leaving,” he said.”3 4
These results financially hurt Nebraska:
“The state has lost college-educated people because they move out of Nebraska faster than
they move in, according to a report from the Federal Reserve Bank branch in Kansas City.

31

Perry, Marc J. “State-to-State Migration Flows: 1995-2000.” Census 2000 Special Reports, August 2003, [1-9]
Http://media.www.dailynebraskan.com/media/storage/paper857/news/2004/04/27/News/Brain.drain.Vs.Gain.Com
paring.Nebraska.To.OutOfState.Ventures-1741949.shtml
33
“2008 Nebraska Higher Education Progress Report.” (2008): [101-108].
32
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Belluck, Pam. “Stay, Nebraska Begs Brightest, We’ll Pay You.” February 28,
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The report said the drain cost Nebraska about $246 million each year in personal income
between 1985 and 1990.35

General Background About Youth Retention
(provided by Ashley McCarthy, Summer Undergraduate Research Fellow, Bureau of
Business Research, University of Nebraska-Lincoln)
A review of academic research on the mobility and retention of young workers suggests
that young people are motivated by many of the same factors that have been mentioned for
population of all ages such as job opportunities, quality of life, and availability of housing. This
is clearly demonstrated in the review information provided below, and suggests that the solutions
and policies discussed throughout this report also should be effective for helping attract and
retain young people into Nebraska.
Current literature examining why young people are leaving rural areas of the United
States, especially in the Great Plains, has found a multitude of reasons to explain this
phenomenon. The reasons include the economic environment of these areas, the background and
education level of rural youth and the amenities found in these areas.
Research on migration confirms the important role of business promotion in attracting
and retaining young people. Employment opportunities appear to weigh heavily in the decision
of where to locate after high school or college. In particular, young adults are looking to locate
in an area with a strong job market and opportunities that match their skills-especially if they are
college graduates (Devanzo 1983, McGranahan & Sullivan 2005, Ross 2007, Tickamyer &
Duncan 1990). Low unemployment, high employment growth, and competitive wages are all
things that young adults are looking for and which they often cannot find in rural areas
(Hemingway 2002, Ross 2007, Sjaastad 1962, Treyz, et al. 1993). The problem of lower wages
is particularly difficult for rural areas to overcome because most college graduates have large
amounts of student loan debt and need to take high-paying jobs to pay down debts even if they
would prefer to work in a rural area. Changes in the agriculture industry are also hurting rural
communities’ ability to keep their young residents or attract new ones (Coushon 2004, Ross
2007). The trends of mechanized farming and farm consolidation have diminished the demand
35

Ruff, Joe. “Firms in Nebraska Market Nationwide to Attract Workers.” Journal Record, The (Oklahoma City)
(1995).
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for labor in the agriculture industry. In the past a family farm could have been passed down to
several children, but today a farm may only be passed down to one child and the rest of the farm
children often leave the community to find employment opportunities elsewhere. The inability
of rural areas to compete with metropolitan areas in terms of wages and job opportunities
significantly hurts their ability to keep and bring in new young adults to the community.
Another factor related to economic growth is the housing market in rural areas (Fitchen
1994, Hemingway 2002). A tight housing market and lack of affordable housing are strong
deterrents to young adults looking to move back to a rural area after college. Most college
graduates are already burdened with debt from student loans and are reluctant to take on more
debt in the form of a mortgage. They are looking for multi-family housing, such as apartments,
or starter homes that are affordable and can be rented. Unfortunately, many rural communities
lack this type of housing or only have old, run-down places that are not appealing to young
adults.
Recent research has also found that the background and education level of young adults
plays a factor in their propensity to leave the rural areas they were raised in (Devanzo 1983,
Devanzo & Morrison 1981, Hemingway 2002, Huang, Weng, Zhang & Cohen 1997, Mills &
Hazarika 2001). Upper and middle-class residents as well as youth with highly-educated parents
are more likely to move to urban areas.

This is partly due to the fact they have more

opportunities to go to college and partly because it is more likely that their parents lived in an
urban area at some point and can provide support and encouragement for their children. It was
also found that young adults with strong family ties to a certain area, especially extensive
number of relative outside the immediate family in the area, are correlated to propensity to stay
in the rural area (Devanzo & Morrison 1981, Hektner 1995, Herzog & Scholottsmann 1983,
Humphrey 2001, Mills & Hazarika 2001, Sjaastad 1962, Von Reichert 2001). In terms of
education, studies found that more highly educated people are more likely to leave rural areas.
Those who focused on academic disciplines rather than vocational courses in high school and
who took more difficult courses in secondary school are more likely to go to college and over
half of rural college attendees do not return home by the age of 25 (Huang, Weng, Zhang &
Cohen 1997). Additionally, more highly-educated people are more attracted to highly diverse
communities. College graduates often cited a desire to experience new ways of living and meet
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people of different backgrounds as reason for not returning to rural areas (McDaniel 2006,
Tickamyer & Duncan 1990).
Some literature sources note the problem that the trend of leaving the small town for the
big city has become a cultural expectation (Donaldson, 1986, Hemingway, 2002). In many
places it is more unusual for a high school graduate to stay in the area than it is for them to move
to a metropolitan area. There is a belief by many young adults that in order to be successful they
have to leave the rural areas where they were raised and older adults who are not satisfied with
their rural lifestyle or who want their children to be more successful then themselves often
encourage young high school graduates to leave the rural areas and go on to bigger and better
things. Changing this mindset that success and satisfaction cannot be obtained outside of a
metropolitan area is a challenge for rural communities seeking to retain their youth population.
Another oft cited reason why young people leave rural areas is the lack of amenities.
Research found the young people see rural areas has having an adverse social climate (Cauchon
2004, Humphrey 2001, Treyz, Richman, Hunt & Greenwood 1993). There is not the same
variety of entertainment as one would find in an urban area such as major league sports,
museums, concerts, theater, etc. Young adults seek diverse cultural and social experiences in
order to grow personally and rural areas are viewed as too homogenous and not as culturally
evolved as metropolitan areas. Studies also found that the degree of isolation or remoteness from
an urban area can affect the migration rates of young people (McGranahan & Sullivan 2005,
Nord 1998, Von Reichert 2001). Rural areas that are only an hour or two from an urban area that
provides shopping, services, and other desirable amenities are less likely to have significant outmigration of young adults than rural areas that are a significant distance from an urban area.
Young adults are also reluctant to stay in a rural area because there are fewer young adults for
them to have as friends or possible mates. Natural amenities are another factor in why young
adults leave rural areas (McGranahan & Sullivan 2005, Nord 1998). Young adults are looking
for a temperate climate (certainly not found in the Great Plains), recreation such as mountains
and lakes, and nice landscape (i.e. not farmland).
Clearly, research has shown that there are many factors affecting a young adult’s decision
to remain in their rural hometown or search for better opportunities elsewhere. Many studies
have called for a more comprehensive and large-scale survey of rural residents between the ages
of 15 and 30 to better understand the extent to which each of these factors affects their decision.
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A more accurate picture of why young adults are leaving rural areas will help these communities
make the necessary changes to attract young adults to rural communities.
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Appendix B
Demographic Trends
and Competitive Strategies for Regions
This appendix examines demographic trends for border counties in Nebraska as well as
for the key metropolitan areas of the state. It also discusses strategies that border regions and
internal regions of Nebraska can use to attract more population. In the demographic analysis, we
utilize older data from the 2000 Census, as this is the most recent source of data that provides
sufficient information on the origin and destination of migrants. Specifically, the 2000 Census
gathered information on migration between 1995 and 2000. More recent county data on
migration provides trends for total net migration, but cannot be used to differentiate between net
migration in-state or out-of-state for individual counties. This data from the 1995 to 2000 period
is likely representative of current conditions though population growth has slowed in Nebraska
in the current decade. At the end of this Chapter, we also provide recently developed population
projections for all Nebraska counties for the period from 2010 through 2020.
There is a negative net migration in Nebraska’s non-metropolitan border counties,
indicating that there are more residents moving to other states than to moving in the opposite
direction. As seen in Table B.1, the largest net losses occurred in Scotts Bluff, Red Willow, and
Nemaha Counties, while gains are seen in Cheyenne, Keith, and Kimball Counties. The
magnitude of the overall loss is modest, however, at just over 1,200 between 1995 and 2000.
This indicates the familiar point that a significant share of the outmigration in nonmetropolitan
Nebraska is to the metropolitan areas within Nebraska such as Omaha and Lincoln, rather than
out of state. This also highlights that it will be important for nonmetropolitan counties to reduce
their own local taxes along with proposed statewide tax cuts in order to better compete with
metropolitan areas of the state. For the same reason, nonmetropolitan counties must act to
improve private provision of amenities and services and community development initiatives. The
difficulty from the statewide perspective is that, despite an influx of population from
nonmetropolitan areas, Nebraska’s largest metropolitan counties are losing population to other
states, as is seen in Table B.2. On net, Nebraska’s 3 largest metropolitan counties (Douglas,
Lancaster, and Sarpy) lost over 12,400 persons to other states from 1995 to 2000. Nebraska had a
net loss of migrants to 33 states, and had a net gain of migrants from just 16 states.
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Table B.1: Non-Metropolitan Border County Migration 1995-2000 to or from Other States

Nebraska County
Banner
Boyd
Burt
Chase
Cherry
Cheyenne
Dawes
Deuel
Dixon
Dundy
Franklin
Furnas
Gage
Harlan
Hitchcock
Jefferson
Keith
Keya Paha
Kimball
Knox
Nemaha
Nuckolls
Otoe
Pawnee
Perkins
Red Willow
Richardson
Scotts Bluff
Sheridan
Sioux
Thayer
Thurston
Webster

Inflow
55
64
480
411
633
1,120
1,494
260
505
219
153
346
1,235
258
381
342
965
66
527
394
874
249
1,261
178
306
872
693
3,655
679
144
270
503
231

Outflow
48
166
421
332
624
82
1,400
263
490
177
142
259
1,384
195
215
465
760
24
346
493
1,102
412
1,381
147
301
1,285
854
4,478
788
168
299
621
196

Net Flow
7
-102
59
79
9
293
94
-3
15
42
11
87
-149
63
166
-123
205
42
181
-99
-228
-163
-120
31
5
-413
-161
-823
-109
-24
-29
-118
35

Total Flows

19,823

21,063

-1,240

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Looking at the trends in Table B.2., Nebraska’s 3 largest metropolitan counties lost
population to nearby states within even larger metropolitan areas such as Missouri and Colorado.
Nebraska also lost population to rapidly growing states with climate amenities and low taxes
such as Arizona, Florida, and Georgia. Nebraska on net gained population from states with large
metropolitan areas and that have seen substantial domestic outmigration such as California and
Illinois. Nebraska also gained net migrants from adjacent states without a large metropolitan area
such as Iowa and South Dakota, much as Nebraska metropolitan areas gain population from
nonmetropolitan Nebraska. In looking at Table B.2, however, it is important to remember that 3
largest metropolitan counties in Nebraska gained on net around 12,000 migrants from other
Nebraska counties during the 1995 to 2000 period. These counties also have a significant net
gain from international migration so the overall outlook for population growth is positive for
metropolitan areas in Nebraska. With net outmigration, and lower rates of natural increase,
population loss is anticipated for many nonmetropolitan counties in Nebraska.

Table B.2: Top Gain and Loss States for Nebraska’s Largest Metro Counties 1995-2000

State
Top 5 States From Which
Nebraska Gains Population
California
South Dakota
Illinois
North Dakota
Iowa
Top 5 States to Which
Nebraska Loses Population
Missouri
Colorado
Arizona
Florida
Georgia

Inflow

Outflow

Net Flow

10,090
2,902
4,638
1,241
13,570

5,782
1,794
3,529
292
12,821

4,308
1,135
1,109
949
749

4,257
5,184
2,601
2,675
1,043

6,625
7,542
4,913
4,656
2,422

-2,368
-2,358
-2,312
-1,981
-1,379

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Table B.3 reports the results of a recent population projection for Nebraska counties
through the year 2020 by the UNL Bureau of Business Research. The projection is based on
current economic conditions in Nebraska, and an expectation that the state will continue to have
a relative advantage in attracting manufacturing to non-metropolitan areas and farm income will
remain near the averages of the last three years. The projection calls for the State of Nebraska to
reach a population of 1,927,000 by the year 2020, and grow at an annual rate of 0.6% per year
from 2010 through 2020. Significant growth is anticipated for the Omaha and Lincoln
metropolitan areas. Further, a significant share of the nonmetropolitan counties adjacent to these
two metropolitan areas also is expected to maintain or add to their population. Larger counties
located along the Interstate 80 corridor also are expected to add population. Larger population
centers off of the corridor are anticipated to roughly maintain their current population, though a
modest population loss is projected for a few counties. The larger losses, particularly on a
percentage basis, are expected for the smaller nonmetropolitan counties that are not adjacent to
metropolitan areas.
As noted in Chapter IV, a significant reduction in tax rates in Nebraska could help
improve population projections for counties within the State of Nebraska. Utilizing the results of
Hammond and Thompson (2008), a significant reduction in taxes to the levels found in South
Dakota would lead to a substantial improvement in population growth in Nebraska. Statewide
population growth would increase from just over 0.6% to nearly 1.0% per year, which is near the
national rate of growth. Under this scenario, state population would grow by a projected 173,000
between 2010 and 2020, which would be sufficient to nearly reach a goal of 2,000,000
Nebraskans by the year 2020. As noted earlier, this result is based on just one scenario and
smaller reactions are possible. Looking at geographic detail, growth accelerates in the
metropolitan counties that already were expected to grow. Further, with lower taxes, population
change flips from an expected decline to a modest increase in a handful of counties. But, in most
nonmetropolitan counties with a declining population there is still a loss in population even with
improvements.

This demonstrates that tax cuts are not a sufficient strategy to return to

population growth in many nonmetropolitan regions of Nebraska. It also will be necessary to
take other steps to grow entrepreneurship and small business, pursue community initiatives for
economic development, and improve the quality of amenities and services in these areas
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Table B.3: Population Projections for Nebraska Counties 2010-2020

County
Adams
Antelope
Arthur
Banner
Blaine
Boone
Box Butte
Boyd
Brown
Buffalo
Burt
Butler
Cass
Cedar
Chase
Cherry
Cheyenne
Clay
Colfax
Cuming
Custer
Dakota
Dawes
Dawson
Deuel
Dixon
Dodge
Douglas
Dundy
Fillmore
Franklin
Frontier
Furnas
Gage
Garden
Garfield
Gosper

2010
33,830
6,533
361
709
435
5,426
11,023
2,076
3,194
45,988
7,240
8,711
27,733
8,645
3,753
6,051
10,169
6,629
10,166
9,226
10,882
21,449
8,701
25,398
1,911
6,166
36,176
511,227
2,042
6,164
3,275
2,756
4,795
23,733
1,898
1,754
2,096

2020
35,521
5,696
322
612
305
4,635
9,588
1,652
2,932
49,783
7,320
8,762
32,600
7,670
3,580
5,788
10,443
6,326
9,409
8,469
9,985
23,681
8,646
27,303
1,762
6,268
37,367
550,918
1,903
5,861
3,037
2,714
4,441
24,715
1,737
1,648
2,296

Change
1,691
-837
-39
-97
-130
-791
-1,435
-424
-262
3,795
80
51
4,867
-975
-173
-263
274
-303
-757
-757
-897
2,232
-55
1,905
-149
102
1,191
39,691
-139
-303
-238
-42
-354
982
-161
-106
200

Change with
Lower Effective
Tax Rate
2,875
-644
-28
-76
-119
-633
-1,109
-367
-163
5,449
325
344
5,941
-715
-53
-68
623
-90
-439
-471
-560
3,017
235
2,813
-89
312
2,438
58,004
-75
-106
-135
49
-204
1,806
-102
-50
276
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County
Grant
Greeley
Hall
Hamilton
Harlan
Hayes
Hitchcock
Holt
Hooker
Howard
Jefferson
Johnson
Kearney
Keith
Keya Paha
Kimball
Knox
Lancaster
Lincoln
Logan
Loup
McPherson
Madison
Merrick
Morrill
Nance
Nemaha
Nuckolls
Otoe
Pawnee
Perkins
Phelps
Pierce
Platte
Polk
Red Willow
Richardson
Rock

2010
579
2,239
56,824
9,835
3,369
1,003
2,851
9,970
697
6,923
7,582
4525
6,959
8,236
826
3,509
8,445
280,767
36,347
687
638
477
34,801
7,691
5,084
3,405
6,767
4,394
15,704
2,734
2,916
9,204
7,583
31,059
5,300
10,846
8,408
1,383

2020
405
1,788
60,210
10,494
3,278
979
2,666
8,589
636
7,481
7,063
4,398
7,393
8,046
696
3,016
7,737
307,140
37,551
588
541
426
33,223
7,002
4,886
2,920
6,456
3,807
16,399
2,533
2,676
8,756
7,610
30,535
5,149
10,553
7,892
1,045

Change
-179
-451
3,386
659
-91
-24
-185
-1,381
-61
558
-519
-127
434
-190
-130
-493
-708
26,373
1,204
-99
-97
-51
-1,578
-689
-198
-485
-311
-587
695
-201
-240
-448
27
-524
-151
-293
-516
-338

Change with
Lower Effective
Tax Rate
-160
-390
5,391
1,008
19
9
-95
-1,089
-39
807
-281
21
680
80
-106
-390
-447
36,567
2,458
-79
-79
-37
-460
-452
-34
-386
-94
-458
1,242
-115
-150
-153
282
501
22
61
-250
-302
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County
Saline
Sarpy
Saunders
Scotts Bluff
Seward
Sheridan
Sherman
Sioux
Stanton
Thayer
Thomas
Thurston
Valley
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Wheeler
York
Nebraska

2010
14,654
156,696
21,220
36,429
17,111
5,492
2,878
1,407
6,543
4,911
573
7,282
4,222
21,235
9,184
3,508
776
14,465

2020
15,799
191,540
24,306
35,627
17,960
5,261
2,458
1,271
6,495
4,025
473
7,176
3,951
25,140
9,019
3,113
681
14,763

Change
1,145
34,844
3,086
-802
849
-231
-430
-136
-48
-886
-100
-106
-271
3,905
-165
-395
-95
298

Change with
Lower Effective
Tax Rate
1,670
41,130
3,889
394
1,448
-54
-336
-93
170
-748
-84
135
-138
4,733
138
-289
-72
791

1,817,474

1,927,316

109,842

173,995

Source: UNL Bureau of Business Research

Competitive Strategies for Regions
This report has provided a toolkit for Nebraska and local communities to improve the
competitive position of regions throughout the State, and attract and retain more people. The
recommendations were meant to be useful throughout Nebraska - we did not develop
recommendations that were specifically targeted to a particular region of the state. This said,
some regions could choose to focus on a subset of the recommendations or place a higher
priority on some than others in order to take advantage of or address the competitive conditions
in each region. These competitive conditions would encompass the characteristics of Nebraska
communities and the characteristics of the neighboring states of Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, South
Dakota, Colorado, and Wyoming.
In this section, we discuss the competitive factors in border regions of Nebraska and the
implications for our set of policy recommendations. We also provide recommendations for
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interior areas along the I-80 corridor and in and around the Columbus, Norfolk, and Fremont
area. Specifically, we examine western Nebraska, which is composed of the Nebraska Panhandle
as well as other parts of southwestern Nebraska such as McCook. We have another set of
recommendations for communities that border Kansas, Missouri, and Iowa, and specifically for
areas in northeast Nebraska.

Western Nebraska Border Areas
Counties in the Western Panhandle of Nebraska and the southwest corner of the state
increasingly orient towards the greater Denver or “front range” economy. These regions to an
extent compete with western states such as Colorado and Wyoming for population. The areas
have potential to attract households from the Denver/front range economy with an interest in
living in a rural and mid-size community environment. Lower home prices in Nebraska may
create an advantage over competing areas in Colorado and Wyoming. Further, if state and local
tax reductions are implemented, as suggested in the report, the household tax burden in Nebraska
may fall close to that of Colorado, further improving the competitive position of Nebraska
communities. Wyoming will always maintain a tax advantage over Nebraska, however, since a
significant share of tax revenue in Wyoming comes from taxes on mineral and other resources,
and therefore is “exported” rather than paid by Wyoming residents. For families with children,
Nebraska has another advantage in terms of high quality primary and secondary schools.
Given this competitive position, the western Nebraska border areas should emphasize
efforts to improve amenities and directly engage with people attraction, in addition to
implementing the local tax cuts suggested in this report. There should be an emphasis on
building the endowment of local community foundations or other private charities that provide
amenities. This also can be accomplished by providing funds to the unrestricted endowment of
community foundations that can be used to fund locally designed people attraction programs, or
more comprehensive community initiatives in economic development.

Most Kansas, Missouri, South Dakota and Iowa Border Areas
If state and local governments in Nebraska can meet the goal of making Nebraska a low
tax state, areas of Nebraska along the Kansas, Missouri, and Iowa border will gain a tax
advantage over regions in adjacent states. Areas of Nebraska along the South Dakota border also
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can achieve more parity with South Dakota. This suggests that these regions should emphasize
cutting local property tax rates, beyond the reductions recommended in this report. These cuts
should be paired with people attraction programs or even more comprehensive community
initiatives in economic development.

Border Areas in the Sioux City Metropolitan Area
Portions of northeast Nebraska have had success in attracting residents across the border
from Iowa portions of the Sioux City Metropolitan Areas. This is a common strategy seen in
many parts of the United States – where smaller towns and cities across a state border from a
metropolitan area can attract residents by providing a unique mix of taxes and services.
Metropolitan and nonmetropolitan counties in northeast Nebraska will have a growing tax
advantage over areas in Iowa if state and local government in Nebraska meets the goal of making
Nebraska a low tax state. But, counties in Northeast Nebraska should further extend this
advantage by emphasizing further reductions in property taxes. These areas also need to
emphasize that there is sufficient infrastructure funds available to accommodate growth, by
setting aside incremental property tax revenue for road building as recommended in this report.
Community initiatives in economic development in this regions also may wish to place an
emphasis on private provision of amenities, particularly arts, entertainment, and recreation
amenities.

Internal Regions
Central Nebraska is home to a number of successful micropolitan areas along the I-80
corridor and in Columbus/Fremont/Norfolk region. These areas have been successful at building
a strong industrial base, and have a growing business and professional services industry
(Thompson, et al., 2006). Especially in recent years, these areas have had difficulty filling the
job opportunities available in the local economy. With economic development proceeding, these
areas should emphasize people attraction efforts through community marketing, such as has been
done by the Norfolk Area Recruiters. These areas also are large enough to consider establishing a
private group to speed the development and use of electronic medical records, as suggested in
Chapter VI of this report.
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Appendix C
Some of the Latest Ideas in Economic Development among
States and Cities in the U.S.
States and cities throughout the nation have been active in promoting economic
development, and have developed new programs in just the last few months. We summary such
programs below in areas such as attention to rural communities, commitment to alternative
energy, workforce development and others
Targeted Investments/Effort to Diversify Economic Portfolio
 Ohio, who won Site Selection Magazine’s “Governor’s Cup” award in both 2006 and
2007 for being the state with the most new or expanded capital projects the previous year
in both 2006 and 2007, cites their recent focus on making targeted investments in
industry clusters deemed to have the most long-term investment potential as one of the
factors contributing to some of their major successes. These industry clusters include
biotech, healthcare, aero propulsion and power, advanced energy, automotive,
distribution and logistics and polymers and plastics, among others. Ohio has long been a
manufacturing-intensive state, and while manufacturing remains the largest sector of its
economy, it is in the midst of aggressively diversifying its economic portfolio (Arend,
2008 (May a)).

Attention to Rural Communities
 As outcome of Tennessee’s mission statement of creating “higher skilled, better paying
jobs for all Tennesseans,” Governor Phil Bredesen led in the creation of the Rural
Opportunity Initiative (ROI). This initiative focuses on three areas: a $12-million dollar
public/private fund that can be used by businesses in rural Tennessee to expand and
create new jobs, providing a source of capital in areas where capital is difficult to obtain;
the “ROI incentive,” which creates an expanded category of tax credits for companies
locating in rural communities with traditionally high unemployment; and the “Orange
Carpet Tours,” a partnership between Tennessee’s Department of Economic and
Community Development with a national site-selection consulting firm to tour rural
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communities, assess strengths and weaknesses, issue feedback and help create an
improvement plan aimed at making the communities more competitive in economic
development (Arend, 2008 (May b)).

Commitment to Alternative Energy
 One of Tennessee’s current economic development focuses is on creating new jobs
related to energy development and alternative fuels. Governor Phil Bredesen recently
created the Task Force on Energy Policy with the aim of developing recommendations
for increasing energy efficiency in state government, developing a strategic energy policy
for Tennessee and aligning Tennessee's R&D resources to create innovative new products
and businesses in the area of alternative and renewable fuels and to drive economic
development through clean technologies (Arend, 2008 (May b)).
 New Mexico has a 20-percent renewable portfolio standard, which mandates that by
2020, 20 percent of energy consumed in New Mexico must be generated by renewable
energy sources, of which 4 percent must be from solar power and has been very
aggressive in trying to attract renewable energy companies. Evidence of their success
includes the opening of a manufacturing facility by Advent Solar in February of 2007 and
Schott Solar’s recent selection of Albuquerque for their $500 million-by-2012 investment
(McCurry, 2008 (March a)).

Workforce Development
 The state of Ohio has frozen college tuition in the state for the next two years and is
putting $100 million into a grant program to enable capable students to pursue careers in
science and technology as part of its emphasis on education and workforce development
and training and thrust to make Ohio a leader among the states in terms of quality of
education and college accessibility (Arend, 2008 (May a)).
 Oklahoma addressed a looming shortage of aerospace engineers in the fastest growing
sector of its economy, aerospace, by Governor Brad Henry signing The Aerospace
Industry Engineer Workforce bill into law in early June. This law creates a state tax
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credit of $5,000 per year for engineers and allows aerospace companies tax credits both
for compensation to qualified employees and for tuition reimbursement (McCurry, 2008
(July)).
 The primary vehicle for worker training in Tennessee is ECD's Fast Track Job Training
Assistance, which covers the cost of training new hires for a relocation project or worker
skill upgrades for expanding companies. Despite a tight budget year in 2008-2009,
Governor Bredesen called for an increase in funding to Fast Track Job Training
Assistance in the coming year, bringing the funds available for worker training to $25
million (from just over $4 million in 2003) (Arend, 2008 (May b)).
 Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal’s administration’s top economic development priority
in the 2008 regular legislative session was workforce development reform. With the goal
of improved competitiveness, the workforce development package include expansion of
the community and technical college system; a $10 million rapid response fund for urgent
training needs; a Louisiana Fast Start program modeled after the ward-winning
QuickStart program in Georgia, a dual-enrollment program at the high-school level in
order to cultivate alternative career pathways and an increase in workforce participation
via recruitment of people who have left the state as well as marketing to the unemployed
and underemployed (Bruns, 2008 (July a)).

Miscellaneous Legislation
 In an effort to combat neighboring states’ efforts to lure away California businesses, the
California legislature approved a bill (AB 1721) late last year designating the California
Business, Transportation, and Housing Agency as the lead economic development
organization for the state, uniting local and regional groups from around the state in a
focused effort aimed at business development, retention, expansion and attraction, and
giving the state an economic development chief with authority to lead economic
development efforts at state level (Starner, 2008 (March)).
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 Massachusetts enacted a $1 billion life science plan, promising $25 million a year in tax
incentives for selected life sciences projects over a 10-year period among other major
benefits for corporations, universities and communities (Bruns, 2008 (September)).
 Louisiana held two special legislative sessions within newly-elected Governor Bobby
Jindal’s first few months in office in an effort to remove barriers to Albemarle Corp’s
move of their headquarters from Richmond, VA to Baton Rouge and Nucor’s possible $2
billion facility construction in LA. Among the early accomplishments of the special
sessions were elimination of a sales tax on investment in manufacturing machinery and
equipment and another tax on corporate debt and approximately $530 million being
appropriated for infrastructure and transportation needs. The Jindal administration is also
trying to increase the Louisiana Megaprojects Fund from its current $150 million to $450
million for business recruitment – to reassure companies that the state can move quickly
and for fiscal responsibility, to avoid having to call special sessions (Bruns, 2008 (July
a)).

Regional Economy Approach
 The innovative collaboration between the City of Danville and Pittsylvania County,
Virginia is credited for the creation of 1430 jobs, over $315 million of investment, and
the dramatic enhancement of the economic vitality and quality of life in that region of the
country. The partnership was recognized nationally when it was named as a finalist by
the U.S. Department of Commerce Economic Development Administration (EDA) for its
2008 Excellence in Innovation award (Danville Office of Economic Development (2008).
 The overt support of governors in neighboring Mississippi and Florida were part of what
made Calvert, Alabama the site of choice on which to break ground for ThyssenKrupp
Steel USA’s $3.7 billion carbon and stainless steel manufacturing complex.

Bob

Soulliere, president and CEO of ThyssenKrupp said of the multistate nature of the
project: "I think that there is a willingness of everyone to share the wealth wherever it
makes sense.

I know when we sit and talk with representatives from the State of

Alabama, they know some of our workers will come from Mississippi and Florida.
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They're encouraging whatever we have to do to make sure our business is successful, and
they want to support it." Contract distribution is another way the wealth of a large
development located near state lines is shared.

Soulliere also noted that, "For our

infrastructure work, excluding equipment, 50 percent of our business has been with
Alabama firms and another 45 percent with companies across the southeast (Bruns, 2008
(July b)).”
 Going back as far as 2003, the governors of Alabama and Mississippi agreed to establish
a joint economic development strategy designed to lure large industrial projects to the
border between the two states. That same regional mentality is what David Hooks,
recently-appointed chair of Alabama’s Black Belt Action Commission’s Manufacturing
Committee, thinks could be effective in developing the entire region, taking in the
Mississippi portion, of the Black Belt. "When we talked about regionalism 10 or 15
years ago, we were talking about two cities in a three-county area going together. As
world markets have changed and things have become more international. The same
regionalism we talked about at the local community level has had to expand to a regional
approach at the state level. For a project tike an automotive manufacturing facility, you're
talking about competing among North and South America, not between Atlanta and
Birmingham,” said Hooks. When it was announced that Alabama, along with Tennessee
and Michigan, was a finalist for the location of a new Volkswagen manufacturing plant,
Hooks recalled the regionalism fostered at the Tennessee Valley Authority of which he
was once a part, "When it got to the final selection, we'd fight like cats and dogs to get it
internally, but to get someone at the global level to look at the region, we absolutely
approached it regionally (State of Alabama, 2008)."
 Maryland Governor Martin O’Malley, Governor Tim Kaine of Virginia, Washington
D.C. Mayor Adrian Fenty, and other officials in the Chesapeake Bay area launched the
Chesapeake Crescent Initiative in late January. The partnership will pool resources to
find long-term solutions to environmental, transportation, and economic challenges).
(McCurry, 2008 (March b)).
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 Idaho legislators quickly introduced bills to facilitate the construction of a $2 billion
uranium enrichment facility announced by French multinational Areva, Inc. House Bill
561 expanded the definition of tax exemption on production equipment to apply to not
only uranium enrichment, but other categories within the fuel cycle," and House Bill 562
addressed the real property tax by establishing a seven-year project period in which any
company could expend $1 billion or greater in any one county, and as a result of that
spending they would have a cap of $400 million on the real property. The teamwork,
support, and speed with which the legislation was handled were very impressive to Areva
representatives (Bruns, 2008 (July c)).
 “Exceptional rates for electric power and water” was one of three factors – along with
speed to market and government support - that sealed the deal resulting in Hemlock
Semiconductor staying in Saginaw County, MI and investing $1 billion to expand its
poly-crystalline silicon operation. This latest expansion is expected to create 500 jobs.
Hemlock Semiconductor had previously negotiated with the Michigan Public Service
Commission to establish a special rate for industrial customers that use at least 70.2
million kilowatt-hours per year, and the PSC and Consumers Energy agreed to extend the
lower rate for the life of the expansion (Bruns, 2008 (May)).
 Two recent selections of Ogden, UT as site of choice were influenced by factors lowering
overall costs:

Amer Sports Winter and Outdoor US recently consolidated three

companies from other states to Ogden

Besides the cost structure of the real estate and

capital improvements being substantially lower than other areas, the Governor’s Office of
Economic Development offered several incentives including $2.5 million in Industrial
Assistance Funds upon completion of the relocation and building improvement and $5.44
million in Economic Development Zone Tax Increment Financing property tax rebates
over 10 years. The Hershey Co.’s decision to build a distribution center in Business
Depot Ogden - investing about $38 million and hiring about 100 people – was secured by
Utah’s offer of a post-performance incentive of up to $2.6 million, rebating 20 percent of
new state revenue over a 10-year period in Ogden with Hershey agreeing to keep
operations in Utah for 10 years and paying average salary for new positions that is equal
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to or greater than 140 percent of the Weber County median wage, and Ogden City
providing a local incentive of at least $3 million (Arend, 2008 (May c)).
 Tennessee’s Department of Economic and Community Development, who won the 2007
Site Selection Competitiveness Award for being the state-level economic development
agency with the most overall business-expansion activity credits “retooling of incentives
to give the commissioner of ECD broader latitude to meet companies’ needs, including
expanded tax credits to cover pollution-control equipment, emerging industries and
companies investing in rural communities,” as one of the long-term, substantial changes
Tennessee has made in the last six years that has greatly improved its overall business
climate, according to Commissioner Matthew Kisber, who heads ECD (Arend, 2008
(May b)).
 Brazilian air giant, Embraer, in May 2008 chose Melbourne International in Florida at
which to build its $50 million, 200-employee first-ever American production facility after
conducting a blind national analysis of potential sites. Total incentives for the Melbourne
expansion will be worth about $12.5 million, including a $1.8 million cash grant the -equivalent of a 10-year tax abatement. The Embraer project is the first to ever receive upfront payment rather than the traditional tax abatement, but according to Lynda
Weatherman, president and CEO of the Economic Development Commission of Florida’s
Space Cost, “if we hadn't gotten the grant, rather than the abatement, I don't think we
would've been one of the finalist sites. We had the tax abatement in our first RFP, but
Embraer came back to us and told us that it wasn't helpful to them. It just didn't meet their
business needs at the time. So we had to get creative and devise a workable incentive
package if we were going to stay in contention for that expansion (Lyne, 2008)."
 Chemical manufacturer Albemarle Corp. announced in May 2008 it would move its
headquarters from Richmond, VA to Baton Rouge, bringing with it 30 jobs and a $7
million payroll. Benefits to Albemarle are $4.2 million in relocation reimbursement from
the state and city/parish - $1 million from the East Baton Rouge City-Parish government
and $3.2 million from the Governor’s Rapid Response Fund (Bruns, 2008 (July)).
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Business Climate
 In January 2008, Florida Governor Charlie Crist unveiled an “innovation economy”
economic development plan for his state revolving around: sustainable growth, lowering
the cost of doing business, multimodal infrastructure, R&D, cultivation of entrepreneurial
systems such as incubators and venture capital, and improved education and work-force
training. In late January, Florida voters also approved property tax reform, including an
equipment purchase personal property tax exemption of up to $25,000 that will affect one
million of the state's 1.2 million businesses and the institution of a 10-percent cap on how
much a property tax can rise for non-homesteaded properties, including commercial
properties that are now seeing high-percent age increases. Another priority cited for the
legislature when it convened in March was making sure specific quick-closing funds are
set aside (Bruns, 2008 (March)).
 According to a study by Ernst and Young, Oregon had the second lowest total state and
local tax rate in the nation in fiscal year 2007. The state also has a very aggressive tax
credit program - credits that go up to $20 million – for companies that manufacture
alternative energy products or convert to energy conservation programs. $200 million in
transportation improvements were approved by the Oregon legislature recently to
improve its ports, railways and airports (Starner, 2008).
 Governor Rick Perry of Texas formed The Governor’s Competitiveness Council in
December 2007. The Competitiveness Council is composed of 29 members representing
key industry sectors, ex-officio elected officials, higher education and work-force
agencies, and their work builds on legislation the governor signed in 2003 calling for the
development of strategies to strengthen the competitiveness of the energy,
petrochemicals, aerospace and defense, advanced technologies and manufacturing,
biotech and life sciences and computer and information technology industry sectors. The
Competitiveness Council delivered a Report to the Governor on August 6 containing
recommendations related to talent development, innovation, infrastructure, resources, and
governance (Arend, 2008 (September)).
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Appendix D
What Are Economic Development Incentives?
Economic incentives are financial inducements which governments utilize to attract or
retain companies, jobs and business facilities. The National Association of State Development
Agencies (NASDA) in a 1999 report prepared for the U.S. Department of Commerce entitled
“Evaluating Business Development Incentives” listed three basic financial incentives:
1.

Direct Financial Incentives. These offer companies assistance in the form of cash

grants, loans, bonds, equity financing and training subsidizes. These may include revolving
loan funds, seed capital funds, venture funds or other programs to supplement traditional
financing available through banks and public lending authorities.
2.

Indirect Financial Assistance. This typically takes the form of state grants or loans to

local governments and community organizations to support business development. Some of
these programs may tie funds to specific projects. Others may make funds available to meet
more general business community needs such as infrastructure improvements or work force
training.
3.

Tax-Based Incentives. These involve a reduction or abatement in taxes paid to state

or local governments. The four most common tax incentives are:
a.

Tax Credit Programs. These usually enable businesses to reduce their taxes if

they meet certain performance criteria, such as creating a specified number of jobs,
providing worker training or investing in technological improvements or research and
development.
b.

Abatements/Reductions.

These decrease the assessed valuation, or otherwise

exempt, all or a portion of property for property tax purposes, generally as a means to
encourage capital investment.
c.

Exemptions. These remove the tax liability for certain business activities. These

can be granted for a variety of taxes, but are most frequently used with regard to income,
sales and use taxes.
d.

Specific Geographic Tax Programs.

These are usually targeted to distressed

areas, either rural or urban, and may include a mixture of the above three tax incentives,
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which are offered to a business that creates jobs in a certain targeted area, often known as
an enterprise zone.
Broad Tax Features Are Not Incentives
Those features of a tax system which apply broadly to all or most categories of
businesses are not incentives, although economic development agencies may often advertise
them as reasons to locate a business in a particular state. Examples of this would include low tax
rates and broad exemptions (such as an exemption from property and sales taxes for inventory).
Historical and Current Status of Economic Development Incentives In The United States
State and local economic development incentives have a long history. According to a
1999 report for the Council of State Governments entitled “State Business Incentives and
Economic Growth: Are They Effective? A Review of the Literature,” State financial assistance
to businesses has its roots in the 17th century when the State of Massachusetts in 1640 granted
the first business incentive in the country. New Jersey granted the first tax exemption to a
manufacturing company owned by Alexander Hamilton in 1791. The trend continued through
the early 19th century and by 1844, Pennsylvania had invested over $100 million dollars and had
placed directors onto the boards of over 150 corporations, according to this report.
A report entitled “Economic Development Incentive Wars: What Influence Do State and
Local Economic Development Incentives Have on the Location Decision of Firms
(www.cba.uni.edu/economics/lockie.pdf) documents the significant increases in state incentives
provided for the period 1977 through 1996.

This report shows that the number of states

providing corporate income tax exemptions increased from about 21 to about 37, the number of
states providing equipment and machinery tax exemptions increased from about 19 to 32, the
number of states providing a sales tax incentive exemption increased from about 32 to 47, while
the number of states providing a research and development tax exemption increased from about
10 to 36.
A 1997 report in State Tax Notes, “A 50-State Comparison of Tax Incentives for
Manufacturing Equipment Purchases,” concludes that every State uses tax credits and
abatements. Through tax incentive programs, States have invested literally billions of dollars in
an effort to sustain and revitalize state and local economies.

See “Evaluating Business

Development Incentives,” National Association of State Development Agencies (1999, at
www.eda.gov.com).
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A 2003 survey by Area Development magazine entitled “18th Annual Corporate Survey”
(www.area-development.com/FrameCorpSurvey1.html) found that state and local incentives
were ranked as the number one factor in a corporation’s location decision. This survey also
found that 92.7% of corporate executives characterized incentive programs as a “very important”
or “important” factor in their site selection decision.
Another survey in Business Facilities entitled “Are You Missing Out on the Full Benefits
of

Economic

Incentives

and

Tax

Credits”

(2004,

www.facilitycity.com/busfac/strategies.asp.com) found that 63% of reporting professionals
stated that their companies have increased the use of incentives and credits from 1998 to 2003.
This survey also indicated that most companies make greater use of tax credits and incentives at
the state and local level rather than at the federal level. The survey also found that 55% reported
that incentives and tax credits play a critical role in making final strategic decisions for
expansion, relocation and consolidation.
States are offering business tax incentives to create and retain jobs, control pollution,
revitalize distressed communities, educate unskilled workers, invest in research and
development, and even to lower child-care costs. See e.g. the following reports: “Economic
Development Tax Incentives,” OLR Research Reports (2003), “Corporate Tax Credits
Considered for Social Policy,” Fiscal Facts (1999), “An Overview of California’s
Manufacturer’s Investment Credit,” Legislative Analyst’s Office (2002), “An Analysis of
Georgia’s Economic Development Tax Credit Incentives,” Fiscal Research Program (2002).

Purpose of Incentives
The NASDA Report cited earlier precisely stated the purpose of incentives as follows:
“States and localities use economic development incentives to influence the location of business
investments.”

Can Incentives Encourage Economic Development
The NASDA Report also answered this question: “Direct distribution of public funds,
either through reduced taxes or financial assistance, are the two most obvious ways for a state or
local government to encourage economic development.” While the statement that reduced taxes
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constitutes “public funds” can be debated, the impact of incentives on encouraging economic
development is without question.

Are Economic Development Incentives Expected to Continue
The NASDA Report has this to say: “As long as state and local tax structures and
economic growth policies differ, these incentives will continue to be part of the economic
development landscape.

Governors, mayors, legislators, and council members justify these

public investments on the grounds that private-sector decisions to invest in a community result in
jobs, income, and tax revenues that are essential to the economic and social well-being of a
community or state.”

What Motivates the Enactment of These Incentives
Again, the NASDA Report provides an answer: “Without these public investments,
policy makers fear that they will not realize the level of private investment that the community or
state might otherwise achieve. This will make the jurisdiction less competitive for current
investments and begin a potential cycle of disinvestment as existing firms begin to find the
community or state less viable economically. Many jurisdictions justify direct business assistant
programs as strategies to overcome structural deficiencies in their state and local economic
climates.

These incentives may also serve to upgrade human and physical capital in a

community or region.” NASDA Report page 1.

Incentives Have Become a Multi-Billion Industry
The NASDA Report reported that a 1998 survey of 940 state-funded programs revealed
that about 40% of the existing incentive programs marketed by states were related directly to tax
credits, exemptions, abatements, or deferrals. The 50 states allocated approximately 4.6 billion
dollars in “foregone” state tax revenues for these standing tax incentive programs. NASDA also
reported that an additional 6.3 billion dollars in state funding was allocated in 1998 to non-tax
incentives, including loans, grants, and guarantees provided directly to businesses or indirectly to
communities. These two categories did not include one-time allocations for individual “megaprojects” that require legislative approval. NASDA Report page i.
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Nebraska’s Participation in Economic Development Incentives
Nebraska’s most significant entry into economic development incentives occurred in
1987 with a restructuring of its tax system. Since that time, a limited number of other programs
have been adopted, some of which have already been repealed or sunsetted. A summary of the
principal enactments follows.

Table D.1: Incentives Enacted

1987
1987
1987
1991
1995
2003
2005
2005
2005
2005

Enactment of Incentives and Tax Climate Improvements
(Enacted and Still in Effect)
LB 775 - Employment and Investment Growth Act (for existing projects)
LB 772 - Single Factor Corporate Income Tax Formula
LB 775 - Capital Gain Exclusion
LB 840 – Local Option Municipal Economic Development Act
LB 559 Repealed Throwback Rule
LB 608 New Employment Expansion and Investment Incentive Act (Rural Counties)
LB 312 – Nebraska Advantage Act
LB ____ - Nebraska Manufacturer Sales Tax Exemption
LB ___ – Nebraska R&D Credit
LB ___ – Nebraska Job Training Funding
Enactment of Incentives and Tax Climate Improvements
(Enacted and Sunsetted or Repealed)

1987
1987
1990
1993
1995
1995
1996
1998
2000
2001

LB 270 – Employment Expansion and Investment Incentive Act
LB 773 – Individual Income Tax Maximum Rate 5.9%
LB 1124 - Ethanol Tax Credit Program
LB 725 - Enterprise Zone Tax Credit
LB 829 – Quality Jobs Act
LB 830 – Nebraska Redevelopment Act
LB 1368 Improved Quality Jobs Act
LB 939 Improved Quality Jobs Act
LB 936 - Rural Economic Opportunities Act
LB 620 – Invest Nebraska Act
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Competition For New Jobs Has Become Intense
The Corporation For Enterprise Development reported in a recent study called “Ten
Questions on Development Incentives” that: “The competition among the states to recruit new
companies or retain existing ones has never been more intense.” The CFED also stated that
“incentives can make a difference in the site selection process, particularly when the choice
comes to two or three similar locations.”

Types of State Business Incentives
State business incentives are now being offered by States and communities in a variety of
forms and amounts.

Table D.2: Types of State Business Incentives
Investment Tax Credits
Tax Increment Financing
Wage Withholding Rebates
Enterprise Zone Credits
Economic Development Loans
R&D Credits
Recycling Equipment Credits
Water Conserve System Credits
Work Force Recruitment Grants
Daycare Facility Tax Incentives
Capital Loan Programs
Industrial Development Grants
Job Training Grants
Land Grants
Property Tax Exemptions
Data Processing Equipment Credits
Industrial Waste Treatment Credits
Loan Guarantee Programs
Special Purpose Financing
Targeted Area Tax Credits
Public Utility Tax Rebates
Innovation and Venture Funds
Research Grants

Job Tax Credits
Property Tax Abatements
Sales Tax Rebates
Site Preparation Grants
Specialized Investment Credits
Alternative Fuel Credits
Pollution Control Equip. Credits
Environmental Tech. Credits
Revolving Energy Loans
Freeport Tax Exemptions
Industrial Recovery Credits
CDBG Cash Grants
Cash Incentive Grants
Moving Allowances
Manufacturing Equipment Credits
New Facilities Credits
Apprenticeship Training Credits
Employer Assisted Housing Credits
Targeted Industry Tax Credits
Green Industries Tax Credits
Agribusiness Assistance Programs
Trade Financing Programs
Headquarters Job Tax Credits
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Availability of State Business Incentives
While the nature and extent of state business incentives differ from State-to-State, the
following chart of some of the main incentive categories demonstrates the wide availability of
incentive opportunities throughout the Country:

Table D.3: Availability of State Business Incentives
1.

Category of Incentives

Number of States Offering This

New Equip. Sales Tax Exemptions or Rebates
Industrial Investment Tax Incentives
Financing Aid For Business Expansions
Property Tax Abatement or Moratorium
Job Creation Tax Incentives
R&D Tax Incentives
Job Training Programs

47
42
44
38
43
39
42

Trends in Job Creation Strategies in the States
The Council of State Governments’ Book of the States introduced its study on the trends
in job creation strategies in the states with the following observations:
“Corporate America’s pent-up demand for new capital investment is starting to give
way. Where checkbooks were slammed shut in late 2001 and much of 2002, they are
open again, and businesses are expanding and investing in new plants and equipment.
With voters in most states increasingly willing to replace lawmakers they see as
standing in the way of economic prosperity, the importance of economic development –
and job creation specifically – has never been more apparent. More than immigration,
car taxes, education or any other issue, California’s gubernatorial shakeup was about
economic development and stopping the exodus of businesses from the state.”

Nebraska’s Main Tax Incentive Programs Grow More Intense
Nebraska’s Employment and Investment Growth Act (known as “LB775”) was enacted
in 1987 as part of a major effort to improve Nebraska’s business climate.

In 2005, the

Legislature enacted the Nebraska Advantage Act. This Act took the place of LB775 for future
projects. It includes most of the components of LB775, as well as several enhancements.
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The LB775 and LB312 programs have helped Nebraska grow over 80,000 new jobs and
attract over $20 billion of new capital investment into our State. These new jobs have an average
annual wage level of which materially exceeds Nebraska’s average pay level.
LB775 and LB312 have done this through a program of tax incentives that have enabled
Nebraska to compete effectively for a variety of business expansion and relocation projects.
However, as demonstrated elsewhere in this Report, other States throughout the country
have not stood still. They have enacted a variety of economic development initiatives over the
course of several years. The combination of Nebraska’s increasing tax rates over the past 20
years, along with aggressive job recruitment and incentive programs by other States, requires
Nebraska to continue to review and update its programs.

How, Why and Do Incentives Work?
We all instinctively know that incentives work because we encounter them every day.
Our national state and local media are filled with advertisements from businesses seeking to sell
us cars, groceries, clothing, furniture and countless other goods and services. More often than
not, these advertisements offer their products or services at a discounted price. They do this even
while contending that their products are the best and their the prices are already competitive
every day. Some businesses, such as car dealers, have found that to compete effectively, they
also need to negotiate even further discounts with their customers.
What we as individual consumers see every day in the marketplace is also seen by
business decision-makers as they look to decide where to maintain or relocate a business
operation or where to locate a business expansion. Just as individual consumers need to watch
every dollar and balance the checkbook at the end of the month, business leaders also need to
meet financial expectations if they are going to stay in business for very long.

Applying These Economic Concepts In Designing LB775 and LB312 (In Other Words, Why
They Are The Way They Are)
When LB775 was initially designed and drafted in 1987, it represented an aggressive step
towards moving us ahead of our national competition. However, this was not done in a reckless
manner. Instead, it was designed to target those areas of economic growth that would be the
most influenced through a tax incentive.
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Basic consumer economic incentive realities were taken into account when LB775 was
designed and when it was replaced by LB312. LB775 and LB312 incorporated some other
economic concepts as well:
•

Quantity Discount: We know that often in business a discount price is only available if
the consumer purchases a certain minimum quantity. This approach is geared towards
helping a seller achieve certain economic results. Likewise, LB775 and LB312 were
designed to apply only if the business agreed to add a certain quantity of new jobs and
new investment. This is why it has three different job/investment levels, each of which
have different tax incentive levels.

•

Customer Focus: A grocer will never know for sure if the customer would have bought
the eggs anyway even if they weren’t on sale. However, the grocer is pretty certain that
his or her sale prices have attracted more customers into the store, and that many of these
customers, in addition to buying the eggs on sale, also purchase a lot of other products at
full price. Likewise, there will always be uncertainty as to whether certain business
projects would have occurred even without LB775 and LB312. However, in an effort to
minimize the grant of incentives for projects that would have occurred anyway, LB 775
and LB312 were designed to apply only to those types of business industries which can
conduct their business from a number of states. For example, a retail store would
normally open for business in an area where there are sufficient customers.
However, a manufacturing business or headquarters does not usually need to locate next
to its customers.

Since that type of business has various site location alternatives,

incentives are used to help attract that type of business into the State.
•

Performance Required: LB775 and LB312 were designed to require the business to
perform first before incentives would be available for use. Some States historically have
provided incentives without a performance requirement and then have been left holding
the bag when the business did not perform. That doesn’t happen with LB775 and LB312.

•

Maintaining Performance: In addition, under LB775 and LB312, it has never been
enough to simply achieve job and investment thresholds. Instead, companies are required
to maintain these new levels for at least seven years or else the incentives need to be paid
back pro rata.
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•

Higher Performance Levels: LB775 and LB312 were also designed to continue to incent
higher performance levels—beyond the minimums. For example, to incent even higher
levels of capital investment, the investment tax credit is a percentage of investment,
rather than a fixed dollar amount.

Likewise, the jobs credit is a percentage of

compensation paid, with the result that higher compensation paid to new employees
results in a higher dollar amount of jobs tax credit.
•

Accountability: LB775’s and LB312’s tax incentives are not simply allowed without
verification. Instead, the company must provide detailed information on Nebraska’s
Forms 775N and 312N. All of this information is then reviewed and audited by the
Nebraska Department of Revenue before incentives are confirmed.

The Nebraska

Department of Revenue is also required under LB775 and LB312 to provide an annual
report that contains very detailed information about the LB775 and LB312 program
results and incentives allowed.

Recommended Areas of Change
While LB775 helped Nebraska often beat the competition for new jobs through the late
1980’s and much of the 1990’s through 2005, and LB312 has stepped in since 2005, newly
enacted programs by many other States have continued to place Nebraska in need of more
powerful means to win better jobs for Nebraska residents.
Based on our ongoing review of incentive programs in other States, as well as our
discussions with national site selection consultants and local business decision-makers, the main
recommended areas for improving Nebraska’s tax incentive program are addressed in the Action
Plan.
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Appendix E
About the Authors
Dr. Eric Thompson, (co-principal investigator), is an Associate Professor of Economics
at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, specializing in state and local economic development and
policy analysis. As the Director of the Bureau of Business Research at UNL (and before that at
the University of Kentucky), Dr. Thompson has conducted numerous economic studies, as well
as assessments of public incentive programs. He has completed several assessments of the
impact of business tax incentive programs in Nebraska. For the past 15 years, Dr. Thompson also
has developed county level demographic and economic forecasting models in Nebraska, or prior
the coal industry in the Central Appalachian coal fields, a study on the economic impact of UNL
athletic department, the economic impact of real estate developments in Lincoln, Nebraska, and
economic assessments of the arts industry in Kentucky, Mississippi, California, and individual
cities in New York, Florida and Ohio. Each of these economic impact studies included a tax
revenue impact component. He is currently co-leading an investigation on Entrepreneurship In
Nebraska with faculty at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and the Gallup Corporation. He and
Dr. Ernie Goss, (co-principal investigator) were two of the three members of the Attorney
General of Nebraska’s Fuel Price Task Force from October to March 2005/06. The Task Force
investigated gasoline pricing in the State of Nebraska in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.
Dr. Ernie Goss. (co-principal investigator) is currently the Jack MacAllister Chair in
Regional Economics at Creighton University. He received his Ph.D. in Economics from The
University of Tennessee in 1983 and is a former faculty research fellow at NASA's Marshall
Space Flight Center. He was a visiting scholar with the Congressional Budget Office for 2003-04
and is a research fellow at the Theodore Roosevelt Institute. In the Fall of 2005, the Nebraska
Attorney General appointed Goss to head a task force examining gasoline pricing in the state.
He has published over eighty research studies focusing primarily on economic forecasting
and on the statistical analysis of business and economic data. His research paper entitled, "The
Internet's Contribution to U.S. Productivity Growth," received the National Association of
Business Economics Edmund A. Mennis Contributed Papers Award for 2001. His book,
Changing Attitudes toward Economic Reform during the Yeltsin Era was published by Praeger
Press in 2003 and his book Governing Fortune: Casino Gambling in America was published by
the University of Michigan Press in the fall of 2006.
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He is a member of the Editorial Board of The Review of Regional Studies and editor of
Economic Trends, an economics newsletter published three times per year. He is the past
president of the Omaha Association of Business Economics, and the Nebraska Purchasing
Management Association-Nebraska.

He also serves on the Board of Directors of Mosaic, Inc.

and the National Association of Purchasing Management.
Goss produces a monthly business conditions index for the nine state Mid-American
region and the three state Mountain region. He also conducts a survey of bank CEOs in seven
Mid-American states.

Survey results from all three surveys are cited each month in

approximately 100 newspapers. Newspaper citations have included the New York Times, Wall
Street Journal, Investors Business Daily, The Christian Science Monitor, Chicago Sun Times and
other national and regional newspapers and magazines. Each month 75-100 radio stations carry
his Regional Economic Report. For more information go to: www.outlook-economic.com.
Nicholas K. Niemann (co-principal investigator) has, for the past 22 years, actively
assisted companies with addressing their business site selection, expansion and relocation needs,
including the negotiation and implementation of state business incentive packages. His legal
practice for the past 27 years has focused on state tax and state incentive matters for small, midsized and large businesses doing business in Nebraska. For the past 6 years he has been the
speaker on the topic of “Current Issues in State Taxes” for the Great Plains Federal Tax Institute.
He has also been a frequent speaker on state tax and incentive matters to business, industry and
professional groups.
Nick has worked with business and government leaders to develop and preserve economic
development incentive programs. He was the principal designer and drafter of most Nebraska’s
state business tax incentive programs, including:
Employment and Investment Growth Act
Nebraska Advantage Act
Nebraska Job Training Fund
Quality Jobs Act
Nebraska Redevelopment Act
Invest Nebraska Act
Nebraska Manufacturing Sales Tax
Nebraska Employee Capital Gain Exclusion
Corporate Income Tax Throwback Repeal
Accelerated Depreciation Equipment Property Tax
Single Factor Sales Corporate Income Tax Formula

He also designed and drafted Nebraska’s 1992 constitution amendment to fix the legal
deficiencies in Nebraska’s property tax system. He has also authored two books on business
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owner transition and exit planning: “Exit On Your Terms” and “The Next Move For Business
Owners”.
He is a member of the Nebraska Bar Association and Nebraska Society of CPAs. He is a
1981 magna cum laude graduate of the Creighton University School of Law. He is a partner
with the Omaha law firm of McGrath North Mullin & Kratz, PC LLO
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